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Summary in Swedish

Värdet av att ett datoriserat system är felfritt är svårt att uppskatta. Felaktigheter i ett system kan utgöra personfara alternativt bli väldigt kostsamma.
Testning är den dominerande tekniken för att veriﬁera att ett system är i enlighet med sin speciﬁkation.
En betydande del av ett programvaruprojekts budget går till testning. Detta
är beroende på att planering och utförande av test ofta görs manuellt. Att testa
ett system manuellt är ett tidsödande arbete som också är monotont, dyrt och
kan göras felaktigt. Därför har många företag automatiserat testningen, kvar
är dock problemet att välja testfall. Speciellt problematiskt är det när systemet
som ska testas är ett realtidssystem. Då är systemets beteende också beroende
av vid vilken tidpunkt som omgivningen ger stimuli till systemet.
Modellbaserad testning är en lovande teknik som stödjer val av testfall. Användaren speciﬁcerar här en modell varifrån ett program kan generera testfall automatiskt. En gren inom modellbaserad testing använder en teknik som
kallas modellchekning (eng. model checking). I modellchecking går ett program systematiskt igenom en modell för att veriﬁera egenskaper hos denna.
Ett kvalitativt mått på hur grundligt en testsvit går igenom ett programvarusystem är kodtäckning. Detta kan t.ex. vara en procentsats på antalet programsatser som är exekverade. Andra täckningskriterier kan vara baserade på
dataﬂödesanalys. Vi använder täckningskriterier med avseende på en speciﬁkation i form av en modell, som ledning för val av testfall. På detta sätt får
vi en testsvit som testar systemet funktionellt utifrån speciﬁkationen och inte
är beroende av hur systemet är implementerat.
De forskningsfrågor som framför allt har upptagit avhandlingsarbetet är
hur tekniker som används för modellchecking kan utnyttjas för att generera
testsviter och hur täckningskriterier kan speciﬁceras på ett formellt sätt.
Vi börjar med att observera att om vi har ett kriterium som anger att t.ex.
varje möjligt tillstånd i en modell ska vara täckt så kan detta delas upp i en
uppgift per tillstånd. Vi kallar varje sådan del i kriteriet för en täckningsenhet.
I vår första uppsats beskriver vi hur ett problem för testfallsgenerering kan
omdeﬁnieras till ett problem att hitta en väg till ett tillstånd med speciella
egenskaper. Vi åstadkommer detta genom att låta ett verktyg för modellcheckning söka efter ett tillstånd där alla täckningsenheter är uppfyllda. Detta blir
möjligt genom att vi utökar modellen med en boolsk variabel per täckningsenhet och ändrar modellen så att varje sådan variabel har sanningsvärdet sant
om och endast dess motsvarande täckningsenhet är uppfylld. När alla vari11

abler har sanningsvärdet sant så har spåret till det tillståndet gått en väg så att
motsvarande testfall uppfyller hela täckningskriteriet.
Det modelleringsspråk vi använder oss av heter tidsautomater (eng.
timed automata). Detta modelleringsspråk kan användas för att modellera
realtidssystem. För att inte exekveringen av en testsvit ska ta onödigt lång
tid så genererar vi en testsvit som tar minimal tid att exekvera. Detta är
ett komplext problem eftersom alla olika testfall kan kombineras för att
tillsammans få full täckning.
I avhandlingen presenteras en algoritm som effektiviserar generering av
testfall. Vår tidigare algoritm söker ett spår (vari det kan ﬁnnas återställningar
av systemet) där alla täckningsenheter är uppfyllda. Vi kallar denna typ av
generering lokal eftersom ingen hänsyn tas till andra spår. Vår effektiviserade
algoritm utnyttjar kunskap om alla spår för att kunna minimera tid och minne,
samtidigt som den garanterar att alla täckningsenheter hittas.
När algoritmen hittar en täckningsenhet som aldrig i något spår har hittats
tidigare, så sparar algoritmen ett “kandidatspår”. När det inte ﬁnns något mer
att utsöka så kommer det ﬁnnas en mängd av kandidatspår som inte överstiger antalet täckningsenheter. Denna mängd reduceras sedan i en andra fas
av algoritmen. I och med att alla hittade täckningsenheter ﬁnns med i något av
kandidatspåren så undanröjs behovet att särskilja tillstånd beroende på tidigare
uppfyllda täckningsenheter. Detta leder till en stor reduktion av tillståndsrymden.
Baserat på vår syn på täckning så deﬁnierar vi ett språk, i form av
parametriserade observatörsautomater, som kan användas för att formellt
beskriva täckningskriterier. Vi visar att språket är tillräckligt uttrycksfullt
för att beskriva en uppsjö av täckningskriterier som är vanliga i litteraturen.
Detta inkluderar kända typer av täckningskriterier såsom logik-, dataﬂödesoch projektions- (abstraktions) kriterier. Med detta språk deﬁnieras också
hur tillståndsrymden hos våra speciﬁkationsmodeller behöver utökas för
att kunna hitta alla täckningsenheter. Det är de kriterier som användaren
deﬁnierar som indirekt ger instruktioner till hur algoritmen ska arbeta.
I avhandlingen presenteras också en helt automatiserad testbädd, som
inkluderar både urval och exekvering av tester. Vi har använt denna testbädd
i en fallstudie av en WAP gateway, som vi gjort i samarbete med Ericsson.
Genom att vi gått igenom alla steg från att bygga modell till att få resultat
från exekverade tester så har vi visat att tekniken är användbar och fungerar
även i en industriell miljö.
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1. Introduction

The fact that unreliable computer systems can cause severe problems in our
society is indisputable. Apart from the personal and material damage an incorrect system can cause to its user or owner, it can also be costly for the
manufacturer. For these reasons manufacturers strive to make their systems as
error-free as possible.
For a system to function correctly, there are two things that are important:
validation, to ensure that the right system is built, and veriﬁcation, to ensure
that the system is built right. In this thesis we will consider the veriﬁcation
problem.
Testing is the dominating veriﬁcation method for increasing conﬁdence in
a computer system. It is the process of exercising a system in a controlled
environment and examine if its behavior complies with the requirements of
a system. There are other quality improvement techniques used by software
engineers as part of the veriﬁcation process. Other techniques include code
walk throughs, code inspections, and code reviews.
The purpose of testing is to reveal faults in the system. Testing can only
show the presence of faults, not their absence. There are two main challenges
in testing, to select and to execute test cases.
We will consider testing of the logical and temporal correctness of a system, i.e., functional testing. There are many other types of testing. Among
them stress testing, which is often used interchangeably with both load testing, and performance testing, i.e. testing when the system is heavily utilized.
A duration test is a test of the ability of a system to run over a longer period
of time, and robustness testing, sometimes called negative testing, conducted
by sending invalid input data, are also outside the scope of the thesis.

1.1

Real-Time Systems

A real-time system is a system where the behavior of the system depends not
only on the input but also on the timing of the input. Such system can also have
requirements on the timing of its outputs. In order to test a real-time system,
we have to take into account not only what inputs to supply to the system,
but also when to supply them. For correct behavior of a real-time system, a
response should not only provide correct values, but the values should also be
provided at the right time-points.
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Figure 1.1: Black box testing

We illustrate a few different timing requirements. (i) A machine that is
ﬁlling up soda bottles must stop after a certain amount of time in order not
to overﬁll. Hence the speciﬁcation of an embedded controller of the machine
shall require an output from the controller to stop ﬁlling after that time.
(ii) A computer that distinguishes between single- an double-clicks from
an input device must measure the time between two consecutive clicks. First
after waiting the maximum time bound for a double-click, the computer can
determine a ﬁrst click as a single-click. If a second click arrives earlier, then
the two clicks should be interpreted as a double-click.
(iii) A car control system might have to react to a brake signal within a
given time bound. During the reaction time, the engine ignition must still be
on time with the requested precision.

1.2

Testing

Testing of system behavior can be categorized into white box and black box
testing. In white box testing, also called structural testing, or glass box testing,
tests are derived from knowledge about the structure of the software and from
implementation details. In black box testing, also called functional testing, test
data are derived from the speciﬁed functional requirements without consider16

ing the internal program structure [ABC82]. The implementation and the test
cases can be developed in parallel, by two separate teams.
In Figure 1.1, a common setting for black box testing is shown. From a speciﬁcation of the system, test cases are derived. A test case includes input values
that stimulate the system to test some chosen functionality. This could be parameters to start the system or sequences of input data. For real-time systems
also the timing of the input data should be supplied. The test case generation
results in a collection of test cases called a test suite. The generation may be
done manually or automatically.
After the test suite is produced, a test harness executes the test suite against
the implementation under test. This produces a test result, which is compared
to the expected result, prescribed by the speciﬁcation, by a test oracle. The
test oracle delivers a verdict for each test case in the test suite. Ideally, the
verdict of a test should be pass or fail. If all generated tests pass, then this
shows conformance between the test and the speciﬁcation.
A failed test is a system failure, i.e., the system does not deliver the expected
result (erroneous or with incorrect timing). If the test is carried out under the
speciﬁed circumstances, then the failure shows that the system has an error,
i.e., a design ﬂaw. When a test fails we identify the fault (the defect) causing
the failure.
If a test has failed, the system (as a whole), does not conform to the test.
The test itself might not conform to the speciﬁcation, and in that case the test
case should be changed and not the system. Further, the speciﬁcation may not
express the intention of the system. In this case the the speciﬁcation may be
changed and the test cases rewritten.
Often the expected test result can be incorporated into the test cases so that
the test harness can make the verdict itself; in this case the oracle is a part
of the test harness. This is especially good if the test cases consist of long
sequences, because the test harness can stop further interaction and execute
the next test case if it discovers an error.

1.3

Test Case Selection

For a program (or a function) that takes a ﬁnite set of input parameters, each
of which has a speciﬁed input domain, testing all combinations of parameter
values is referred to as exhaustive testing. The number of parameter combinations can be very large, which makes exhaustive testing not applicable in most
practical cases.
One way to reduce the number of test cases in a test suite, and still test
all functionality in a speciﬁcation, is by using partition testing. In partition
testing the value domains are divided into equivalence classes, and the tests
are selected so that at least one value from each equivalence class is tested.
Any values within the speciﬁed value domains can be chosen arbitrary. For
17

robustness testing, also values that exceed the minimum or maximum bound
of the domains can be chosen. Boundary values or extreme values are the
values that lie close to the border between valid and invalid data. It is typically
very interesting to select boundary values for tests.
If a system can receive arbitrarily long input sequences, and has an internal
state that is updated after each input then exhaustive testing is not possible.
Two examples of such systems are (i) a compiler that reads a source code
ﬁle as input (stream) and (ii) an elevator controller that repeatedly reacting on
input events. In addition to input sequences being arbitrarily long, the timing
of the inputs matter for a real-time system.
If the internal structure of a system is known, as in white box testing, test
cases can be generated with knowledge of the actual code that is exercised
during test execution. It is possible to make one test suite tailored to test one
speciﬁc part of the code. The code can be instrumented to report which lines
are exercised, e.g., by using the gcov tool [vHW03] or EMMA [Rou06]. A
test suite can be said to cover partially or fully the code with respect to some
measure of coverage, e.g., use of every statement or every branch in the code.
Such code coverage is typically used to measure the thoroughness of a given
test suite. It assists engineers to improve their test suites by pointing out the
parts not exercised. In Figure 1.1, the test suite would be affected by the speciﬁc implementation if white box testing is used.
A test purpose is a speciﬁc objective (or property) that the tester would like
to test, and can be seen as a speciﬁcation of a test case. Test purposes can be
used to select test cases. As an example of a test purpose, we consider “test
of a state change from state A to state B” in a speciﬁcation. For this purpose
a test case should be generated that covers the speciﬁc state change. If we
make a test purpose for all speciﬁed state changes, and generate test cases for
them, then we have a test suite that covers all speciﬁed state changes in the
speciﬁcation. As a test case can cause several state changes, and thus fulﬁll
several test purposes, a test suite might have fewer test cases than the number
of test purposes it fulﬁls.
Non-deterministic speciﬁcations can be used if the cause of some decision
is unknown or the details that determine the decision are abstracted away. Because of the non-determinism, we will not always have one possible response
from an implementation, but several. We can use adaptive test cases, which
requires that the test harness has a decision tree for each test case.
If a test purpose is to exercise a particular state change in the model, and we
make a test case for this state change, then we cannot be sure that we will succeed (even with a correct system), if the speciﬁcation allows non-determinism.
A decision tree can have arbitrary long branches without any guarantee of capturing the desired behavior. When we reach a leaf of a decision tree, we still
might not have been able to exercise the desired behavior. We cannot give the
verdict fail, which would indicate that the system is non-conformant with the
test speciﬁcation. Still, the test purpose is not fulﬁlled, and thus the verdict
18
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Figure 1.2: Model-based testing

pass would be misleading. In this case we give the test the verdict inconclusive. We can run this test again and we may get another result.

1.4

Model-Based Testing

Model-based testing is a black box testing technique where test cases are derived from a model that speciﬁes the expected behavior of a system. Formal
models with precise semantics are of extra importance, because they are suitable for automatic test case generation. In this thesis we regard a model as a
state-based formalism. This type of model-based testing is also called statebased testing.
A common distinction in model-based testing is to separate the speciﬁed
system that is called controller and the environment of the systems that is
called environment. The relation between the models during exploration and
real world testing is shown in Figure 1.2. The upper part shows the model
partitioned as described above, and the lower part shows the implementation
under test (IUT) and the tester, e.g., the test harness or a human user. The communication channels between the controller and environment in the modeling
world have a corresponding communication medium in the real world. It is
possible to create a fully open environment for the controller. This is achieved
19

if the environment can send (and receive) any stimuli at any time. Such unconstrained environment have the ability to be stateless.
Regression tests are tests that are executed after an update of a system. It
can be very costly to update the test cases manually after a change in the
speciﬁcation. If model-based testing is used new test suites can be generated
after updating the model.
The most ambitious efforts to show conformance between a system and a
model is to check for every state and stimuli that the system makes the proper
transition. For each transition a test case drives the system to the source state of
the transition, makes the system perform the transition, and ﬁnally check that
the system is in the target state [Cho78, LY96, LPU02]. For more complex
systems this method experience the state explosion problem. To avoid state
space explosion other more selective methods, concentrating on test purposes
or coverage criteria, have been studied.
In structural testing the code coverage can be used as a measure of thoroughness for a test suite. In the same way coverage on the model can be
used as a measure of thoroughness for a test suite in model-based testing
[BGH+ 99, BAKD01]. Such a measure can be evaluated without execution of
the tests against an implementation. Test purposes can be used also for models [JJ05]. A system is constructed by parallel composition of an environment
model expressing the purpose and the controller model. If the environment
can reach a special state the trace will be a test case that fulﬁlls the purpose.
State-space exploration engines needed in model-based testing is a builtin feature of a model checker. A model checker can formally verify temporal
properties of a system model. Reachability properties is one type of properties
that a model checker can verify. A reachability property speciﬁes that a state
with a certain property should be reachable, e.g., “There exists a reachable
state s so that P holds for s”. A state is deﬁned as reachable in a model, if it
can be reached from the initial state by zero or more transitions.
One way for a model checker to check reachability is to explore the reachable states from the initial state, either until it ﬁnds a state where the property
holds or until there are no more states to explore. A path to such a state is
called a witness trace. It is a trace from the initial state to a state where the
property holds.
It is possible to transform the problem of test case generation into a reachability problem. The main idea is to use a reachability property to determine
if a test purpose can be fulﬁlled. In [HLSU02, HCL+ 03], Hong et al use a
model checker to generate test cases for data-ﬂow criteria, e.g., deﬁnition-use
pairs. In the case of deﬁnition-use pairs each pair is described as a property
and (if the purpose is fulﬁlled) the model checker returns a witness trace for
that particular pair. A test suite for the total criterion is thus the collection of
the traces form all pairs.
If a test suite satisfy a coverage criterion, it guarantees that the test suite
exercise the system with a certain thoroughness. This can be considered as
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a quality measure, but is not the only way to measure the quality. Much efforts have been spent to produce test cases that distinguish a mutant from the
original speciﬁcation. A mutant is a program that is similar to the correct speciﬁcation but is slightly changed in some way, e.g., a logic AND instead of a
logic OR in a decision. Mutant analysis have been practiced by e.g., Ammann
et al [ABM98].
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2. Modeling Timed Systems

In model-based testing a model is used as the speciﬁcation. A model is an abstraction of a desired system behavior, which can consist of the combined behavior of applications, OS, hardware etc. Beneﬁts of modeling includes understanding of the speciﬁcation in an early stage, and exposition of ambiguities
in the speciﬁcation and the design. For some types of models, model checking
tools (such as SPIN [Hol97] or U PPAAL [LPY97]) can be used to formally
verify properties of the model, in order to ﬁnd errors in a model before implementing it. Errors found late in a project are known to be more expensive than
errors found early. Thus, it is important to make a correct speciﬁcation.
The abstraction process results in a model. Different types of abstractions
often have to be made to construct a model. For example, an integer variable
that is used only by a model in a decision that evaluates whether the value is
odd or even, can be reduced to two abstract values “integer-odd” and “integereven”. An IP-number used when communicating with a system is typically
something that can be abstracted away completely.
The right level of abstraction is crucial for any model-based technique to
be successful. If a model is too abstract, the targeted functionality cannot be
tested, because details important to distinguish different cases are missed. If
the model is too concrete, the construction of the model is as error prone as a
full implementation. In state-based testing the control states are in focus and
data that does not affect the control behavior can be abstracted away e.g., the
payload in a network protocol.
An abstract test case generated from a model is on the same abstraction
level as the model it is derived from. If we have an abstract test case with
the abstract values “integer-odd” and “integer-even” for a variable, then we
can replace “integer-odd” and “interger-even” with, e.g., 0 and 1. Only when
all abstact values have been replaced with concrete values, the test case can
be executable. Other data that have been completely abstracted away must of
course also be added, e.g., IP-numbers.
For a given system, it is possible to produce many models of different aspects. If there are different functionalities that are orthogonal to each other, it
is often easier to validate each functionality in a separate model than to validate a combined model. To have a valid model is the base requirement for any
model-based technique.
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amount >= 10
ticket?
amount:=amount-10

amount < 10
add5?
amount:=amount+5

wait

amount < 10
displayPayMore!

display

amount >= 10
displayPressTicket!

gotTicket
printTicket!

Figure 2.1: EFSM model of a parking ticket machine.

2.1

Untimed State Machines

In this section we will introduce state machines without time. A ﬁnite state
machine (FSM) is an abstract machine with a ﬁnite set of locations L, a ﬁnite
set of edges E , and a ﬁnite set of actions Act . One of the locations l0 ∈ L is
the initial location. An FSM uses actions to interact with its environment. An
edge is a triple (l, α, l  ) ∈ E that has a source location l ∈ L and a destination
location l  ∈ L and is labeled with an action α ∈ Act .
In our case the actions can be partitioned in input actions, output actions,
and internal actions. We will use the convention that an input action is sufﬁxed
with “?”, and an output action is sufﬁxed with “!”. An internal action has no
sufﬁx.
An extended ﬁnite state machine (EFSM) consists of locations L, edges E ,
actions Act , and variables V . The location l0 ∈ L is the initial location. Each
variable x has a value domain. An edge is a quintuple (l, g, α, u, l  ) ∈ E that
has a source location l ∈ L and a destination location l  ∈ L and is labelled
with a guard g, an action α , and an update u. The guard g is a predicate over
V , and the update u is an assignment where each variable v is assigned a value
from an expression over V . If there is no assignment the variable values are
unchanged.
A state of an EFSM is a tuple l, σ  where l ∈ L and σ is a mapping from
V to values. The initial state is l0 , σ0  where σ0 is the initial mapping. A
transition between two states, i.e., from l, σ  to l  , σ   is possible if there
is an edge (l, g, α, u, l  ) ∈ E where the g is satisﬁed for the valuation σ , σ 
is the result of updating σ according to u, and α is an action that require
communication with the environment, if the action is not internal.
If we assume that every variable has a ﬁnite domain in an EFSM, then
the EFSM can be viewed as a compact notation of an FSM. It is possible to
unfold the EFSM such that each EFSM state is an FSM location and each
EFSM transition is an FSM edge.
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In Figure 2.1 an EFSM modeling a parking ticket machine is shown. The
initial location is named display. There is one variable amount that is initially
0. As a ﬁrst transition the EFSM can only output the action displayPayMore
that models displaying the message “Pay more”. In the wait location, the user
can add 5 credit coins that increment the value of amount . If the user has paid
enough for a ticket, the EFSM outputs the action displayPressTicket , else it
outputs the action displayPayMore. After an output displayPressTicket from
the EFSM the user can input ticket and get an output printTicket in return.
Note that the wait location is used in three different states wait, 0, wait, 5,
and wait, 10. In the ﬁrst two the user is allowed to add more credits, and in
the last the user is allowed to request a ticket.

2.2

Timed Automata

We use timed automata [AD94] to model timed systems. Let X be a set of
non-negative real-valued variables called clocks. Let G (X) be a set of guards
on clocks generated by the grammar
g ::= x  c | x − y  c | g1 ∧ g2

where x, y ∈ X , c ∈ N, and ∈ {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}. A timed automaton consists
of locations L, edges E , actions Act , and clocks X . One of the locations l0 ∈ L
is the initial location. An edge (l, g, α, r, l  ) ∈ E has a source location l ∈ L and
a destination location l  ∈ L and is labelled with a guard g ∈ G (X), an action
α ∈ Act , and set of clocks to reset r ⊆ X called reset.
A state of a timed automaton is a tuple l, σ  where l ∈ L and σ ∈ RX≥0 is a
mapping from X to non-negative real-time values. The initial state is l0 , σ0 
where σ0 is the initial mapping where every clock is mapped to 0. There are
two kinds of transitions, discrete transitions and delay transitions. A discrete
α
transition between two states written l, σ  −
→ l  , σ   is possible if there is
an edge (l, g, α, r, l  ) ∈ E where the guard g is satisﬁed for the valuation σ ,
where r is an update so that σ  = σ [x/0] for all x ∈ r, and α is an action.
d
− l, σ + d, where
In a delay transition between two states written l, σ  →
d ∈ R>0 , and σ + d denotes the result of incrementing all clock values in
σ with d . Locations can have invariants, that set an upper bound on a clock
value. The bound constrains the delay so that the automaton is not allowed
to stay in the location forever. Timed automata use dense time, which means
inﬁnite precision of clocks.
In Figure 2.2 a timed automaton modeling an explosive pen is shown. A
double-click, i.e., an input click twice within the time bound C, will arm the
pen to explode after B time units. Here B and C are positive integers. An
armed pen can be unarmed by another double-click if the double-click is supplied before the explosion. The explosion is modeled in the automaton by the
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UNARMED
click? c:=0

dc2ARMED
ARMED
c<=C
b<=B
c<C click? b:=0
b==B boom!

c==C

c<C click?

c==C

BOOMED

click?
c:=0

b==B boom!
dc2UNARMED
c<=C,
b<=B

Figure 2.2: Timed automaton describing the function of the explosive pen in the movie
Golden Eye

output boom. If the pen works correctly it could be used for its purpose safely.
Needless to say, incorrect use could be devastating.
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3. Coverage

Time and money are commonly used criteria to determine whether to end the
testing of a product or not. Unfortunately these criteria do not set any quality
standard on the product. When should then a system be considered to be tested
thoroughly enough? Without any objective measure this is a hard question. If
parts of the system are not exercised at all, then the system is probably not
tested thoroughly enough.
A test suite can be measured with respect to the amount of code it exercises,
e.g., by measuring the number of statements executed in the system under test.
The number of statements exercised can be compared with the total number of
statements, and the percentage can be calculated. A criterion for enough thoroughness can be to exercise a certain percentage of the number of statements.
Here we use statements as our measure, but we could also use the exercised
branches between statements. If we use the statement measure, a test suite is
said to cover a statement, if the statement is exercised (at least once) during
an execution of the test suite. Coverage with respect to the statement measure is called statement coverage [Mye79], and coverage with respect to the
branch measure is called branch coverage [Mye79]. Statement coverage and
branch coverage are examples of coverage criteria that can be used to measure
coverage provided by a test suite.
There are many other coverage criteria. We will give an overview of several
other coverage criteria later in this section. For this purpose we will use the
terminology from Paper III of this thesis, to explain the coverage criteria. We
assume that all coverage criterion consists of a set of measurable items. We
will use coverage item as a generic term for a measured item. For statement
coverage, exercising a statement will fulﬁll a coverage item. There will be one
coverage item for each statement. Thus, to achieve full (statement) coverage
all statements must be exercised.
It may not be possible to list all (feasible) coverage items without sophisticated analysis of the code. Even then, a coverage criterion must describe how
to identify a coverage item and how to distinguish coverage items from each
other.
For model-based testing, analysis of coverage with respect to a criterion,
can be used to guide test suite generation. When a black box test suite is
executed, the actual code coverage can be measured. Based on the result, additional test cases can be added. White box measures can thus complement
test suites generated with black box techniques.
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In an EFSM (or other models as FSM or TA) to visit all locations is called
location coverage, and to traverse all edges is called edge coverage. In the
remainder of this section, we ﬁrst describe some classic logic-coverage criteria
in their original context of code. We then describe data ﬂow and projected state
coverage in an EFSM context.

3.1

Logic Coverage

White-box testing is concerned with the degree of thoroughness to which test
cases exercise the logic (or source code) of the program. We distinguish between decisions that decide the continuation of the program control and statements that are non-branching. In an if-statement (in a C-like syntax)
if (x = 2 ∧ y ≥ 6) s1 ; else s2 ;

the decision is “x = 2 ∧ y ≥ 6”. It decides which of the branches of statements,
s1 or s2 , the program control should follow. Subexpressions that do not contain
∧, ∨, or ¬ are called conditions, e.g., x = 2 and y ≥ 6. The execution order or
branching inside a decision is not considered.
We have already described the statement coverage criterion, which requires
a test suite to execute each statement in the system under test. If 100% coverage cannot be achieved, then there must be some dead code in the implementation. Statement coverage is similar to line coverage or basic block coverage. In
basic block coverage a sequence of non-branching statements is the measured
unit, but because basic blocks are non-branching, basic block and statement
coverage are equivalent metrics, given that full blocks are always executed.
In statement coverage each statement corresponds to a coverage item. The
statement identiﬁes the coverage item.
We have also described decision coverage (DC), but under the alternative
name branch coverage, which stipulates that each possible branch must be
traversed, e.g., both the true and the false branch must be traversed for an
if-statement. In a switch-statement all cases must be traversed. This means
that the decision expression is considered as one unit without considering its
conditions.
For a decision, e.g., c1 ∨ c2 in an if-statement, where c1 and c2 are conditions, DC can be achieved by two test cases where the conditions evaluate
to {c1 = true, c2 = false} and {c1 = false, c2 = false}, i.e., the truth value of
condition c2 is not changed. In DC each outgoing branch from each decision
corresponds to a coverage item. The branch identiﬁes the coverage item.
The condition coverage criterion (CC) [Mye79] is sensitive to each condition as it require all possible outcomes of each condition in a decision. In
general CC is a stronger criterion than DC, but this is not always true. For a
decision, e.g., c1 ∨c2 in an if-statement, CC can be covered by test cases where
the conditions evaluate to {c1 = true, c2 = false} and {c1 = false, c2 = true}.
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As both evaluations of c1 ∨ c2 become true, DC is not fulﬁlled and the false
branch will never be traversed. In CC a coverage item is identiﬁed by a tuple
ci , b, where ci is a condition in the code, and b deﬁnes the truth value of ci ,
i.e., there are two coverage items for every condition.
The multiple condition coverage (MCC) [Mye79] requires that all possible
combinations of outcomes of the conditions in each decision must be exercised. Let di be an index that identiﬁes the ith decision, ni be the number of
conditions in di , and Ki be a tuple of truth values of the possible outcomes of
the conditions of di . In MCC a coverage item is identiﬁed by di , k j , where
k j ∈ Ki is an outcome of the conditions of the decision di .
A relaxation of the MCC criterion is the modiﬁed condition/decision coverage (MC/DC) criterion created by Boeing [RCT92, CM94]. It requires (for
each decision) every condition to modify the outcome of the decision without
changing the truth values of the other conditions in the decision. As the modifying condition must change the outcome of the decision without changing
the other truth values MC/DC subsumes both DC and CC.
In MC/DC a coverage item is identiﬁed by di , c j , where c j is a condition
in a decision di , so that c j has made the decision di both true and false without
changing the other conditions in di . We will use the intermediate information
c j , k j , true and c j , k j , false, where k j is a tuple of truth values for the other
conditions than c j in di . Because of the requirement that the other conditions in
the decision di are not allowed to change their truth values c j , k j , true cannot
exist without c j , k j , false. This might look a lot like CC, but we have different conditions for the coverage items. Again for a decision, e.g., c1 ∨ c2 in an
if-statement, CC can be covered by test cases where the conditions evaluate to
{c1 = true, c2 = false} and {c1 = false, c2 = true}. All the possible CC coverage items are covered, i.e., c1 , true, c1 , false, c2 , true, and c2 , false. If
MC/DC is applied for the same test suite no cover items are covered. If we
add a case where {c1 = false, c2 = false}, then MC/DC will be covered, i.e.,
{c1 = true, c2 = false}, {c1 = false, c2 = false} will give c1 , because we have
c1 , k1 , true and c1 , k1 , false where k1 = (false), only c1 change. The second
coverage item c2  (only c2 change) is covered by {c1 = false, c2 = true},
{c1 = false, c2 = false}. Note that the decision must be visited twice to fulﬁll
one coverage item. It is possible that this requires two test cases.
Switch coverage [Cho78], is a classic coverage criteria. The possible path
of control ﬂows can not only split up in decisions they can also join, e.g.,
after an if statement. A “switch” is a combination of the entrance and the exit
branch of a basic block. If a basic block has two incoming and two outgoing
branches there are four possible “switches”. Put it another way, a coverage
item of the switch coverage criterion is a pair bin , bout , where bin and bout
are branches between basic blocks. The coverage item bin , bout  is fulﬁlled if
the branch bin is the entrance and bout is an exit of a basic block. This can be
extended to n-tuples where n consecutive branches are exercised to fulﬁll the
coverage item.
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3.2

Data Flow Criteria

Data ﬂow testing criteria [CPRZ89] are among the most common criteria We
ﬁrst make some deﬁnitions. A variable is deﬁned when it is assigned a new
value, e.g., c is deﬁned in the statement c := k + 1. A variable is used when it
is part of a computation or a predicate. An example of a computation-use (cuse) is k in the statement c := k + 1, and an example of a predicate-use (p-use)
is x in a guard x = 1. A variable has a p-use in all types of decisions. When
we refer to the locations of the deﬁnitions or of the uses we will use EFSM
terminology, i.e., both assignments and guards are located at edges. Without
loss of generality we restrict the number of assignments on an edge to one in
the further presentation, thus an assignment can be referenced by an edge. A
path is a sequence of edges traversed by an automaton consecutively.
Assume a variable x is deﬁned at edge ed . Consider a path ed , e1 , . . . , en ,
eu , where the variable x is not redeﬁned in the sub-path e1 , . . . , en , then the
deﬁnition at ed reaches the edge eu . In this case the sub-path e1 , . . . , en is a
deﬁnition-clear path with respect to x.
Reach coverage [Her76, LK83], also referred to as deﬁnition-use pair (dupair) coverage is a commonly used criterion. It requires that a test suite includes all paths from a deﬁnition of a variable x to all the reachable edges
where x is used. A coverage item x, ed , eu  where x is a variable, ed is an
edge where variable x is deﬁned, and eu is an edge with a use. If a deﬁnition
of a variable x at edge ed reaches a use of x at edge eu with a deﬁnition-clear
path with respect to x, then the coverage item x, ed , eu  is fulﬁlled. Notice that
two different variables x and y can both be deﬁned in ed and used in eu still
x, ed , eu  and y, ed , eu  would not always be covered for the same paths. This
is because a deﬁnition-clear path from ed to eu with respect to x might not be
a deﬁnition-clear path with respect to y and vice versa.
Another criterion is context coverage [LK83] or rather deﬁnition context
coverage. A context of a variable deﬁnition is the edges where the variables
used for the deﬁnition is deﬁned, e.g., for an assignment x := y + z the context
is ey , ez  if y was deﬁned at ey , and z at ez , when x is deﬁned. The criterion
requires that a test suite includes all paths so that for every deﬁnition of a
variable x, every different context of the deﬁnition is represented. A coverage
item for context coverage is a pair ei , ki  where ei is an edge with a use, and
ki is a tuple of the edges where the variables used in ei is deﬁned. The size
if ki depends on the used variables in ei . For used variables v1 , . . . , vn in ei , ki
consists of e1 , . . . , en so that v1 is deﬁned in e1 etc.
A similar criterion is ordered context coverage [LK83]. An ordered context
of a variable deﬁnition is a context where the edges in the context is listed in
the order of their deﬁnition, e.g., for a statement x := y + z the ordered context
is e1 , e2  where y was deﬁned at e2 , and z at e1 , and the deﬁnition of y is
the more recent of the two. A coverage item for ordered context coverage is
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similar to one in context coverage with the difference that the positions in the
tuple ki are sorted in the order by the occurrence in the path to ei .
The all-paths [RW85] criterion is fulﬁlled if all possible paths are included
in a test suite. This is not feasible for general EFSMs that can have arbitrary
long paths or for code that has inﬁnite loops. Here, we consider only systems
with a ﬁnite number of paths with a speciﬁc entry and exit point. The coverage
criterion is fulﬁlled if all paths from the entry to the exit point are included in
the test suite. A coverage item for the all-paths criterion consists of a single
parameter p that is a full path from an entry point to and exit point.
The all-defs [RW85] criterion is one of the easiest data ﬂow criterion to
fulﬁll. It is enough to ﬁnd one use for each deﬁnition. If we have a path that
contains a deﬁnition of a variable that reaches a use, then another path that
contains another use of the same deﬁnition does not cover any new coverage
item. A coverage item for the all-defs criterion x, ed  requires that a deﬁnition
at edge ed of a variable x has a deﬁnition-clear sub-path with respect to x to
an edge where x is used.
The all-uses [RW85] criterion is another name for reach coverage. The allp-uses [RW85] criterion is similar to all-uses, but the use at eu must be a p-use.
The all-c-uses [RW85] criterion is similar to all-uses, but the use at eu must
be a c-use.
The all-du-path [RW85] criterion requires that all (deﬁnition-clear) paths
between a deﬁnition and a use with respect to the variable are included in the
test suite. A coverage item x, p is covered if there exists a deﬁnition-clear
path p with respect to a variable x, where p starts with an edge where x is
deﬁned, and ends with an edge where the variable is used. The all-du-paths
criterion is stronger than all other deﬁnition-use criteria, because every dupath must be covered.
In [Nta88], the Ntafos’ required k-tuples criteria are described. A 2-tuple
is simply a du-pair. We denote a du-pair x1 , e1 , e2 , where the variable x is
deﬁned at edge e1 and used at edge e2 . If at e2 , the variable x1 affects the
deﬁnition of x2 in another du-pair x2 , e2 , e3 , then the two du-pairs are here
said to be coupled. Two coupled du-pairs forms a 3-tuple. Note that for a 3tuple there are three edges involved. The criterion, for k-tuples, requires that
a test suite includes paths so that every k-tuple is included.
A coverage item e1 , x1 , . . . , xk−1 , ek  for k > 2, where a variable x1 is deﬁned
at edge e1 , a variable xk−1 is used at edge ek , the edge ei where 2 ≥ i ≥ k − 1
is an edge where a variable xi−1 affects a another variable xi , and there is a
deﬁnition-clear path from e j to e j+1 with respect to x j where 1 ≥ j ≥ k − 1.
Thus the deﬁnition at edge e0 affects the use at edge ek .
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add5?

add5?

printTicket!
ticket?
amount_not_10

displayPayMore!

amount_10

displayPressTicket!

Figure 3.1: A projected state machine graph. The ticket machine in Figure 2.1 has
been projected on the amount variable.

3.3

Coverage on Projected States

We have earlier described location coverage, i.e., to visit all locations in the
model. In an EFSM, states are deﬁned by locations together with valuations
of variables. If we simply take the location of a state, then we have made a
projection from a state to a location.
Let M be an EFSM. We can describe the operational semantics of M as a
labeled directed graph G = (V, E), where vertices V corresponds to the states
of M and the labeled arcs E corresponds to the transitions of M where the
label is the action used. Let λ : V → V  be the projection function that maps
states in V to states in V  . As an example λloc : V → L, where L is the set of
locations in M , maps a state to the location of the state, e.g., λloc (l, σ ) = l.
If λ (v) = λ (v ), where v, v ∈ V then v and v are in the same equivalence class.
Let ρ be an equivalence relation and [v] denote an equivalence class, where
v ∈ V . A projected state machine graph [FHNS02] under a equivalence relation ρ is deﬁned to be the labeled directed graph G = (V  , E  ), where V  is
the set of equivalence classes under ρ , and E  is the set of labeled arcs, where
an arc labeled a from [v] to [v ] in E  exists if ∃s, s . λ (s) = [v] ∧ λ (s ) =
a
[v ] ∧ s → s  ∈ E .
In Figure 3.1 a projected state machine graph is shown. We have projected
the parking ticket machine from Figure 2.1 on the variable amount . The equivalence classes are amount = 10 and amount = 10. Notice that the projection
is non-deterministic, the add5 action is associated with two arcs without restrictions. As there is no other information in the projected states than the
equivalence class the target projected state is non-deterministic.
If we make a test suite that cover every arc in the projected state machine
graph, we note that there are two arcs labeled add5? to be covered, whereas
there is only one edge with add5? in the original model. A test suite must
cover both the case where a ﬁve credit coin is added and the total amount will
not sum up to ten credits and the case when the total credit sums up to ten.
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If we project the parking ticket machine from Figure 2.1 on equivalence
classes that are separated by both the location and the amount variable, we
would get the full state-space of the ticket machine. If there where more variables used in the ticket machine the projection might have been useful to concentrate on the behavior around the amount variable.
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4. Research Questions

As described in Section 1.4 model-based test case generation is a technique
to assist a test engineer to systematically select test cases from a model. To
select test cases so that a coverage criterion is satisﬁed, the model needs to be
systematically explored. Such exploration can be done with a model checker.
In reachability analysis a model checker explores all possible states of a system in order to check whether a state with a given property can be reached
from the initial state.
Model checking techniques for untimed systems have been used to produce
test cases from a single test purpose. Is it possible for a model checker for
timed systems to produce a test suite that satisﬁes a coverage criterion? We
formulate our ﬁrst research question:

How can model-checking techniques for timed systems be used
for test-suite generation?
Coverage criteria have often been described in natural language. For the purpose of test case generation, model checkers have been used for single test
purposes (coverage items) characterized with temporal logical formulas. Ideally, a formal language that is intuitive, ﬂexible, and independent from the
model language should be used for coverage criteria speciﬁcation. If so, an
algorithm that takes a model of a system under test and a coverage criterion
should be able to generate a test suite fulﬁlling the coverage criterion. We
formulate the research question:

Is it possible for an algorithm to accept a speciﬁcation of a coverage criterion and a model of a system, and generate a test suite
accordingly?
In our research group we have access to the code of a model-checking tool.
We suspect that the reachability algorithm found in a model checker is not the
most efﬁcient algorithm for test case generation. If we utilize the fact that our
only interest is to generate test suites, can we then improve the algorithm, so
that it uses less time and memory? We express this as a research question.

How can model-checking techniques for timed systems be specialized for test-suite generation to use less time and memory?
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Our research project was at ﬁrst sponsored by the VINNOVA competence center ASTEC (Advanced Software Technology) and our research efforts were in
cooperation with industrial partners. This gave us the opportunity to focus on
techniques that are implementable and of practical use in an industrial environment. We formulate the research question:

Is it possible to apply model-based speciﬁcation and generation
techniques to test an industrial-sized timed system?
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5. Results

We have tried to answer the questions from the previous section in six research
papers. The ﬁrst research question is mainly addressed in Paper I:

How can model-checking techniques for timed systems be used
for test-suite generation?
In the paper, we show how the model-checker tool U PPAAL can be used to
generate test cases for three common coverage criteria. We also deﬁne a class
of automata needed to get reproducible test traces. In Paper III we address the
second research question:

Is it possible for an algorithm to accept a speciﬁcation of a coverage criterion and a model of a system, and generate a test suite
accordingly?
In the paper we present a test case generation algorithm that from an EFSM
model and a coverage criterion generates a test suite that satisﬁes the criterion. The presented algorithm can thus be used for any coverage criteria. To
specify coverage criteria we use observer automata with parameters that is
used to monitor and accept traces. Paper II and Paper IV address the research
question:

How can model-checking techniques for timed systems be specialized for test-suite generation to use less time and memory?
In Paper I we had to change the model for each coverage criterion. This is
automated in Paper II where we also present a pruning technique. In Paper IV
we present a novel algorithm for test case generation. Our experiments show
that the algorithm outperforms (in time and memory) our earlier algorithms
that are based on reachability analysis. We address the last research question
in Paper V and Paper VI:

Is it possible to apply model-based speciﬁcation and generation
techniques to test an industrial-sized timed system?
In these papers we describe the novel test case generation tool COER and the
framework around it. In Paper V we describe a case study done in cooperation
with Ericsson AB. In the case study, we automate test case generation and ex37

ecution for a WAP gateway developed by Ericsson. We execute and evaluate
test suites generated from a model of the gateway, according to several coverage criteria. The coverage criteria were speciﬁed with coverage observers.
The used model consist of multiple layers with simultaneous transitions. We
now give a summary of the enclosed papers follows.

Paper I: Time-optimal Real-Time Test Case Generation
using Uppaal
In Paper I we demonstrate how the problem of test case selection can be transformed to a reachability problem. We show how test suites for both single
test purposes and coverage criteria can be generated with the U PPAAL model
checking tool. Especially, we apply the minimum cost reachability analysis,
found in U PPAAL, to generate a test suite that has the shortest execution time,
and still fulﬁlls the given coverage criteria. The rationale for this is not primary
to stress the system but not to wait unnecessary long time when executing the
test cases. In this paper we also deﬁne the deterministic input enabled output
urgent timed automata (DIEOU-TA).
We annotate the model to keep track of coverage items. The coverage is
saved in auxiliary variables in the model. If a state is found during state-space
exploration, where all such variables are set, then the trace to that state is a
trace that fulﬁlls the coverage criterion. Thus, the problem of ﬁnding a trace
that fulﬁlls a coverage criterion is reduced to a reachability problem. If it is
impossible to ﬁnd full coverage with only one test case, we show how to
decorate the model so that the system can take a transition to its initial state
with the accumulated coverage item information kept intact.
We present experiments on how the technique scales regarding time and
memory of the test case generation. A major drawback of this approach is that
the model must be annotated for every new coverage criterion. In Paper II we
describe an implementation that makes such modiﬁcations superﬂuous.

Paper II: A Test Case Generation Algorithm for
Real-Time Systems
In Paper II we automate the test case generation of the coverage criteria described in Paper I. We present an abstract algorithm for symbolic reachability
analysis with coverage, in which a pruning technique is used. We also describe some aspects of a prototype implementation and show some experiments, which demonstrate the beneﬁts of the pruning technique.
In this paper we do not use manually annotated auxiliary variables to store
the information of the coverage items as in Paper I. Instead we keep track of
the information by extending the ordinary model states with additional data.
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Bit-vectors are used to represent both the covered items and (as in the case of
the deﬁnition use pair data-ﬂow criteria) information, which affects the future
possibilities to reach cover items.
Our pruning technique can be deﬁned as follows: A state s is pruned if
the algorithm has, before exploring s , found a state s such that s and s have
equal model states and the coverage of s is subsumed by the coverage of s. As
we use a symbolic representation of time we also require the symbolic model
state of s to be included in the symbolic model state of s to prune s .
A weakness of the solution in Paper II is that only the criteria that are implemented in the tool are available to the user. This issue is addressed in Paper III. Another issue is the efﬁciency of the algorithm, which is addressed in
Paper IV.

Paper III: Specifying and Generating Test Cases Using
Observer Automata
In Paper III we present a technique for specifying coverage criteria and a
method for generating test suites for systems whose behaviors can be described as extended ﬁnite state machines (EFSM). The technique is demonstrated for EFSMs but is also applicable for other types of models, e.g., timed
automata (DIEOU-TA). We use observer automata to monitor traces. The
technique is expressive and we demonstrate this by specifying a number of
well-known coverage criteria based on control- and data-ﬂow information using observer automata. Further we represent the set of observer locations in
a state as a bit-vector, and show how to encode the transition from one set of
observer locations to another, given the EFSM transition.
The coverage observer language has its most obvious beneﬁts with dataﬂow coverage criteria. They can also be used to express equivalence-class
based coverage criteria as projections of the state-space of the EFSM.
The paper describes a language to specify predicates and some example
predicates, which are useful in EFSM models. These are used to show the
principles of observers and their semantics. The predicates used in an implementation of the observer technique will of course depend on the context.
Paper III is a paper about ideas of how to express coverage and how to
monitor coverage during model exploration. To evaluate if our approach is
useful in practice we have implemented the ideas in our tool COER that is
presented in Paper VI and used in a case study described in Paper V.
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Paper IV: A Global Coverage Algorithm for Model
Based Testing
In Paper IV we present a novel reachability algorithm for test case generation
that makes use of the union of the coverage found in every search branch
throughout the exploration.
The algorithm explores a state only if it might increase the total coverage.
Every time a new (fully satisﬁed) coverage item is found, the algorithm puts
the trace into a preliminary return set. The algorithm exits its ﬁrst phase when
the total coverage has reached its threshold or if there is no more states to
explore. The preliminary return set is reduced in a second phase. We use a
simple algorithm to reduce the preliminary return set. The set of traces is
reduced until there is at least one unique coverage item covered in each trace.
The algorithm then returns the reduced set of traces.
When the number of coverage items is known in advance or is speciﬁed by a
user the algorithm returns a set of traces that together cover the required number of coverage items. As we use a breadth-ﬁrst search strategy we ﬁnd each
coverage item in a minimal number of steps. Thus the search depth is limited
to the coverage item that needs the most number of steps to be satisﬁed. When
on the other hand the number of coverage items is unknown the algorithm will
return after exploring a smaller state-space than the compared algorithm from
Paper II as satisﬁed coverage items do not need to be considered when two
states are compared.
Compared with algorithms that ﬁrst generate the state space of the model
and then compute test cases, our algorithm beneﬁts from techniques developed for symbolic model checking, e.g., inclusion of symbolic states in timed
automata models.
In the paper we provide performance data from runs of trace generations to
compare our novel algorithm with the one in Paper II. In a number of experiments our new algorithm is able to generate test suites for bigger models and
for more complex coverage criteria than the one in Paper II.

Paper V: Model-Based Testing of a WAP Gateway: an
Industrial Case Study
In Paper V we present experiences from a case study where the techniques
from Paper I to IV have been applied. In the case study we verify that a wireless application protocol (WAP) gateway conforms to its speciﬁcation. The
WAP gateway is developed by Ericsson and used in mobile telephone networks to connect mobile phones with the Internet.
We present a complete test bed including generation and execution of test
cases. The test bed takes as input a model expressed as a timed automata
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network and a coverage criterion expressed as an observer, and returns a set
of test cases with their verdicts.
The COER tool is used to produce abstract test cases in the form of timed
traces. A custom-written tool, tr2mac [Vil05] is used to create scripts from
the timed traces produces by COER. It identiﬁes the packages sent between
the environment and the gateway in the traces and outputs a script ﬁle that includes instructions to send/receive packages together with the delays between
them. The package names refer to prefabricated packages in a repository. The
Ericsson legacy tool TSC2 that is able to evaluate the timing and data of the
received packages executes the scripts, produced by tr2mac.
The functionality of two layers, the session layer (WSP) and the transaction layer (WTP), have been modeled in great detail. Other layers have been
abstracted as much as possible. The modeling of the interaction between the
gateway and its environment is done so that all data relevant for the WSP and
WTP layers is represented in the model.
In the WTP layer, sequence numbers called transaction ids (TIDs) are used
to separate the transactions. The domain of the TIDs is large so it would not
be feasible to exhaust the state space without abstraction. Unfortunately, the
behavior of the system is dependent on the relations of the TID values.
With help of an abstraction that preserve the relations between the TID
values present in a model state, we are able to make equivalence classes of
states. The classes are equivalent with respect to future coverage, as long as
the TID values are not part of the coverage criterion themselves. A comparison
between two states is done in the abstract state space, but the transitions are
computed with the concrete TID values to simplify the generation of real test
cases.
The case study was successful. Traces for test suites were produced by
CO ER for a handful coverage criteria. The traces were successfully converted
to test scripts that were executed against the WAP gateway. Discrepancies
were found between the model and the real system. Analysis of the discrepancies gave that some errors were located to the model and some were located
to the system.

Paper VI: CoVer – A Test Case Generation Tool for
Real-Time Systems
In this paper we present the COER tool in which we have implemented the
ideas from Paper I to V. The paper brieﬂy describes some of the features of
the tool including: (i) an efﬁcient generation algorithm (Paper IV), (ii) an
observer automaton input language for speciﬁcation of the coverage criteria
(Paper III), (iii) model compatibility with U PPAAL, (iv) generation of test
suites in XML format with symbolic names, and (v) a query language that
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can further specify how test case generation should be performed, e.g., which
automata to consider for coverage.
The main design decisions of the tool are presented in the paper. For instance we decided that the observers should be model independent and that
the query language should be able to restrict the possible values of the observer parameters.
The current implementation is based on the veriﬁcation engine of the U P PAAL tool called verifyta. One of the parts that are added in CO ER is the
observer engine library. The library is designed to deliver a coverage observer
service to any model checking tool that adapts to its interface. The paper
presents on an architectural level how new parts are integrated with verifyta.
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6. Related Work

6.1

Model-Based Testing of Timed Systems

In the literature, there are several work of test case generation from speciﬁcations of timed systems [SVD01, CKL98, ENDKE98, CO00, Kho02, NS03,
LMN05].
To make the automata deterministic Springintveld et al [SVD01] use similar
restrictions as we do in Paper I. For testing purposes, they discretize the time
into a grid automata (with constant delays) based on regions and generate test
cases using Chow’s classical W-algorithm [Cho78] based on characterization
sets. Another work that deﬁnes a determinizable timed automata is by Khomsi
et al. [KJM04].
En-Nouaary et al. [ENDKE98] extend the generalized partial W-method
(Wp-method) [LvBP94] to timed input/output automata. In a grid-automaton
with synchronized actions all actions are discrete including delays, as in an
FSM. The automata used have no restrictions as our automata and if we consider input and delay as tester actions and output and clock reset as response
actions such automaton is non-deterministic. En-Nouaary et al. transform the
automaton to an non-deterministic automaton with transitions labeled with
tester action/response action pairs. This is an observable non-determinism on
which the generalized Wp-method can be applied. After the last transition the
current state can be calculated by the observed response. We do not use discrete states in the model we are generating from, thus our state space is not
sensitive to the size of the delays in the same manner. For number of clocks
used, the complexity increase roughly equal for the both approaches.
Typical for methods using the W-method or other checking sequence techniques is that they rely on a fault hypothesis. Typically the faults can be; action
or output faults, transfer fault, extra transition in implementation, and missing
transition in the implementation. The method is sensitive for the number of
states in the speciﬁcation. In our method we can often ﬁnd test cases without
even generating all states in the speciﬁcation.
It can be helpful to give restrictions of the environment to avoid generating
uninteresting test cases. These restrictions can also be seen as guiding to especially wanted test cases, e.g., it can be of the form of a test purpose. Castanet
et al. [CKL98] make a synchronous product between a system automaton and
an acyclic test purpose automaton, where the test purpose automaton has an
accepting subset. If this subset can be reached then a test of the given purpose
can be generated. We show in Paper I that this approach is valid in our setting.
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Cardell-Oliver [CO00] uses U PPAAL timed automata as we do. Checking
sequences are not used for the full system but for some aspects. Test views that
are part of a test plan are used to focus on some functionality, which make the
size of the system suitable for generating test cases. Test views are related to
test purposes.
Khoumsi [Kho02] uses timed automata, assuming determinism but not output urgency. The model is transformed into an se-FSA, which is an automaton
where clocks and their operations have been replaced with set and expire actions. The translation keeps the behavior of the automata. This is equal to the
symbolic representation in U PPAAL with the extension of equivalence classes
done by Nielsen and Skou [NS03] to get feasible traces. A test execution program can get exact instructions from the se-FSA for the needed timers and the
values that must be set, the output to be observed, and the inputs possible to
send. The expiring of the timers and the output gives the test execution program information of the state changes the implementation should do in order
to conform to the speciﬁcation. Test sequences are generated from the se-FSA
with the generalized Wp-method.
Another type of restricted non-determinism is event recording automata
(ERA) [AFH94], which is a determinizable subset of timed automata. ERA
is basically timed automata where the is one clock per action and a clock is
reset on the corresponding action. ERA is used in the work of Nielsen and
Skou [NS03] where the model is determinized and the symbolic states found
is divided into equivalence classes. In test cases where the speciﬁcation gives
the implementation freedom to choose an output (among several) the outcome
trace is classed as a may trace. If it does not give the freedom then the trace
is a must trace. May and must traceability was proposed by De Nicola and
Hennessy [NH84]. The base of the symbolic state exploration of Nielsen and
Skou’s tool is U PPAAL, as in our tool. We do not require ERA, but deterministic automata. In fact, as we require deterministic automata we always know
at what timepoints clocks are reset in the system. The graph constructed by
Nielsen and Skou is general and could be used as any untimed graph to ﬁnd
test cases. In contract, the state-space generated by our reachability algorithm
is sensitive to the coverage criterion given to our algorithm.
Higashino et al. [HNTC99] use timed I/O automata where the timing of
the speciﬁed system is not controllable. The intervals where the action can
happen are analyzed and may and must test are generated with the UIOvmethod where, for each state, a transfer sequence and a succeeding unique
input/output sequence are treated as a test case.
Cleeaveland and Zwarico [CZ91] present a framework for generating preorders not only for non-determinism but also for timing behavior. A system
may (or must) be “faster-than” a compared system. This is for example useful
when stimuli is only accepted for a certain amount of time because no output is given when the system stops accepting the input. Krichen and Tripakis
[KT04] use non-deterministic and partially observable timed automata. They
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also analyze must and may preorder of trace inclusion. Further they generate
digital clock-tests which measure time with a periodic clock. This is useful for
a test program in practice and similar to the approach by Khoumsi [Kho02].
The method can simulate clock drifts which can generate less strict test cases.
The method can be used both ofﬂine (before test case execution) and online
(during test case execution).
Larsen et al. [LMN05] is also using online testing. The tool used is TU PPAAL now renamed to U PPAAL TRON. As our tool, U PPAAL TRON is
based on U PPAAL but has no restrictions to deterministic automata as our
tool has. TRON tracks possible states of the speciﬁcation during execution
and chooses input randomly. If there is no possible state an error is reported.
There is not yet any guidance in TRON, so no speciﬁc coverage is guaranteed.

6.2

Test Case Generation with Coverage Criteria

Our coverage observers are related to the work of Mandrioli et al. [MMM95]
that uses speciﬁcation written in the TRIO language that extends classical
temporal logic to deal explicitly with time measures. In the work test cases
are generated using a history generator and a history checker. Håkansson et
al. [HJL03] use TRIO to generate a test oracle. The explicit purpose of the
test oracles is to check safety properties during test execution.
Temporal logic is also used in the work of Hong et al [HLSU02, HCL+ 03]
to describe data-ﬂow coverage criteria. They use a model checker to generate
test cases for a CTL formula. The implicit for-all quantiﬁcation in our work
is a novelty. Hong et al. have to make a reachability search for each coverage
item. The witness returned is a trace which covers that particular coverage
item.
Related are also the work of Friedman et al. [FHNS02]. The parameters of
our observers can be used in ways similar to projection coverage. To extract
the location from a state or the edge used to make a transition is a projection of
the state space. Friedman et al. use a test generation tool GOTCHA. Various
projections on the state graph of an EFSM can be speciﬁed with a simple
programming interface provided by GOTCHA.
There are some work that uses model checking to generate test suites that
satisﬁes a coverage criterion. Rayadurgam and Heimdahl [RH01] generate test
cases with the SMV model checker. By hard coded coverage items they show
that a model checker can generate tricky coverage criteria as MC/DC. The
SPIN model checker has been used by Gargantini et al. [GRR03] for similar
purposes.
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6.3

Tools for Model-Based Testing

There is a wide variety of test tool both in academia and in industry apart
from the already mentioned tools. The STG tool [CJRZ02] is a symbolic test
generation tool using the IOSTS (Input Output Symbolic Transition System)
[RdBJ00]. Rusu et al. generates test cases from test purposes [RdBJ00] this
is similar to our test purposes generated in Paper I. The STG tool is related
to TorX [dBRS+ 00] developed by du Bousquet et al. STG and TorX are conformance test tools based on the ioco [Tre96, TdV00] conformance relation
deﬁned by Tretmanns. Bouquet and Legeard describes the BZ-Testing-Tools
[BL03] – a tool-set for animations and test generation from B, Z, and statechart speciﬁcations.
Other more loosely related tools are tools for model checking of code. The
Bandera Tool Set [HD01] model checks properties of concurrent java software. Bandera compiles java code and a speciﬁcation in BSL (Bandera Speciﬁcation Language) to the input language of several model checkers. Bandera uses program slicing and data-abstraction (abstract interpretation) on the
model driven by the speciﬁcation when it transform the code to the model
checking languages. BLAST [BCH+ 04] is a veriﬁcation tool for checking
temporal safety properties of C programs. It constructs an abstract reachability tree with program locations and truth values of predicates. It has two levels
of speciﬁcation languages, i.e., observer automata and relational queries. Observer automata monitors safety properties and relational queries that may
specify both structural and semantic properties much as our coverage observers although not used for the same purpose. Other tools that model check
programs are SLAM [BR01] by Microsoft and JFP [VHB+ 03, KPV03] by
NASA.
Random testing addresses the problem of huge number of data sets. Specialized tools for random testing includes DART [GKS05] by Godefroid et al.
GAST [KATP03] by Koopman et al., and QuickCheck [CH00] by Claessen
and Huges.
The GOTCHA tool [BGH+ 99] by Benjamin et al., mentioned in the previous section is a coverage-driven tool for generating test cases for hardware
architectures. GOTCHA was implemented as an extension of the MurΦ model
checker. It has its own speciﬁcation language GDL and builds a C++ ﬁle containing the test case generation algorithm and the ﬁnal state machine model.
The TGV tool [JJ05] is another ioco-based tool that is very rich in input
languages, e.g., SDL, UML, and IF. It builds a synchronous products of the
model and a test purpose on-the-ﬂy to generate a test case for the purpose. An
interesting feature is that it deﬁnes points of control and observation (PCO)
that can be seen as multiple environment views similar to our approach in the
case study in Paper V of a WAP [For01] gateway.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work

7.1

Conclusion

Our objectives with this thesis work have been to develop test techniques for
real-time systems, implement them in a tool, and evaluate them in a case study.
We have developed the tool COER that is able to produce test suites. The user
speciﬁes a model of a system and a coverage criterion from which COER
produces a test suite that satisﬁes the coverage criteria. The development of
CO ER began with the model-checker U PPAAL . By adding feature by feature
we have turned the model checker into a test generation tool. This evolution
is described in the thesis.
We ﬁrst show that reachability algorithms are useful for test case generation of timed systems. Especially we generate test suites with full coverage
and minimal cost. We continue with the problem of specifying coverage criteria and present an observer automata language for this purpose. The language
is ﬂexible and can express many different coverage criteria including logical, data-ﬂow, and state projection criteria. The user deﬁnes her own coverage
criterion that at the same time indirectly deﬁnes the way the test case generation algorithm works in the tool. Further, we develop a specialized reachability algorithm for test case generation that avoids unnecessary state-space
explosion, caused by the coverage criterion, by using global information of the
exploration. All ideas presented in the thesis have been implemented in the
CO ER tool. Except for proving the ideas feasibility we have also been able
to evaluate their efﬁciency. In an industrial-sized case study COER has been
successfully used to generate test cases from a model of a WAP gateway. For
the case study we have developed a test bed that fully automates generation
and execution of test cases, and decides their verdicts.
The experiences from the case study clearly show that the problem of ﬁnding a good abstraction for the system model is the hardest problem for a test
engineer that use model-based testing. Tests generated from too abstract models may not test the system enough and too detailed models can be as hard to
produce as the real system. For a model that has too much details, shortage of
time and memory can make it impossible to systematically explore the statespace needed to ﬁnd test cases that satisﬁes a coverage criterion. In our case
study, several sequence numbers for the WTP protocol were needed to test
all functionality. We let the numbers be in the model but used an abstraction
technique to explore only an abstract state space.
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7.2

Future Work

It would be very interesting to investigate how the observer technique can be
used for other types of models than the EFSMs and timed automata we have
used. We have implemented the tool so that the computations of coverage is in
a separate library with a generic interface. With an adaptor (that is also used
for U PPAAL today) other model checkers or similar state exploration tools
could make use of the library. We believe that the high abstraction level of the
predicates (guards of the observer edges) in the language makes it possible to
establish standard descriptions for coverage criteria, i.e., observer deﬁnitions
can be reused for many modeling languages.
One type of coverage that is currently not possible in COER is coverage on
boundary values of clocks. This is partly because of the design decision that
we in the current implementation separate the transitions in the model that
generates new model states and the computation of the new coverage associated with the new states. Such separation is always possible for explicit states
but not for symbolic states. For a symbolic state the included transitions can
have different coverage, which is the case in e.g., boundary values. In COER
time is treated symbolically and thus coverage criteria with predicates that include clock evaluations can be satisﬁed for a part of a symbolic transition. In
such case a generated symbolic target state would need to be split in parts.
In the current version of COER partial satisﬁed coverage items are deﬁned
by observer locations with parameters. For each such location the parameter
is a tuple of ﬁxed length. Coverage criteria as, e.g., all-paths (for any ﬁnite
length of the paths) can be covered if a list of dynamic length is used as a
parameter. This is not implemented in the current tool because of the potential
performance penalty. Another reason is the we can not guarantee termination
if dynamic length lists are used as observer parameters, which we can in the
current implementation.
In the future the COER tool could be integrated into a Graphical User Interface. Support for graphical observer automata editing and ability to manage
a set of traces (the generated test suite) are examples of how the tool can become more available for non-expert users. In U PPAAL it is now possible to
include routines written in C-code that are called when an edge is exercised.
Thus, possible future work includes development of coverage for the C-code
in COER.
Visualization by modeling the functionality of system is a best practice in
industry, advocated by, e.g., XP [BF00, hw06] and RUP [Tea06, Str01]. In the
Spring Web Flow [LDDY06] automata are used to deﬁne how the user can
interact with a web site. The automata are part of the code and not (only) for
documentation. This is an example of high level modeling with automata that
can be addressed by test case generation tools in the future. The techniques
presented in this thesis can be helpful to generate test cases for existing test
tools, e.g. QTP, Winrunner by Mercury. COER has been applied in a case
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study for telecom protocols, but new and unexpected application areas may
appear for model-based testing tools.
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Abstract. Testing is the primary software validation technique used by industry
today, but remains ad hoc, error prone, and very expensive. A promising improvement is to automatically generate test cases from formal models of the system
under test.
We demonstrate how to automatically generate real-time conformance test cases
from timed automata specifications. Specifically we demonstrate how to efficiently generate real-time test cases with optimal execution time i.e test cases that
are the fastest possible to execute. Our technique allows time optimal test cases to
be generated using manually formulated test purposes or generated automatically
from various coverage criteria of the model.

1 Introduction
Testing is the execution of the system under test in a controlled environment following
a prescribed procedure with the goal of measuring one or more quality characteristics
of a product, such as functionality or performance. Testing is the primary software
validation technique used by industry today. However, despite the importance and the
many resources and man-hours invested by industry (about 30% to 50% of development
effort), testing remains quite ad hoc and error prone.
We focus on conformance testing i.e., checking by means of execution whether the
behavior of some black box implementation conforms to that of its specification, and
moreover doing this within minimum time. A promising approach to improving the
effectiveness of testing is to base test generation on an abstract formal model of the
system under test (SUT) and use a test generation tool to (automatically or user guided)
generate and execute test cases. Model based test generation has been under scientific
study for some time, and practically applicable test tools are emerging [4,16,18,10].
However, little is still known in the context of real-time systems.

An important principal problem in generating real-time test cases is to compute when
to stimulate the system and expect response, and to compute the associated correct
verdict. This usually requires (symbolic) analysis of the model which in turn may lead
to the state explosion problem. Another problem is how to select a very limited set of
test cases to be executed from the extreme large number (usually infinitely many) of
potential ones.
This paper demonstrates how it is possible to generate time-optimal test cases and test
suites, i.e. test cases and suites that are guaranteed to take the least possible time to execute. The required behavior is specified using a deterministic and output urgent class
of U PPAAL style timed automata. The U PPAAL model checking tool implements a set
of efficient data-structures and algorithms for symbolic reachability analysis of timed
automata. We then use the fastest diagnostic trace facility of the U PPAAL tool to generate time optimal test sequences. Test cases can either be selected through manually
formulated test purposes or automatically from three natural coverage criteria—such as
transition or location coverage–of the timed automata model.
Time optimal test suites are interesting for several reasons. First, reducing the total
execution time of a test suite allows more behavior to be tested in the (limited) time
allocated to testing. Second, it is generally desirable that regression testing can be executed as quickly as possible to improve the turn around time between software revisions.
Third, it is essential for product instance testing that a thorough test can be performed
without testing becoming the bottleneck, i.e., the test suite can be applied to all products
coming of an assembly line. Finally, in the context of testing of real-time systems, we
hypothesize that the fastest test case that drives the SUT to some state, also has a high
likelihood of detecting errors, because this is a stressful situation for the SUT to handle.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work, and
Section 3 introduces our framework for testing real-time systems based on a testable
subclass of timed automata. Section 4 and 5 describe how to encode test purposes and
test criteria, and report experimental results respectively. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work
Relatively few proposals exist that deal explicitly and systematically with testing realtime properties [11,9,6,17,8,5,7,14,15]. In [5,8,17] test sequences are generated from a
timed automata (TA) by applying variations of finite state machine (FSM) checking sequence techniques (see eg. [13]) to a discretization of the state space. Experience shows
that this approach suffers seriously from the state explosion problem and resulting large
number of test sequences. The work in [9] and [11] also use checking sequences, but is
based on different structures and state verification methods. Both assume determinism,
but not output urgency. To distinguish sequences that can always be executed to completion independent on output timing and sequences that may be executed to completion,
[9] defines may- and must-traceability of transition sequences in a TA. The unique IO
sequence (UIOv) method is then applied to a FSM derived from the TA by simply removing the clock conditions on transitions. The sequences are then checked for their

may- and must-traceability, and the procedure is re-iterated when necessary. This may
result in many iterations and in incomplete test-suites. The work in [11] assumes a further restricted TA model where all transitions with the same observable action resets
the same set of clocks. The TA is first translated into a (larger) alternative automaton
where clock constraints are represented as set-timer and expire-timer events. Based on
this, the generalized Wp method is used to compute checking sequences.
In most FSM based approaches, tests are selected based on a fault-model identifying
implementation faults that is desired to be (or can be) detected during testing. Little
or no evidence is given to support that the real-time fault models correspond to faults
that occur frequently in practice. Another problem is the required assumptions about
the number of states in the SUT, which in general is difficult to estimate. The coverage
approach guarantees that the test suite is derived systematically and that it provides a
certain level of thoroughness, which is important in industrial practice. It is important
to stress that this is a practically founded heuristic test selection technique. Similarly,
when time optimal sequences are generated, this is also a level of test selection, where
only the fastest to execute are selected. Our goal is not full fault coverage that will in
principle guarantee that the SUT is correct if it passes all generated tests.
A different approach to test generation and selection is [6] where a manually stated
test purpose is used to define the desired sequences to be observed on the SUT. A synchronous product of the test purpose and TA model is first formed and used to extract
a symbolic test sequence with timing constraints that reach a goal state of the test purpose. This symbolic trace can be interpreted at execution time to give a final verdict.
This work does not address test suite optimization or time optimality, does not address
test generation without an explicit test purpose, and does not appear to be implemented
in a tool. [15] proposes a fully automatic method for generation of real-time test sequences from a subclass of TA called event-recording automata which restricts how
clocks are reset. The technique is based on symbolic analysis and coverage of a coarse
equivalence class partitioning of the state space.
Our work is based on existing efficient and well proven symbolic analysis techniques
of TA, and unlike others addresses time optimal testing. Most other work on optimizing
test suites, e.g [1,19,10], focus on minimizing the length of the test suite which is not
directly linked to the execution time because some events take longer to produce or
real-time constraints are ignored. Others have used (untimed) model-checking tools to
produce test suites for various model coverage criteria e.g., [10].
The main contributions of the paper are 1) application of time and cost optimal reachability analysis algorithms to the context of time-optimal test case generation, 2) an
automatic technique to generate time optimal covering test suites for three important
coverage criteria, 3) through creative use of the diagnostic trace facility of U PPAAL,
a test generation tool exists that is based on efficient and well-proven algorithms, and
finally 4) we provide experimental evidence in that the proposed technique has practical
merits.

3 Timed Automata and Testing
We will assume that both the system under test (SUT) and the environment in which it
operates are modeled as TA.
3.1 Timed Automata
be a set of non-negative real-valued variables called clocks, and
a set of input actions and output-actions , (denoted
and ), and the
denote the set of guards on clocks
non-synchronizing action (denoted ). Let
being conjunctions of simple constraints of the form
, and let
denote the
,
set of updates of clocks corresponding to sequences of statements of the form
3
where
,
, and
. A timed automaton (TA) over
is a tuple
, where is a set of locations,
is an initial location,
assigns invariants to locations, and is a set of edges such that
. We write
iff
.
Let

The semantics of a TA is defined in terms of a timed transition system over states of
the form
, where is a location and
is a clock valuation satisfying
the invariant of . Intuitively, there are two kinds of transitions: delay transitions and
, the values of all clocks
discrete transitions. In delay transitions,
of the automaton are incremented with the amount of the delay, . Discrete transitions
correspond to execution of edges
for which the guard
is satisfied by . The clock valuation of the target state is obtained by modifying
according to updates . We write
as a short for
.A
timed trace is a sequence of alternating time delays and actions in
.
A network of TA
over
is defined as the parallel composition of
TA over
. Semantically, a network again describes a timed transition system
obtained from those of the components by requiring synchrony on delay transitions
is
and requiring discrete transitions to synchronize on complementary actions (i.e.
complementary to ).
3.2

U PPAAL and Time Optimal Reachability Analysis

U PPAAL is a verification tool for a TA based modeling language. Besides dense clocks,
the tool supports both simple and complex data types like bounded integers and arrays
as well as synchronization via shared variables and actions. The specification language
supports safety, liveness, deadlock, and response properties.
To produce test sequences, we shall make use of U PPAAL’s ability to generate diagnostic traces witnessing a submitted safety property. Currently U PPAAL supports three
3

To simplify the presentation in the rest of the paper, we restrict to guards with non-strict lower
bounds on clocks.

options for diagnostic trace generation: some trace leading to the goal state, the shortest trace with the minimum number of transitions, and fastest trace with the shortest
accumulated time delay. The underlying algorithm used for finding time-optimal traces
is a variation of the A -algorithm [2,12]. Hence, to improve performance it is possible
to supply a heuristic function estimating the remaining cost from any state to the goal
state.
Throughout the paper we use U PPAAL syntax to illustrate TA, and the figures are direct
exports from U PPAAL. Initial locations are marked using a double circle. Edges are by
convention labeled by the triple: guard, action, and assignment in that order. The internal -action is indicated by an absent action-label. Committed locations are indicated
by a location with an encircled “C”. A committed location must be left immediately
as the next transition taken by the system. Finally, bold-faced clock conditions placed
under locations are location invariants.

3.3 Deterministic, Input Enabled and Output Urgent TA
To ensure time optimal testability, the following semantic restrictions turn out to be sufficient. Following similar restrictions as in [17], we define the notion of deterministic,
input enabled and output urgent TA, DIEOU-TA, by restricting the underlying timed
transition system defined by the TA as follows:
1. Determinism. Two transitions with the same label leads to the same state, i.e., for
and action
, whenever
every semantic state
and
then
.
2. (Weak) input enabled. At any time any input action is enabled, i.e., whenever
for some delay
then
.
3. Isolated Outputs. If an output (or ) is enabled then no other input or output transiwhenever
and
tion is enabled, i.e.,
then
.
4. Output urgency. When an output (or ) is enabled, it will occur immediately, i.e.,
then
.
whenever

i?
Environment

o!

System under
test

Fig. 1. Test Specification

We assume that the test specification is given as a closed network of TA that can be
partitioned into one subnetwork modeling the behavior of the SUT, and one modeling
the behavior of its environment (ENV), see Figure 1. Often the SUT operates in specific
environments, and it is only necessary to establish correctness under the (modeled)
environment assumptions; otherwise the environment model can be replaced with a
completely unconstrained one that allows all possible interaction sequences.
We assume that the tester can take the place of the environment and control the SUT via
a distinguished set observable input and output actions. For the SUT to be testable the
subnetwork modeling it should be controllable in the sense that it should be possible for
an environment to drive the subnetwork model through all of its syntactical parts (e.g.
transitions and locations). We therefore assume that the SUT specification is a DIEOUTA, and that the SUT can be modeled by some unknown DIEOU-TA (this assumption
is commonly refered to as the testing hypothesis). The environment model need not be
a DIEOU-TA.

x<Tsw
touch?
x:=0
off!
OFF

x>=Tsw
touch?
x:=0

off!

x<Tidle
touch?
x:=0

dim!

x<Tsw
touch?
DIM x:=0
dim!

x>=Tidle
touch?
x:=0

bright!

BRIGHT

x>=Tsw
touch?
x:=0

bright!

Fig. 2. Light Controller

We use the simple light switch controller in Figure 2 to illustrate the concepts. The user
interacts with the controller by touching a touch sensitive pad. The light has three intensity levels: OFF, DIMMED, and BRIGHT. Depending on the timing between successive
touches (recorded by the clock ), the controller toggles the light levels. For example,
in dimmed state, if a second touch is made quickly (before the switching time
time units) after the touch that caused the controller to enter dimmed state (from either
off or bright state), the controller increases the level to bright. Conversely, if the second
touch happens after the switching time, the controller switches the light off. If the light
), it
controller has been in off state for a long time (longer than or equal to
should reactivate upon a touch by going directly to bright level. We leave it to the reader
to verify for herself that the conditions of DIEOU-TA are met by the model given.

off?

touch!
z:=0
z>=Treact

dim?
bright?

touch!
z:=0

z<Tpause,
z>=Treact,
t<2
touch!
z:=0,
t:=t+1

touch!
z:=0,
t:=t+1

off?

z>=Tpause
touch!
t:=1,
z:=0
bright?

dim?

Fig. 3. Two possible environment models for the simple light switch

The environment model shown in Figure 3
models a user capable of performing any
is set to zero he is arbitrarily fast.
sequence of touch actions. When the constant
A more realistic user is only capable of producing touches with a limited rate; this can
be modeled setting
to a non-zero value. Figure 3 models a different user able
to make two quick successive touches (counted by integer variable t), but which then
.
is required to pause for some time (to avoid cramp), e.g.,
3.4 From Diagnostic Traces to Test Cases
Let be the TA network model of the SUT together with its intended environment
ENV. A diagnostic trace produced by U PPAAL for a given reachability question on
demonstrates the sequence of moves to be made by each of the system components
and the required clock constraints needed to reach the targeted location. A (concrete)
diagnostic trace will have the form:

where
are states of the SUT and ENV, respectively, and are either time-delays
or synchronization (or internal) actions. The latter may be further partitioned into purely
SUT or ENV transitions (hence invisible for the other part) or synchronizing transitions
between the SUT and the ENV (hence observable for both parties).
For DIEOU-TA a test sequence is an alternating sequence of concrete delay actions and
observable actions. From the diagnostic trace above a test sequence, , may be obtained
simply by projecting the trace to the ENV-component, while removing invisible transitions, and summing adjacent delay actions. Finally, a test case to be executed on the
real SUT implementation may be obtained from by the addition of verdicts.
Adding the verdicts require some comments on the chosen correctness relation between
the specification and SUT. In this paper we require timed trace inclusion, i.e. that the
timed traces of the implementation are included in the specification. Thus after any input
sequence, the implementation is allowed to produce an output only if the specification
is also able to produce that output. Similarly, the implementation may delay (thereby

staying silent) only if the specification also may delay. The test sequences produced
by our techniques are derived from diagnostic traces, and are thus guaranteed to be
included in the specification.
To clarify the construction we may model the test case itself as a TA
for the test
are labeled using two distinguished labels,
and
.
sequence . Locations in
The execution of a test case is now formalized as a parallel composition of the test case
automaton
and SUT
.

is constructed such that a complete execution terminates in a
state if the SUT
cannot perform and such that it terminates in a
state if the SUT can execute all
actions of . The construction is illustrated in Figure 4.

FAIL
x<=0
i_0!
x:=0

x<delay
o_0?
o_1?
FAIL

o_n?

FAIL
x<=delay
x==delay
o_0?
x:=0
PASS

Fig. 4. Test case automaton for the sequence

4 Test Generation
4.1 Single Purpose Test Generation
A common approach to the generation of test cases is to first manually formulate a set
of informal test purposes and then to formalize these such that the model can be used
to generate one or more test cases for each test purpose. A test purpose is a specific test
objective (or property) that the tester would like to observe on the SUT.
Because we use the diagnostic trace facility of a model-checker based on reachability analysis, the test purpose must be formulated as a property that can be checked by

reachability analysis of the combined ENV and SUT model. We propose different techniques for this. Sometimes the test purpose can be directly transformed into a simple
location reachability check. In other cases it may require decoration of the model with
auxiliary flag variables. Another technique is to replace the environment model with a
more restricted one that matches the behavior of the test purpose only.
TP1: Check that the light can become bright.
TP2: Check that the light switches off after three successive touches.
TP1 can be formulated as a simple reachability property: E<> LightController.
bright (i.e. eventually in some future the lightController automata enters location
bright).
Generating the shortest diagnostic trace results in the test sequence:
. However, the fastest sequence satisfying the purpose is
.
TP2 can be formalized using the restricted environment model 4 in Figure 5 with the
property E<> tpEnv.goal. The fastest test sequence is
.
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Fig. 5. Test Environment for TP2

4.2 Coverage Based Test Generation
Often the tester is interested in creating a test suite that ensures that the specification
or implementation is covered in a certain way. This ensures that a certain level of systemacy and thoroughness has been achieved in the test generation process. Here we
4

It is possible to use U PPAAL’s committed location feature to compose the test purpose and
environment model in a compositional way. Space limitations prevents us from elaborating on
this approach.

explain how test sequences with guaranteed coverage of the SUT model can be computed using reachability analysis, effectively giving automated tool support. In the next
subsection, we show how to generalize the technique to generate sets of test sequences.
A large suite of coverage criteria have been proposed in the literature, such as statement, transition, and definition-use coverage, each with its own merits and application
domain. We explain how to apply some of these to TA models.
Edge Coverage: A test sequence satisfies the edge-coverage criterion if, when executed
on the model, it traverses every edge of the selected TA-components. Edge coverage can
be formulated as a reachability property in the following way: add an auxiliary variable
of type boolean (initially false) for each edge to be covered (typically realized as a
bit array in U PPAAL), and add to the assignments of each edge an assignment
; a test suite can be generated by formulating a reachability property requiring
that all variables are true: E<>(
==
and
==
==
).
The auxiliary variables are needed to enable formulation of the coverage criterion as
a reachability property using the U PPAAL property specification language which is a
restricted subset of CTL.
The light switch in Figure 2 requires a bit-array of 12 elements (one per edge). When the
environment can touch arbitrarily fast the generated fastest edge covering test sequence
has the accumulated execution time 28. The solution (there might be more traces with
the same fastest execution time) generated by U PPAAL is:
EC:
.
Location Coverage: A test sequence satisfies the location-coverage criterion if, when
executed on the model, it visits every location of the selected TA-components. To genof
erate test sequences with location coverage, we introduce an auxiliary variable
type boolean (initially false for all locations except the initial) for each location
to
be covered. For every edge with destination :
add to the assignments
; the reachability property will then require all variables to be true.
Definition-Use Pair Coverage: The definition-use pair criterion is a data-flow coverage
technique where the idea is to cover paths in which a variable is defined (i.e. appears
in the left-hand side of an assignment) and later is used (i.e. appears in a guard or the
right-hand side of an assignment). Due to space-limitation, we restrict the presentation
to clocks, which can be used in guards only.
to denote a definition-use pair (DU-pair) for variable if
is an
We use
edge where is defined and
is an edge where is used. A DU-pair
is
is reachable from and is not redefined in the path from
to . A test
valid if
sequence covers
iff (at least) once in the sequence, there is a valid DU-pair
. A test sequence satisfies the (all-uses) DU-pair coverage criterion of if it
covers all valid DU-pairs of .
To generate test sequences with definition-use pair coverage, we assume that the edges
of a model are enumerated, so that is the number of edge . We introduce an auxiliary
data-variable (initially
with value domain
to keep track

of the edge at which variable was last defined, and a two-dimensional boolean array
of size
(initially
) to store the covered pairs. For each edge
at
which is defined we add
, and for each edge
at which is used we add
. Note that if is
the conditional assignment
both used and defined on the same edge, the array assignment must be made before the
assignment of .
representing valid DU-pairs to be
The reachability property will then require all
true for the (all-uses) DU-pair criterion. Note that a test sequence satisfying the DU-pair
criterion for several variables can be generated using the same encoding, but extended
with one auxiliary variable and array for each covered variable.
4.3 Test Suite Generation
Often a single covering test sequence cannot be obtained for a given test purpose or
criterion (e.g. due to dead-ends in the model). To solve this problem, we allow for the
model (and SUT) to be reset to its initial state, and to continue the test after the reset
to cover the remaining parts. The generated test will then be interpreted as a test suite
consisting of a set of test sequences separated by resets (assumed to be implemented
correctly in the SUT).
To introduce resets in the model, we shall allow the user to designate some locations
that must
as being reset-able. Obviously, performing a reset may take some time
be taken into consideration when generating time optimal test sequences. Reset-able
locations can be encoded into the model by adding reset transitions leading back to the
be an additional clock used for reset purposes, and let be a
initial location. Let
reset-able location. Two reset-edges and a new location must then be added from to
the initial location , i.e.,

Here
are the assignment needed to reset clocks and other variables in the model
(excluding auxiliary variables encoding test purpose or coverage criteria 5 ). If more than
one component is present in either the SUT-model or environment model, the resetaction must be communicated atomically to all of them. This can be done using the
committed location feature of U PPAAL. Further note that it may be possible to obtain
faster (covering) test suites, if more reset-able locations are added, obviously depending
on the time required to perform the reset, at the expense of increased model size.
4.4 Environment Behavior
A potential problem of the techniques presented above is that the generated test sequences may be non-realizable, in that they may require the environment of SUT to
5

In the encoding of DU-pair coverage, the variables

should be set to

at resets.

operate infinitely fast. In general, it is only necessary to establish correctness of SUT
under the (modeled) environment assumptions. Therefore assumptions about the environment can be modeled explicitly and will then be taken into account during test
sequence generation. In the following, we demonstrate how different environment assumptions affect the generated test sequences.
Consider an environment where the user takes at least 2 time units between each touch
action; such an environment can be obtained by setting the constant
to 2 in Figure 3(a). The fastest test sequences become:
TP1:
TP2:

.

Also reexamine the test suite EC generated by edge coverage, and compare with the
one of execution time 32 generated when
equals 2:
EC’:
.
When the environment is changed to the pausing user (can perform 2 successive quick
touches after which he is required to pause for some time: reaction time 2, pausing
time 5), the fastest sequence has execution time 33, and follows a completely different
is overlapped with
strategy, that ensures that one of the additional waiting times
a position where the tester needed to wait anyway.
EC”:
.

5 Experiments
In the previous section we presented techniques to compute time optimal covering test
suites. In the following we show empirically that the performance of our technique is
sufficient for practically relevant examples, and to indicate how heuristic search methods can be used to compute optimal or near optimal test cases from very large models.
We are concerned with both the execution time of the generated test sequence, and the
time and memory used to generate it.
5.1 The Touch Sensitive Switch
Most of the experiments reported here are based on a model of a touch sensitive light
levels of brightness (0 corresponds to off). The lamp is opswitch (TSS). It has
erated by touching its wire, i.e. the wire can be grasped and released. The behavior of
the controller can be expressed as follows: If the light is on, then a single grasp and
release of the wire, will switch off the light. If the light is off, then a single grasp and
release will switch on the light at the previous brightness level. Continuous holding of
the wire increases the brightness (resp. decreases) if it was previously decreasing (resp.

grasp?
release?

endhold!
x==epsilon
release?

touch!

x:=0

on==0
touch?

on==1
touch?

L:=OL,
on:=1

OL:=L,
L:=0,
on:=0

x<=epsilon
release?
x<=delta

x==delta
starthold!

z<=Wait
grasp!
z:=0

Fig. 6. Interface Automaton

, Switch Automaton

release!
z:=0

, and User Automaton

.

increasing). Once the maximum (resp. minimum) level is reached the brightness level
decrease (resp. increase).
In reality a user can only perform two actions on the wire: grasp and release,
and the time-separation between the two events is translated into either nothing (if the
separation is very short), touch if it is short, and into a starthold and endhold
pair if the separation is long. In the U PPAAL-model this translation is done by the interface component, shown in Figure 6 . The dimmer component shown in Figure 7
reacts to starthold and endhold actions with a dimming effect. When changing
) will elapse bethe brightness level , it is assumed that some maximum time (
tween two levels. The switch component shown in Figure 6 reacts to touch events
, or off. The user is modeled in
by switching the light on to the previous light level
Figure 6 .
We vary the model in two ways. First, the user may be patient or impatient. The impatient user insists on requiring interaction at least every
time units controlled
by the invariant in user – this makes it harder for the user to change the intensity because
he ”gives up” the hold after just increasing the light one level. This invariant is removed
and
in the patient user. Secondly, we vary the number of light levels from
up.
Table 8 shows the optimal execution times (in time units) for test suites generated from
different coverage criteria of the TSS, or selected subsets of components thereof, and
the length (number of transitions) of the generated test suite. We notice that the patient
user results in shorter and faster traces in our experiments.

L<Max,
x==delay
L:=L+1,
x:=0

starthold?
L:=OL,
x:=0,
on:=1
x<=delay
endhold?

L==Max,
x==delay
L==0,
x==delay

endhold?

L>0,
x==delay

x<=delay
starthold?
OL:=L,x:=0,on:=1

L:=L-1,
x:=0

Fig. 7. Dimmer Automaton

Table 8. Optimal execution time and suite length for various coverage criteria

Coverage
Criterion
LocationDimmer
LocationDimmer, Switch, Interface
EdgeDimmer
EdgeInterface
EdgeDimmer, Switch, Interface
EdgeInterface +LocationDimmer
Def-Use
Def-Use

Impatient
Patient
Execution Suite Execution Suite
time length
time length
20
25
253
15
263
25
40
45

12
17
176
14
188
19
34
34

20
25
53
15
63
25
40
45

12
17
38
14
50
19
34
34

5.2 System Size and Environment Behavior
To see how our technique scales, we increase the number of light levels in the TSS
model. The result, listed in Table 9, shows that the particular example scales well: execution time (in time units), generation time, and memory usage for the impatient user
increase essentially linearly with the number of light-levels. This is not surprising as the
system size is varied by adjusting a counter, and not the number of parallel components.
It is more interesting to compare the patient and impatient user. Consider the system
with 50 light levels. The optimal execution time for the impatient user is high (1183
time units), the reason being that the light level is increased only by one before he
gives up, and starts the hold action again. Obtaining coverage therefore requires many
interactions (trace of length 828). In contrast, the optimal execution time for the patient
user is 183 time units (and the trace length is 130). If we compare the generation time,

Table 9. Cost of obtaining edge coverage of the TSS with increasing light levels

Impatient
Patient
Execution Generation
Memory Execution Generation Memory
Levels
time
time(s) usage (MB)
time
time (s) usage(MB)
10
20
30
50
100
200
400

263
493
723
1183
2333
4633
9233

2.06
3.68
5.29
8.59
16.76
34.45
66.03

9.1
11.4
12.6
17.4
28.0
44.3
77.1

63
93
123
183
333
633
N/A

3.19
12.40
28.17
78.30
339.52
1494.35
7000

10.1
20.1
40.4
86.9
314.9
1233.8
4180.6

Table 10. Results for the Philips audio protocol

Coverage
Criterion
EdgeSender
EdgeReceiver
EdgeSender,Bus,Receiver

Execution Generation Memory
time ( s)
time (s) usage (KB)
212350
18981
114227

2.2
1.2
129.0

9416
4984
331408

it can be seen that it is much cheaper to compute the (very long) optimal solution for
the impatient user than to compute the (short) optimal solution for the patient user.
Although this is surprising, there is a potential general explanation for this. The patient user environment poses no restrictions on the solution, and the test generator has
complete freedom to find the optimal solution. This means that test generator has to
evaluate all possible behaviors of this liberal environment. The impatient user is a more
restricted environment, thus containing less possible behaviors. Therefore, searching
the more liberal environment takes longer but also produces faster solutions.
There are two lessons to be learned. First, the relevance of an accurate model of the
environment assumptions. Secondly, the use of the environment model to control test
generation: restrict the environment to handle larger systems, but at the cost of more
expensive solutions.
We have also created a DIEOU-TA version of the Philips audio control protocol [3]
frequently studied in the context of model checking. The system consists of a sender
and a receiver communicating over a shared bus. The sender inputs a sequence of bits to
be transmitted, Manchester encodes them, and transmits them as high and low voltage
on the bus. Further, it checks for collisions by checking that the bus is indeed low when
it is itself sending a low signal. The receiver is triggered by low-to-high transitions on
the bus, and decodes the bits based on this information.

Table 11. Cost of edge coverage of TSS (

Search
order
BF
DF
C BF
C DF
C BF R
C DF R
C MC
C MC R

) using different search orders

First Solution
Optimal Solution
Execution Generation
Memory Generation
Memory
time
time (s) usage (MB)
time usage (MB)
123
791
123
791
123
791
123
123

27.91
0.15
30.44
0.15
30.70
0.15
25.87
3.23

40.8
4.9
42.6
6.5
42.6
6.4
39.3
13.0

N/A
N/A
31.31
248.64
30.87
21.62
26.19
3.32

N/A
N/A
43.3
127.0
42.9
32.1
39.5
13.1

Table 10 summarizes the results. The first row contains results for the protocol tested
with an environment consisting of a bus that may spontaneously go high to emulate
a collision, and a sender buffer producing any legal input-bit sequence. The second
row shows results for a receiver tested in an environment consisting of a bus, and a
buffer to hold the received bits. The third row is the results for the receiver tested in an
environment consisting of a sender component with sender buffer, a bus, and receiver
buffer. Thus the last row represents a rather large system. In all cases the time optimal
covering test sequence could be computed in reasonable time.
5.3 Search-order and Guiding
U PPAAL allows the state space to be traversed in several different orders with different performance characteristics w.r.t. execution time of the generated test suite and the
algorithm has potential
size of the system that can be handled. In particular, the
significant impact. We here demonstrate how it can be employed for test generation to
efficiently compute edge coverage in the TSS model.
The measured numbers are listed in Table 11. BF (DF) denotes breadth-first (depthfirst) search order. The optimal execution time remains identical at 123 time units for
all search orders. We note that using depth-first search during time optimal analysis
(C DF) U PPAAL produces (many) solutions quickly, but consumes long time to ultimately find the optimal one. During time optimal reachability analysis U PPAAL (symbolically) computes for each reached state the time accumulated so far. Let
be the
fastest time to a goal state found so far. When another state is found during exploration
further exploration from that state is unnecessary,
with an accumulated time
and the search can be pruned. Minimum accumulated time-first (MC) explores states
ordered by their minimum accumulated time. To increase the efficiency further, it is
possible to provide a safe estimate of the time that remains from a given state to the
goal state. Pruning can then be performed when a state is found with
. In
Table 11 a search order combined with a remaining estimate is suffixed by an “ R”.

It is easy to see in the dimmer component that the most time consuming edge to reach
is the edge with guard
. As estimate of remaining time, we use
if level
has not been reached, and 0 otherwise. Intuitively, the
value times the
remaining time equals at least the number of light levels from
time to increase the light one level (
). This formula has the feature that it can
prune searches that turns back to lower light levels.
minimum accumulated time first search (
) offers slightly
Compared to
improved generation time and memory usage. However, enabling remaining time esti) has a dramatic positive effect, and
mate combined with this search order (
outperforms any of the other evaluated search orders.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a new technique for generating timed test sequences for
a restricted class of timed automata. It is able to generate time optimal test sequences
from either a single test purpose or a coverage criterion using the time optimal reachability feature of U PPAAL. Though a number of examples we have demonstrated how
our technique works and performs. We conclude that it can generate practically relevant test sequences for practically relevant sized systems. However, we have also found
a number of areas where our technique can be improved.
The DIEOU-TA model is quite restrictive, and a generalization will benefit many realtime systems. We are working on loosening the output urgency requirement. It may also
be interesting to formulate coverage criteria that considers clock constraints.
Adding the required annotations for various coverage criteria by hand, and manually
formulating the associated reachability property is tedious and error prone. We are
working on a tool that performs these tasks automatically. Finally, we have found that
the bit-vector annotations for tracking coverage and remaining time estimates may increase the state space significantly, and consequently also generation time and memory.
The extra bits does not influence model behavior, and should therefore be treated differently in the verification engine. We are working on techniques that ignore these bits
when possible, and that takes advantage of them to prune states with “less” coverage.
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Abstract In this paper1 , we describe how the real-time veriﬁcation tool U PPAAL
has been extended to support automatic generation of time-optimal test suites
for conformance testing. Such test suites are derived from a network of timed
automata specifying the expected behaviour of the system under test and its environment. To select test cases, we use coverage criteria specifying structural
criteria to be fulﬁlled by the test suite. The result is optimal in the sense that the
set of test cases in the test suite requires the shortest possible accumulated time
to cover the given coverage criterion.
The main contributions of this paper are: (i) a modiﬁed reachability analysis algorithm in which the coverage of given criteria is calculated in an on-the-ﬂy manner, (ii) a technique for efﬁciently manipulating the sets of covered elements that
arise during the analysis, and (iii) an extension to the requirement speciﬁcation
language used in U PPAAL, making it possible to express a variety of coverage
criteria.

1 Introduction
In [7], we have presented a technique for generating time-optimal test suites from timed
automata speciﬁcations using U PPAAL [9]. The technique describes how to annotate
models with auxiliary variables so that test sequences from manually formulated test
purposes or coverage criteria can be derived by reachability analysis. The result of the
analysis is a diagnostic trace described as an alternating sequence of input actions and
delays, which can be transformed into a (set of) test sequence(s) describing how to
stimulate the system to fulﬁll the test criterion.
The tool presented in this paper, is a prototype version of the U PPAAL tool based on
the same technique but with the following extensions:
– a modiﬁed reachability analysis algorithm in which the coverage of a given criterion
is collected during the reachability analysis performed by U PPAAL, making manual
model annotation superﬂuous.
– an implementation for efﬁciently representing the sets of covered elements that
arises during the analysis. With the knowledge that such sets are always monotonically increasing along any trace of an automaton, it is safe to perform some pruning
1
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in the reachability analysis normally not possible in model-checking (e.g. in case
ordinary data-variables are used to annotate the model).
– a set of keywords representing coverage criteria extending the requirement speciﬁcation language of U PPAAL.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow: in the next section, we describe the
modeling language timed automata and the tool U PPAAL. In Section 3 we describe the
algorithm implemented in the tool, in Section 4 we present the tool itself, and in Section
5 experiments are presented. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Preleminaries
We will use a restricted type of timed automata [1], extended with ﬁnite domain variables, called DIEOU-TA [7] to specify the system under test (SUT). The environment
of the SUT is speciﬁed in the same way but without the DIEOU-TA restriction.
2.1 Timed Automata
A timed automaton is a ﬁnite state automaton extended with real-valued clocks. Let X
be a set of non-negative real-valued clocks, and Act = I ∪O ∪{τ } a set of input actions
I (denoted a?) and output-actions O (denoted a!), and a distinct non-synchronizing
(internal) action τ . Let G(X) denote the set of guards on clocks being conjunctions of
simple constraints of the form x  c, and let U(X) denote the set of updates of clocks
corresponding to sequences of statements of the form x := c, where x ∈ X, c ∈ N, and
 ∈ {≤, <, =, ≥}2 . A timed automaton (TA) over (Act, X) is a tuple (L, 0 , I, E),
where L is a set of locations, 0 ∈ L is an initial location, I : L → G(X) assigns
invariants to locations, and E is a set of edges such that E ⊆ L × G(X) × Act ×
g,α,u
U(X) × L. We shall write  −−−−→  iff (, g, α, u,  ) ∈ E.
The semantics of a TA is deﬁned in terms of a timed transition system over states of
the form p = (, σ), where  is a location and σ ∈ RX
≥0 is a clock valuation satisfying
the invariant of . Intuitively, there are two kinds of transitions: delay transitions and
d
→ (, σ + d), the values of all clocks
discrete transitions. In delay transitions, (, σ) −
of the automaton are incremented with the amount of the delay, d. Discrete transitions
α
(, σ) −
→ ( , σ  ) correspond to execution of edges (, g, α, u,  ) for which the guard g
is satisﬁed by σ. The clock valuation σ  of the target state is obtained by modifying σ
γ
γ
according to updates u. We write p −
→ as a short for ∃p . p −
→ p , γ ∈ Act ∪ R≥0 . A
timed trace is a sequence of alternating time delays and actions in Act.
A network of TA A1 · · · An over (Act, X) is deﬁned as the parallel composition of n TA over (Act, X). Semantically, a network again describes a timed transition
system obtained from those of the components by requiring synchrony on delay transitions and requiring discrete transitions to synchronize on complementary actions (i.e.
a? is complementary to a!).
2

To simplify the presentation in the rest of the paper, we restrict to guards with non-strict lower
bounds on clocks.

2.2 Deterministic, Input Enabled and Output Urgent TA
To ensure testability in the context of time, we require the following set of (sufﬁcient)
semantic restrictions on the SUT model. Following similar restrictions as in [11], we
deﬁne the notion of deterministic, input enabled and output urgent TA, DIEOU-TA [7],
by restricting the underlying timed transition system deﬁned by the TA as follows:
1. Determinism. For every semantic state p = (, σ) and action γ ∈ Act ∪ {R≥0 },
γ
γ
whenever p −→ p and p −→ p then p = p .
d

a

2. (Weak) input enabled. Whenever p −→ for some delay d ∈ R≥0 then ∀a ∈ I. p −
→
.
β
α
3. Isolated Outputs. ∀α ∈ O ∪ {τ }. ∀β ∈ O ∪ I ∪ {τ } whenever p −→ and p −→
then α = β.
α

d

4. Output urgency. Whenever p −→, α ∈ O ∪ {τ } then p −→, d ∈ R≥0 .

2.3 UPPAAL and Testing
U PPAAL [9] is a tool for modeling and analysis of real-time systems3 . Given a network
of timed automata, extended with ﬁnite domain data variables, U PPAAL can check if a
given (symbolic) state is reachable from the initial state or not. If the state is reachable,
the tool produces a diagnostic trace with action- and delay-transitions showing how the
state can be reached.
It has been shown in [7] how to obtain a test sequence from a diagnostic trace
of a DIEOU-TA. Given a network of timed automata consisting of a part modelling
the system under test (SUT) and a part modeling the environment (ENV). The idea is
to project the diagnostic trace to the visible actions between the SUT and the ENV
part, and to sum up the delay transitions in between visible actions. The resulting test
sequence can be converted to a test case which signals fail whenever the SUT does not
behave according to the SUT model, i.e. produces unexpected output, or correct output
at the wrong time-point.
The technique presented in [7] shows how to transform a given test purposes or
coverage criteria to annotations of the SUT and ENV models. For example, it shows
the annotations and auxiliary variables needed so that deﬁnition-use pair coverage [6]
be formulated as a reachability problem. The result is a diagnostic trace from which
a set of test cases (a test suite) can be extracted which satisﬁes the deﬁnition-use pair
coverage criteria in minimal time.
Whereas this is a viable technique, it is tedious and error prone in practice. The
extra auxiliary variables also increase the size of the state space and thus the time and
space required to perform the analysis. Since the extra variables do not inﬂuence the
behaviour of the model, they should be treated differently. In the next section, we show
how to move the auxiliary variables from the model into data structures in the analysis
algorithm, and how they can be handled more efﬁciently.

PASS:= ∅
WAIT:= {((l0 , D0 ), C0 )}
while WAIT= ∅ do
select ((l, D), C) from WAIT
if ((l, D), C) |= ϕC then return “YES”
if for all ((l, D ), C  ) in PASS: D ⊆ D ∨ C C  then
add ((l, D), C) to PASS
for all ((ls , Ds ), Cs )
such that ((l, D), C) c ((ls , Ds ), Cs ):
add ((ls , Ds ), Cs ) to WAIT
return “NO”
Figure1. An abstract algorithm for symbolic reachability analysis with coverage.

3 Test Generation Algorithm
The reachability algorithm in U PPAAL is essentially a forward on-the-ﬂy reachability
algorithm that generates and explores the symbolic state space of a timed automata
network. In the following we describe how the algorithm has been modiﬁed to check if
a given coverage criteria is satisﬁed in a timed automata model.
3.1 Test Sequence Generation
The algorithm modiﬁed for generating test sequences is illustrated in Figure 1. The algorithm explores symbolic states of the form (l, D), where D is a zone (or DBM [5])
representing a convex set of clock valuations, extended with a coverage set C representing the elements covered when the state is reached. We use (l, D)  (l , D ) to denote
a transition in the symbolic state space (see e.g. [3,10] for a description of the symbolic
semantics implemented in U PPAAL). The algorithm terminates when the property ϕC
is satisﬁed by a reached state. It is then possible to compute a diagnostic trace starting
in the inital state and showing how to reach a state satisfying ϕC (see e.g. [8]).
The algorithm in Figure 1 is similar to the ordinary reachability algorithm used in
U PPAAL. The most signiﬁcant modiﬁcation is the addition of a coverage set C to the
symbolic states. The particular representation of a coverage set depends on the coverage
criteria mentioned in ϕC . The current implementation allows for conjunctions of atomic
coverage criteria of the form |Al | ∼ c, |Ae | ∼ c, or |xdu | ∼ c, where c ∈ N, ∼ ∈ {>, ≥
}, and |Al | and |Ae | denotes the number of covered locations and edges in automaton
A respectively, and |xdu | the number of covered deﬁnition-use pairs of data variable x.
In the algorithm, the coverage sets are initiated to C0 (line 2), checked for inclusion
(“” on line 6), and then successors are generated (line 9). We deﬁne ((l, D), C) c
((ls , Ds ), Cs ) iff (l, D)  (ls , Ds ) and C is updated to Cs as follows:
– location coverage (in case ϕc contains an atomic coverage criterion of the form
|Al | ∼ c): Cs = C ∪ { ls }. In this case C0 = {l0 } and C  C  iff C ⊆ C  .
3
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– edge coverage (in case ϕc contains an atomic coverage criterion of the form |Ae | ∼
c): Cs = C ∪ {e}, where e ∈ E is the edge from which the transition (l, D) 
(ls , Ds ) is derived. In this case C0 = {} and C  C  iff C ⊆ C  .
– deﬁnition-use pair coverage on variable x (in case ϕc contains an atomic coverage
criterion of the form |xdu | ∼ c): In this case C = F, U , where F ∈ E ∪ {⊥}, and
U is a coverage set of deﬁnition-use pairs of the form ei , ej , where ei , ej ∈ E.
We deﬁne Cs = Fs , Us :

Fs =

Us =

e
F

if x is deﬁned on e
otherwise

U ∪ F, e if F =⊥ and x is used on e
U
otherwise

where e ∈ E is the edge from which the transition (l, D)  (ls , Ds ) is derived.
Initially C0 = ⊥, {} and F, U   F  , U   iff (F = F  ∧ U ⊆ U  ).
Thus, to check for location coverage the coverage set C is simply storing the set of locations that are visited when a symbolic state is reached. In a network of timed automata,
the update of C can easily be modiﬁed to check for coverage of a subset of the automata
in the network. The case for edge coverage is similar. Deﬁnition-use pair coverage is
checked by keeping track of active deﬁnitions in set F and covered DU-pairs in the set
U.
Note how the coverage sets are checked for inclusion. Intuitively, the (symbolic)
state ((l, D), C) does not need to be further examined if another state ((l, D ), C  ) is
reached that contains all time-assignments, i.e. D ⊆ D , and covers the same or more
elements, i.e. C  C  . This means that states with smaller coverage will not be further
explored which is the reason for allowing only checks of lower bounds of the size of the
coverage sets. The advantage is of course that the number of explored states becomes
smaller, leading to faster termination of the algorithm (see Section 5 for more details).
To check ((l, D), C) |= ϕC in the algorithm is straight-forward. The value of |Al |
or |Ae | is simply the number of elements in C. For deﬁnition-use pair coverage, where
C is a pair of the form F, U  the value of |xdu | is the number of elements in the set U .
3.2 Test Suite Generation
In [7] we describe a technique for generating test suites (set of test sequences) covering
a given test criterion. The idea is to annotate the model with edges allowing the model
to reset to its initial state (an updating the auxiliary variables accordingly). We now
describe how the algorithm shown in Figure 1 (and Figure 2 below) can be modiﬁed in
a similar way.
Assume a predicate R ⊆ L × {0, 1} which is true for all automaton locations that
can be reset. In the algorithm, it sufﬁces to insert the line
if R(l) then add ((l0 , D0 ), C) to WAIT

between line 8 and 9 of the algorithm of Figure 1. The case of deﬁnition-use pair coverage is the same except that F = {} to indicate that no active deﬁnitions have yet been
reached from the initial location.
It should be obvious that the effect of adding the line corresponds to allowing the
system to reset to its initial symbolic state (l0 , D0 ) but with the coverage collected
before the reset. When U PPAAL returns a diagnostic trace the output is interpreted as
a set of traces separated by the reset operations (which can be made visible in the
diagnostic trace).
3.3 Time Optimal Test Suites
The standard reachability analysis algorithm implemented in U PPAAL has been extended to compute the trace with minimum time-delay satisfying a given reachability
property [3]. In the same way as described above, the algorithm for time-optimal reachability can be extended to compute time-optimal test sequences. The resulting abstract
algorithm is shown in Figure 2. It should be noticed that the DBMs D used in the algorithm for time-optimal reachability is different from the one in ordinary symbolic
reachability. For time-optimal reachability an extra clock is used that is never reset. The
minimum value of this clock is the minimum time it takes to reach the state. We will
not discuss this in detail here, but refer the reader to [3] for more details.
In [3], it is also shown how the algorithm can be extended with a set of techniques
inspired by branch and bound algorithms [2]. Some of these extensions can also be
applied when generating time-optimal test sequences, but it remains to be investigated
in detail.
C OST:= ∞
PASS:= ∅
WAIT:= {((l0 , D0 ), C0 )}
while WAIT= ∅ do
select ((l, D), C) from WAIT
if ((l, D), C) |= ϕC and min(D) < C OST
then C OST := min(D)
if for all ((l, D ), C  ) in PASS: D D ∨ C C  then
add ((l, D), C) to PASS
for all ((ls , Ds ), Cs )
such that ((l, D), C) c ((ls , Ds ), Cs ):
add ((ls , Ds ), Cs ) to WAIT
return C OST
Figure2. An abstract algorithm for symbolic time-optimal reachability analysis with coverage.

4 Implementation
In the algorithm(s) described in the previous section, the symbolic states contain a component representing the items covered in the path reaching the state. In the case of

deﬁnition-use pair coverage, it also contains more information like the F set. In this
section we will describe how the coverage sets have been implemented as bitvectors (in
C++) in the algorithm.
We use bitvectors v ∈ {0, 1}n to implement a set C of n items, and associate a
natural number i to each item to be covered. Then v[i] = 1 if item i is in the set. This is
exactly the standard bitvector representation of sets. In order to improve efﬁciency, we
use dynamic bitvectors and number the items as they are explored. For example, in the
case of location coverage the locations are numbered in the order they are explored by
the algorithm, and the length of the bitvector grows as new locations are explored.
4.1 Overview
An overview of the implemented coverage module is shown in Figure 3. The functionality of the module is to calculate (bitvector representation of) Cs in a transition like
((l, D), C) c ((ls , Ds ), Cs ). The input to the module is the coverage set C, a symbolic transition, and the new symbolic state, i.e.  (ls , Ds ). The example shown in the
Figure 3 calculates Cs for location coverage of an automaton P1 .
The module consists of three layers: the combined layer, the atomic layer, and the
mapping table layer. The combined layer combines the coverage from the atomic terms
and updates the set C to Cs . The atomic layer use the mapping tables to convert the
coverage items found in the step to a bitvector. The layers in the architecture are ﬁxed,
but the conﬁguration of the atomic layer differs, depending on the atomic coverage
criteria used in the analysed property ϕc .
4.2 Layers
In general, the AllCoverage module consults one objects in the atomic layer for each
atomic coverage term found in ϕc . In the illustrated example, there is only one atomic
coverage — location coverage in automaton P1 . When an object in the atomic layer is
consulted it is given a symbolic transition and a new state of the form  (ls , Ds ) and
produces a bitvector δi with the bits set that correspond to items covered by the given
transition and state. The successor set Cs is created by bitwise-or
 of the old set C and
δi for all atomic objects. Thus, in the general case Cs = C ∪ ( i δi ).
An object in the atomic layer is created for each atomic coverage described by
the search property ϕc . In case of location or edge coverage it is instantiated with the
corresponding type location or edge, and an automaton A. In case of deﬁnition-use pair,
the object is instantiated with the type deﬁnition-use and a variable name.
4.3 Dynamic Size of Bitvectors
The sets C are saved with the symbolic state (l, D) as a bitvector that dynamically
increases in size when new items are explored. Since long bitvectors are more expensive
to manipulate we avoid to associate bits with items that have not yet been (or never will
be) used. That is, the coverage items are numbered when they are ﬁrst generated.
In the mapping table layer each coverage type has a table that associates the items
with a unique bitnumber. To make the bitnumbers unique a global counter is used. The

Combined layer
C,

(ls , Ds )-

Cs := C ∪ δ1∪ · · · ∪ δn

AllCoverage

(l , D )
Atomic layer

6

..........................................................................s
.......................s
................................................................................................................................................................................

1

δ1 := 10

?

n atomic coverages

Location
Coverage P1

6

l ,P

............................................................................................s
....................1
.................................................................................................................................................................

Mapping table

?

Bit := 2

Location table

Figure3. Architecture of the coverage module. Location coverage example instantiation.

counter is incremented whenever a new item is found. In the example in Figure 3, the
location is associated with the (bit)number 2 and thus the bitvector “10” is generated.

5 Experiments
In order to evaluate the efﬁciency of the algorithm presented in this paper, we apply
it to generate test suites from a model of protocol by Philips [4]. The protocol sends
Manchester encoded bitstreams over a bus link, and detects collisions if two senders try
to send that the same time-point. We use the model presented by Bengtsson et.al. in [4].
The model consists of seven timed automata. Four of the automata model the components of the protocol: two sender automata (SA and SB) , a receiver automaton R, and
a wire automaton wire. Three of the automata model the environment of the protocol:
two message automata providing the senders with messages (messageA and messageB),
and an automaton checking the correctness of the received messages (check).
Table 4 shows the time and space required to generate time-optimal test suites with
an coverage extended prototype version of U PPAAL implementing the algorithm described in Sections 3 and 4. The experiments have been performed on a Sun UltraSPARCII 450MHz. Column “Pruned” gives the data when using the algorithm presented in this
paper. Column “Original” gives the data when using bitvectors but not the extra pruning
possible due to the monotonicity of the coverage sets (i.e. the effect of ). For both versions, we have used edge coverage criterion on two or three automata. We note that the
reduction is 50 to 58% in time and 30 to 35% in memory consumption for this example.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have described how the real-time veriﬁcation tool U PPAAL has been
extended for test-case generation. In particular, we have extended the symbolic reacha-

Original

Pruned

Coverage criteria

Exec- Mem Exec- Mem
time MB time MB
|Re | ∧ |SAe |
8.91 18.5 4.43 13.0
|Re | ∧ |SAe | ∧ |SBe | 14.61 25.5 6.06 16.5
Table4. Measurements on Philips audio-control protocol with bus-collision.

bility analysis algorithm of the tool to generate traces satisfying simple coverage criteria, which can be used as test sequences or suites to test real-time systems.
The presented algorithm uses monotonically growing sets represented at bit-vectors
to collect information about covered items. The monotonicity of these sets and the type
of reachability properties checked for, allows for some pruning that normally can not be
done. In our initial experiments, we have found the gained reduction in time and space
consumed by the algorithm to be 50 to 58% and 30 to 35% respectively.
The current language for describing coverage criteria is very limited. As future work
we will develop a more generic language which is not limited to a predeﬁned set of
criteria. Another possible future direction of work is to introduce monotonic variables
in the modelling language of U PPAAL. Such variables might be useful in speciﬁcations
of other problem areas such as e.g. scheduling and other planing problems.
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Abstract. We present a technique for specifying coverage criteria and
a method for generating test suites for systems whose behaviours can be
described as extended ﬁnite state machines (EFSM). To specify coverage
criteria we use observer automata with parameters, which monitor and
accept traces that cover a given test criterion of an EFSM. The ﬂexibility
of the technique is demonstrated by specifying a number of well-known
coverage criteria based on control- and data-ﬂow information using observer automata with parameters. We also develop a method for generating test cases from coverage criteria speciﬁed as observers. It is based on
transforming a given observer automata into a bitvector analysis problem that can be eﬃciently implemented as an extension to an existing
state-space exploration such as, e.g. SPIN or Uppaal.

1

Introduction

Model based test case generation has in recent years been developed as a prominent technique in testing of reactive software systems. A model serves both the
purpose of specifying how the system should respond to inputs from its environment, and of guiding the selection of test cases, e.g., using suitable coverage
criteria. Typical notations for such models are state machines in some form,
often extended with data variables. Test cases can be selected as individual “executions” of the model, checking that the outputs from the system under test
(SUT) conform to those speciﬁed by the model.
There is a large literature and several tools (e.g., [4, 17, 24, 18, 3]) for generation of test cases from extended state machine models (EFSMs). In typical
approaches, the selection of test cases follows some particular coverage criterion,
such as coverage of control states, edges, etc., or using an explicitly given set of
test purposes [5, 23]. When the model contains data variables, constraint solving
techniques can be used to ﬁnd actual values of input parameters that drive the
execution in a desired direction [17, 21, 19].
Since diﬀerent coverage criteria are suitable in diﬀerent situations, and satisfy
diﬀerent constraints on fault detection capability, cost, information about where
potential faults may be located, etc., it is highly desirable that a test generation
tool is able to generate test suites in a ﬂexible manner, for a wide variety of
diﬀerent coverage criteria. In other words, a test generation tool should accept

a simple speciﬁcation of a coverage criterion, given in a language that can easily specify a large set of coverage criteria, and be able to generate test suites
accordingly.
In this paper, we present a technique for specifying coverage criteria in a
simple and ﬂexible manner, and a method for generating test cases according
to such coverage criteria. The technique ﬁts well as an extension of a statespace exploration tool, such as, e.g., SPIN [11] or Uppaal [16], which performs
enumerative or symbolic state-space exploration. It can also be used to generate
monitors that measure the coverage of a speciﬁc test suite by monitoring the
test execution.
In our technique, a coverage criterion is given as a set of coverage items, each
of which represents an interesting structural property of the EFSM which should
be examined by a test suite. A coverage item can state that a particular state,
edge, or similar, should be visited, it can be an explicit test purpose, etc. Each
coverage item is speciﬁed by an observer, which observes the execution of a test
case, and reports acceptance when the test case has covered the coverage item
that it speciﬁes. For instance, a coverage item stating that a control state of
an EFSM model should be visited simply observes how the EFSM executes and
reports acceptance when it enters .
A typical coverage criterion is given as a (often rather large) set of coverage items. An important mechanism to facilitate speciﬁcation of many coverage
criteria is to allow parameterization of observers. In this way, one can specify
a set of coverage items parameterized over, e.g., control states, data variables,
edges, etc. of the EFSM model. Using this simple and general mechanism, we
can specify most of the coverage criteria that have been used in the literature,
and also tailor coverage to speciﬁc features of a particular SUT. For instance,
if a particular interface is very error prone, we can specify a coverage criterion
which requires all possible interleavings of interactions on that interface to be
exhibited in a test suite.
A speciﬁcation of a coverage criterion can be used for test suite generation
using a state-space exploration tool. First, we superpose the coverage observers
onto the EFSM, then we search for a test sequence or set of test sequences
in which as many observers as possible report acceptance. For parameterized
observers, we can record the achieved coverage by a (typically small) set of
bitvectors, indexed by parameter values, which concisely represent the states
of a large set of parameterized observers, in analogy with bitvector analysis in
data-ﬂow analysis, e.g., [20]. The same machinery can also be used to monitor
the achieved coverage of a certain test suite.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We present EFSMs in
the next section, and observers in Section 3. In Section 4, we show how our
deﬁnitions of coverage can be used for test case generation, and report on a
partial implementation of the technique. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related Work. Most related work on test case generation from models of reactive
systems employ some rather speciﬁc selection of coverage criteria. Explicitly
given test purposes have been considered, both enumerative [5] and symbolic [23].

Test purposes in these works can in some sense be regarded as coverage observers,
but are not used to specify more generic coverage criteria and do not make us of
parameterization, as in our work. For ﬁnite-state machines and EFSMs, several
approaches focus on particular coverage criteria, e.g., Bouquet and Legeard [1]
synthesize test cases corresponding to combinations of choices of control ﬂow
and boundary values of state variables, Nielsen and Skou [21] generate test cases
that cover reachable symbolic states. These coverage criteria can be speciﬁed as
observers in our framework.
Some approaches present more ﬂexible techniques for specifying a variety of
coverage criteria. Hong et al [13, 12] describe how ﬂow-based coverage criteria
can be expressed in temporal logic. A particular coverage item is expressed in
CTL, and a model checker generates a trace which covers the coverage item. In
our approach, we use observers instead of temporal logic, which avoids some of
the limitations of temporal logic [26]. Friedman et al [6] speciﬁes coverage by
giving a set of projections of the state space (e.g., on individual state variables,
components of control ﬂow) that should be covered, possibly under some restrictions. Our approach generalizes this one, by allowing to deﬁne observers. Also,
we can let one pass of a state-space exploration tool generate a test suite that
covers a large set of coverage items, whereas the above approaches invoke a run
of a model checker for each coverage item.
Constraint Logic Programming for model based test case generation has been
used, e.g., by Marre and Arnould [18], by Meudec [19], by Pretschner et al. [22].
These approaches typically compile the speciﬁcation into a constraint logic programming language, in which test cases can be extracted using symbolic execution.

2

Extended Finite State Machines

We assume that the speciﬁcation of a module to be tested is given as an extended
ﬁnite state machine in some syntax. In this section, we present a generic way to
describe EFSMs, but our work can be adapted to more speciﬁc EFSM notations
such as, e.g., UML Statecharts [7] or SDL [14].
We assume that a System Under Test (SUT) interacts with its environment
through events. Whenever the SUT receives an input event, it responds by performing some local computation and emitting an output event. To a given SUT,
we associate a set of event types, each with a ﬁxed arity. An event is a term
of form ( 1
) where is an event type of arity and 1
are the
parameters of the event. The set of event types is partitioned into input event
types and output event types. A trace is a ﬁnite sequence
1( 1)

1( 1)

2( 2)

2( 2)

(

)

(

)

of input/output event pairs. Intuitively, the trace represents a behavior where
the SUT, starting from its initial state, receives the input event, 1 ( 1 ) and
responds with the output event 1 ( 1 ). Thereafter, it receives the input event
2 ( 2 ) and so on. An input sequence is a ﬁnite sequence of input events.

Assume a set
of input event types, and a set
An Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) over (
where
–
–
–
–

of output event types.
) is a tuple
0

is a ﬁnite set of locations (aka control states).
is the initial location.
0
is a ﬁnite set of state variables.
is a ﬁnite set of edges, each of which is of form
( )

:

:=

(expr )

where
is the name of the edge,
is the source location, and is the target location,
is an input event type, and is a tuple of formal parameters of
,
is a guard,
:=
is an assignment of new values to a subset
of the state
variables, and
(expr ) is an expression which evaluates to an output event.
,
, and
may depend on the formal parameters
of the input
event and the state variables .
Intuitively, an edge of the above form denotes that whenever the EFSM is in
location and receives an event of form ( ), then, provided that the guard
is satisﬁed, it can perform a computation step in which it updates its state
, emits the output event (expr ) and moves to location .
variables by :=
We require the EFSM to be deterministic, i.e., that for any two edges with the
same source location and parameterized input event ( ), the corresponding
guards are inconsistent.
A system state is a tuple
where is a location, and is a mapping from
to values. We can extend to a partial mapping from expressions over in
the standard way. The initial system state is the tuple 0 0 where 0 is the
initial location, and 0 gives a default value to each state variable. A computation
( )

( )

consisting of system states
and
step is of the form
, an input event ( ), and an output event ( ), such that there is an
( )

:=

0

0

1( 1)

1( 1)

1

(expr )

, for which ( [
]) is true,
= (
[
]). A run of the EFSM over a
( ) is a sequence of computation steps

edge of the (above) form
= [
(
[
])], and
( )
trace 1 ( 1 ) 1 ( 1 )
1

2( 2)

2( 2)

labelled by the input-output event pairs of the trace.

(

)

(

)

1 :insert(

),

+

5
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+
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make(),
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Controller
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3 :done()
5 :display()
4 :display()

show(
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)
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Fig. 1. An EFSM specifying the controller of a simple coﬀee machine.

Example 1. In Fig. 1 an EFSM (from [13]) specifying the behavior of the controller of a simple coﬀee machine which interacts with a user and a brewer unit
,
=
is shown. The controller has = IDLE BUSY , 0 = IDLE , =
insert coﬀee display done ,
= show make , and
= 1 2 3 4 5 .
The parameter and the variable
take values that are integers in the range
[0 5].
An EFSM can be used to check that a trace of a SUT conforms to its speciﬁcation, by checking that each output event produced by the SUT conforms to
the corresponding output event prescribed in the EFSM. For test generation,
the output events will not be signiﬁcant, and we will therefore omit them in the
( )

:=

. We can
rest of the paper, thus writing an edge of an EFSM as
also consider speciﬁcations that are parallel compositions of EFSMs, but omit
such a treatment in this version of the paper.

3

Observers

In this section, we present how to use observers to specify coverage criteria
for test generation or test monitoring. A coverage criterion typically consists of
a (long) list of items that should be “covered” or “visited”. For instance, the
criterion of “full location coverage” stipulates that a test suite should visit all
locations of a given EFSM. We will use the term coverage item for an item
that should be “covered” or “visited”. Letting a test sequence be represented
as a trace, we can use standard techniques from model-checking and run-time
veriﬁcation [25, 8] to represent a coverage item by an observer, which monitors a
trace and “accepts” whenever the coverage item has been covered. An observer
observes how an EFSM executes a run over a trace, and “remembers” some
chosen aspects of the EFSM execution. The observer can observe the events of
the trace, as well as syntactical components of edges that the EFSM traverses in
response to observed events, but should not interfere with the execution of the
system.
Typical coverage criteria consist not only of a single coverage item, but of
a large set of coverage items. We therefore extend the notion of observers by a

parameterization mechanism so that they can specify a set of coverage items.
Parameterized observers are simply observers, in which locations and edges may
be parameterized by parameters that range over given domains. Each choice of
parameter values gives a certain observer location or edge. For each speciﬁed
coverage item, the observer has an accepting (possibly parameterized) location
which (for convenience) we give the name of the corresponding coverage item.
When the accepting location is entered, the trace has covered the corresponding
coverage item.
As a very simple example, the coverage item “visit location of the EFSM”
can be represented by an observer with one initial state, and one accepting
location, named loc( ), which is entered when the EFSM enters location . The
coverage criterion “visit all locations of the EFSM” can be represented by a
parameterized observer with one initial state, and one parameterized accepting
location, named loc(L), where L is a parameter that ranges over locations in the
EFSM. For each value of L, the location loc( ) is entered when the EFSM enters
location .
Formally, an observer is a tuple (
) where
0
is a ﬁnite set of observer locations
0 is the initial observer location.
is a set of accepting observer locations, whose names are the corresponding coverage items.
–
is a set of edges, each of form

–
–
–

where is a predicate that can depend on the input event received by the
SUT, the mapping from state variables of EFSM to their values after performing the current computation step, and the edge in the EFSM that is
executed in response to the current input event.
Intuitively, at any speciﬁc instant during test execution the observer is in one
of its locations, say. At each occurrence of an event, the observer traverses
an outgoing edge from , whose predicate is satisﬁed for this event, and the
corresponding transition performed by the EFSM. Note that, in contrast to
EFSMs, observers may be non-deterministic, since a coverage item in general
can be covered in several ways.
In many cases, the initial location 0 has an edge to itself with the predicate
. We use the symbol to represent 0 together with such a self-loop. Simihas an edge to itself with the predicate
.
larly, we assume that each
We use the symbol to represent accepting locations. In section 3.2, we discuss
the eﬀect of these self-loops in more detail. Intuitively, the one in 0 is often used
to allow the observer to non-deterministically start monitoring at any point of
an EFSM run. The loop in each
is used to allow an observer to stay in an
accepting location.

In order for observers to specify coverage criteria consisting of several coverage items, we allow locations and edges to be parameterized. Each parameter has
a ﬁnite domain, which could be the set of EFSM locations, edges, state variables,
or similar. We use uppercase letters in typewriter font for parameters. A parameterized location represents the collection of locations obtained by instantiating
its parameters, and similarly for edges.
3.1

Observer Predicates

In the following we introduce a more speciﬁc syntax for the predicates occurring
on observer edges. The predicates will use a set of predeﬁned match variables
that are given values at the occurrence of
– an event ( ),
– an edge

:

( )

:=

– the computation step

of the EFSM, traversed in response to ( ),
( )

generated in response to ( ).

For a traversed EFSM edge we use the following match variables (with associated
meaning):
is the event type of the occurring event
event-pars
is the list of parameters of the event
is the name
is the target location
guard
is the guard expression
assignments is the set :=
of assignments
is the function from EFSM state variables to values, s.t.
( )
target val
is the value ( ) of variable just after the computation step.
Similarly, we also deﬁne
for the source location and source val for the
value ( ) of variable just before the computation step. To be able to express
more interesting properties we also introduce a set of operations that can be
used together with the match variables:
–
–

–

–

–

is a function to get the left hand side expression of an assignment. A left
hand side expressions is always assumed to be a variable.
is a function to get the right hand side expressions of an assignment.
The right hand side expression,
, uses the vocabulary deﬁned for the
EFSM speciﬁcation.
is a function such that
(
) returns a set with all variables found
in
.
is a set that contains the result of applying
to each assign, or a
expression.
ment in
aﬀect is a function such that aﬀect (
1
2 ) returns the assignment
it is being applied to, , if
(
(
))
( ) otherwise
1
2 =
the empty set is returned.
is a function such that
(
) applies the function,
on
and returns the set of the results.
each element in the set

0

0

def(x )

0

def(Z)

= e1

=E
(), =ff

1 (x e1 )

1 (Z E)

def(x )

use(x )

1:
:=tt

0:

()

def(Z)

1
2:
(), =tt

=E

use(Z)

= e2
(Z E E )

(x e1 e2 )

( )

:=tt

=tt

2

( )

)

(

Fig. 2. Examples of ( ) observer monitoring deﬁnition (on edge 1 ) and use (on edge
) a simple EFSM.
2 ) of variable , ( ) a parameterized observer, and (

With the match variables and operations above we deﬁne new functions that
can be used as tests in the observer. In this paper, we shall make use of:
– def ( ), which is true iﬀ the variable
EFSM. This can be expressed as:

is deﬁned by the transition in the

(

)

– use( ), which is true iﬀ the variable is used (in a guard or assignment) by
the transition in the EFSM. This can be expressed as:
(
–

(

))

(

)

( 1 2 ), which is true iﬀ the variable 1 is on the right hand side and
variable 2 is on the left hand side of the same assignment in the EFSM
speciﬁcation. The function can intuitively be understood to be true if 1
directly aﬀects 2 . This can be expressed as:
(aﬀect (

1

2)

)=

Example 2. The (non-parameterized) observer in Fig. 2( ) speciﬁes definitionuse pair coverage for a speciﬁc variable m, and speciﬁc edges e1 and e2 . Fig. 2( )
shows a corresponding (parameterized) observer that speciﬁes deﬁnition-use pair
coverage for any EFSM variable Z, and EFSM edges E and E . This is done by
parameterizing the location 1 with any variable and any edge, and the accepting
location
with any variable and any two edges. The edges are parameterized
in a similar way. For example, there is one observer edge from location 1 ( )
to location (
) for each EFSM variable , and each pair
of EFSM
edges.

3.2

How Observers Monitor Coverage Criteria

In test case generation or when monitoring test execution of a SUT, an observer
observes the events of the SUT, and the computation steps of the EFSM. Reached
accepting locations correspond to covered coverage items. We formally deﬁne the
execution of an observer in terms of a composition between an EFSM and an
observer, which has the form of a superposition of the observer onto the EFSM.
Each state of this superposition consists of a state of the EFSM, together with
a set of currently occupied observer locations.
Say that a predicate on an observer edge is satisﬁed by a computation
( )

step

=

( )

for the event ( ), the computation step
( )

( )

of an EFSM, denoted

if

holds

, and the edge

:

:=

from which the computation step is derived.
Formally, the superposition of an observer (
) onto an EFSM
0
is
deﬁned
as
follows.
0

, where
is a state of the EFSM, and
– States are of the form
is a set of locations of the observer.
– The initial state is the tuple
0
0
0 , where
0
0 is the initial
state of the EFSM, and 0 is the initial location of the observer.
( )

– A computation step is a triple
( )

such that

and
=

– A state
by the location

and

and

( )

=

of the superposition covers the coverage item represented
if
.

is updated essentially results in an (on-the-ﬂy)
Note that the way the set
subset construction of the parameterised observer. Initially, contains only the
initial observer location 0 . In the subsequent computation steps, contains the
set of all occupied observer locations, representing already covered and partially
covered coverage items. In each computation step, the set of occupied observer
is obtained by generating all possible successors to the locations in
locations
, i.e. all
such that there exists a
and an edge
with
satisﬁed by the computation step of the EFSM.
Recall that both the initial and all accepting observer locations have implicit
self-loops with predicate true. This means that in the superposition of the observer onto an EFSM, the initial observer location 0 is always occupied and all
reached accepting observer locations (representing covered coverage items) are
guaranteed to remain in . The fact that 0 is always occupied can be intuitively
understood as allowing for the observer to non-deterministically start monitoring an EFSM (or a SUT) at any computation step of an run (or at any point
during test execution).

0

0

0

target loc=L

def (X)

edge=E

edge=E

edge cov (E)

loc(L)

def (X)
1 (X

E)

use(X)

edge=E

du(X E E )
( )

(

( )

0

def (X)

1 (X

)

0

E)

da(X Y)

edge=E

def (X)

1 (X

edge=E

Y E)

def (Y)

da(Y Z)

use(X)
all def (E)

edge=E

aﬀect pair (X E Z E )
(

)

( )

0

0

event=insert(V)

target loc=L
target val(m)=V
loc var (L V)

event var (V)
(

)

(

)

Fig. 3. Seven examples of coverage criteria expressed as observers.

Example 3. If the observer in Fig. 2( ) is superposed onto the EFSM in Fig. 2(
the following computation steps can be taken
()

1

=tt =ff

0

1 (x e0 )

()

0

= ff

0

=tt =tt
()

0

= ff
1 (x e0 )

0

),
()

1 (y e1 )

= tt = tt
= tt = tt
0 1 (x e0 ) 1 (y e1 )
2
e0 ) 1 (y e1 )
(x e0 e2 )
(y e1 e2 ) . Thus, the two possible definition-use pairs are covered.
0

3.3

1

1 (x

Examples of Observers

Fig. 3 shows observers specifying a number of coverage criteria described in the
literature [2].
The all-locations coverage criteria is speciﬁed by the observer shown in Fig. 3( ),
where the parameter L is any location in an EFSM. If the observer is superposed
onto the EFSM of Fig. 1, we have that L = IDLE BUSY and the edge of the

parameterized observer represents two edges, one guarded by target loc = IDLE
with target location loc(IDLE ) target loc(BUSY ), and the other guarded by
target loc = BUSY with target location loc(BUSY ). The set of possible coverage items is thus loc(IDLE ) loc(BUSY ) .
The all-edges coverage observer in Fig. 3( ) is similar to the all-location
e5 , and thus
coverage observer. The edges of the EFSM in Fig. 1 is E= e1
the set of possible coverage items when the observer is superposed onto the
EFSM is edge cov ( )
E .
The all-deﬁnition use-pairs (all-uses [2]) coverage observer in Fig. 3( ) has
an accepting location du(X E E ), where X is a variable name, E is an edge on
which X is deﬁned, and E an edge on which X is used. Variable X may not
be redeﬁned in the trace between E and E . If the observer is superposed onto
the EFSM the complete set of coverage items is du(m e1 e1 ) du(m e1 e2 )
du(m e1 e4 ) du(m e2 e1 ) du(m e2 e2 ) du(m e2 e4 ) du(m e2 e5 ) . The
deﬁnition-use pair du(m e1 e5 ) can not be covered since m is always redeﬁned
on edge e2 in between e1 and e5 .
The all-deﬁnitions coverage observer of Fig. 3( ) is similar to the all-deﬁnition
use-pairs coverage except that only the deﬁning edges are required to be covered.
When the observer is superposed with the EFSM in Fig. 1 the set of accepting
locations is all def (e1 ) all def (e2 ) .
The all aﬀect-pairs (Nafos’ required k-Tuples [2]) coverage observer shown in
Fig. 3( ) accepts whenever a variable x aﬀects a variable z via another variable
y. In this case we require that x directly aﬀects y which, without redeﬁnition,
directly aﬀects z . No such aﬀect pairs are possible in the EFSM of Fig. 1.
The context coverage criteria observer in Fig. 3( ) covers all values of a given
variable m. We use target val (m), to denote the value of m at the target EFSMstate. The observer has an accepting location loc var (L V), where V is the value
domain of variable m. E.g. loc var (IDLE 0) and loc var (BUSY 1) are accepting
locations. The observer in Fig. 3( ) is similar, but covers the possible values
the event parameter at transitions labelled with the event insert(x ).

4
4.1

Test Case Generation
Algorithms

At test case generation, we use the superposition of an observer onto an EFSM,
and views the test case generation problem as a search exploration problem. To
is then the problem of ﬁnding a trace
cover a coverage item
=

0

0

0

( )

( )

such that

We will use ( ) = ( )
( ) to denote the word of the trace , or just
whenever
is clear from the context. In general, a single trace
may cover
several accepting locations of the observer. We say that the trace
covers
accepting observer states if there are accepting states in , and we use
to denote the number of accepting states in .

We are now ready to present Pass:= , Max := 0,
:= 0
the test case generation algo- Wait:=
0
0
0
rithm. We shall limit the pre- while Wait= do
sentation to an algorithm generselect
from Wait
ating a single trace. The same
if
Max then
technique can be used to produce
:= , Max :=
sets of traces to cover many covif for all
in Pass:
then
erage items. Alternatively, the
to Pass
add
EFSM model can be annotated
for all
with edges that reset the EFSM
such that
:
to its initial state. A generated
add
to Wait
trace can then be interpreted as return
and Max
a set of test cases separated by
the reset edges [9].
Fig. 4. An abstract breadth-ﬁrst search exAn abstract algorithm to ploration algorithm for test case generation.
compute test case is shown in
Fig. 4. To improve the presenta, 0 to denote the initial system
tion, we use to denote a system of the form
state 0 0 , and to denote an input action ( ). The algorithm computes the
maximum number of coverage items that can be visited (Max), and returns a
trace with maximum coverage (
). The two main data structures Wait and
Pass are used to keep track of the states waiting to be explored, and the states
already explored, respectively.
Initially, the set of already explored states is empty and the only state waiting
to be explored is the extended state
0
0
0 , where 0 is the empty
trace. The algorithm then repeatedly examines extended states from Wait. If
found in Wait is included in a state
in Pass, then
a state
obviously
does not need to be further examined. If not, all successor
states reachable from
in one computation step are put on Wait, with
their traces extended with the input action of the computation step from which
is saved in Pass. The algorithm terminates
they are generated. The state
when Wait is empty
and Max are initially set to the empty trace and 0,
The variables
respectively. They are updated whenever an extended state is found in Wait
which covers a higher number of coverage items than the current value of Max.
Throughout the execution of the algorithm, the value of Max is the maximum
is
number of coverage items that have been covered by a single trace, and
one such trace. When the algorithm terminates, the two values Max and
are returned.
4.2

Bitvector Implementation

In order to eﬃciently represent and manipulate the set
of observer locations
we shall use bitvector analysis [15]. Let the set be represented by a bitvector
where each bit represents an observer location . Then each bit is updated by

the following function
( )=
( )

where ( ) =
source locations

is the set of pairs of predicates and
of the edges ingoing to the location . That is, given a state
( )

of the superposition
and an EFSM-transition
is set to 1 if there is an observer edge
bit representing

the
, such

( )

and
= . Otherwise the bit representing
is set
that
to 0. It should be obvious that this corresponds precisely to the semantics of an
observer superposed onto an EFSM, described in Section 3.2.
Example 4. When the observer in Fig. 2( ) is superposed onto the EFSM in
Fig. 2( ), we have E = E =
= e0 e1 e2 and Z = = x y . Thus, we
have that
=

0

1(

)

(

)

Any enumeration of the set can be used as index in the bitvector. As the observer
has three locations with parameters we get three types of bitvector functions:
0
1 (vi

ej ) ( 1 (vi

du(vi ej ek ) (du(vi

( 0) =
ej )) = (
(

tt

0

(1)

def ( ) (
= ej ) )
def ( ) )
1 (vi ej )
0

ej ek )) = ( 1 (vi ej ) use( )
( du(vi ej ek ) tt )

(

(2)

= ek ) )
(3)

There is one function of type (1), six of type (2), and 18 of type (3). Note that
(1) is always true and that (3) will remain true once it becomes true, due to
implicit self-loops in these locations.
4.3

Implementation Eﬀorts

Some of the techniques presented in this paper have been implemented in a prototype version of the model-checking tool Uppaal [16], extended for test case
generation [10]. The current implementation uses the bitvector implementation
described above, but is limited to a number of predeﬁned coverage criteria. For
a given coverage criteria (a set of) test cases can be generated from system speciﬁcations described as DIEOU-timed automata [9]. We are currently in progress
with a larger case-study in collaboration with Ericsson where this tool will be
applied.
We are also developing a tool operating on a subset of the functional language
Erlang, also using the techniques presented in this paper. The tool will be applied
in a case-study in collaboration with Mobile Arts.

5

Conclusions

We have presented a technique for specifying coverage criteria in a simple and
ﬂexible manner using observer automata with parameters. Observers have shown
to be a ﬂexible tool in model checking and run-time monitoring, and by this paper we have shown that they are a versatile tool for specifying coverage criteria
for test case generation and test monitoring. In particular the parameterization mechanism, as used in this paper, allows a succinct speciﬁcation of several standard generic coverage criteria. In this way, test case generation can be
transformed into a reachability problem, which can be attacked by a standard
state-space reachability tool.
In previous works, we have implemented special cases of this test case generation technique, using Uppaal, indicating that the approach is practical. We
are currently working on a general implementation of the observer concept, and
plan to apply it in a larger case study.
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Abstract. Model-based testing has been proposed as a technique to automatically verify that a system conforms to its speciﬁcation. A popular approach is to
use a model-checker to produce a set of test cases by formulating the test generation problem as a reachability problem. To guide the selection of test cases,
a coverage criterion is often used. A coverage criterion can be seen as a set of
items to be covered, called coverage items. We propose an on-the-ﬂy algorithm
that generates a test suite that covers all feasible coverage items. The algorithm
returns a set of traces that includes a path fulﬁlling each item, without including
redundant paths. The reachability algorithm explores a state only if it might increase the total coverage. The decision is global in the sense that it does not only
regard each individual local search branch in isolation, but the total coverage in
all branches together. For simpler coverage criteria as location of edge coverage,
this implies that each model state is never explored twice.
The algorithm presented in this paper has been implemented in the test generation
tool U PPAAL CO ER. We present encouraging results from applying the tool to
a set of experiments and in an industrial sized case study.

1 Introduction
The bulk of veriﬁcation efforts in software industry today is performed using various
testing techniques. In conformance testing, the behavior of an implemented system, or
system part, is checked to agree with its speciﬁcation. This is typically done in a controlled environment where the system is executed and stimulated with input according
to a test speciﬁcation, and the responses of the system are checked to conform to its
speciﬁcation. To reduce the costs of this process, the execution of software testing is
often automated, whereas the production of test suites are mostly done by hand. Techniques to automatically generate test suites, or to combine generation and execution,
are emerging and getting more mature [31,9,28,19].
In this paper, we study techniques for model-based conformance testing in a setting where the test suite is automatically generated from a model before the actual
testing takes place — sometimes referred to as ofﬂine testing in contrast to online testing [23]. In order to guide the generation of tests and to describe how thorough the tests
should be, we select tests following a particular coverage criterion, such as coverage of
control states or edges in a model. Many coverage criteria have been suggested in the

literature [27,6,12] ranging from simple structural criteria to complex data-ﬂow criteria
characterized as path properties. Many algorithms for generating test suites following
a given coverage criterion have also been proposed [29,22,18,13], including algorithms
producing test suites optimal in the number of test cases, in the total length of the test
suite, or in the total time required to execute the test suite.
In this paper, we study test suite generation algorithms inspired by reachability analysis techniques used in model-checkers such as SPIN [16] and UPPAAL [24] — an
approach shared with, e.g., [19]. Such algorithms essentially perform reachability analysis to generate and explore the state space of a model in order to ﬁnd a set of paths that
follows a given coverage criterion, which can be interpreted as a test suite. To generate
a path, a coverage criterion can be regarded as a set of independent coverage tasks [11]
or coverage items [4] to be covered. Reachability analysis is applied to generate a set of
paths for all reachable coverage items. We review this technique and suggest a number
of modiﬁcations to improve the efﬁciency of the analysis.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel on-the-ﬂy algorithm for generating
test suites by reachability analysis. It can be seen as a trade-off between performance
of the algorithm, in terms of time and space requirements, and generating a test suite
with reasonable characteristics. The result is an algorithm that in each step uses global
information about the state space generated so far to guide the further analysis and
to speed up termination. The generated test suite is reasonable in the sense that each
coverage item is reached by a path from the initial state to the ﬁrst found state in which
it is satisﬁed.
During the state-space exploration, the algorithm stores a set of paths to the coverage items satisﬁed so far. This information is used to prune search branches that will
not be able to contribute to the total coverage — a technique that improves the performance of the algorithm. In experiments we justify this statement by presenting how the
algorithm, implemented in the U PPAAL COER tool 3 , performs on a set of examples
from the literature.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the model
used in this paper, and review techniques for test case generation based on reachability
analysis. In Section 3 we describe a reachability analysis algorithm for test case generation. In Section 4 we present a novel algorithm for test case generation that uses global
information about the generated state-space to determine termination and pruning. In
Section 5 we describe the results of experiments comparing the different techniques.
The paper ends with conclusions in Section 6.
Related Work: Our work is mostly related to test case generation approaches inspired
by model-checking techniques, including [5,13,23,19,17,28].
In [28], Nielsen and Skou generate test cases that cover symbolic states of Event
Recording Automata. Like our work, the proposed state-space exploration algorithm is
inspired by model-checking, however the work is focused on timed system and uses a
ﬁxed coverage criterion.
3

See the web page http://user.it.uu.se/˜hessel/CoVer/ for more information
about the U PPAAL CO ER tool.

In [19], Hong et al show how several ﬂow-based coverage criteria can be expressed
in temporal logic and how the test case generation problem can be solved by modelchecking. Hong and Ural [17] continue this work and study how coverage items can
subsume each other, and propose a solution to the problem. These works use an existing
CTL model-checker to solve the test case generation problem, whereas we propose a
specialized algorithm for test case generation.
Our work is also related to directed model-checking techniques, where state-space
exploration is guided by the property to be checked. In [8], the authors use a bitstate
hashing based iterated search reﬁnement method to guide a model-checker to generate
test cases. This method can be seen as a meta algorithm using an existing model-checker
iteratively. Thus the actual model-checking algorithms is not reﬁned for test case generation.

2 Preliminaries
We will present ideas and algorithms for test case generation applicable to several
automata based models, such as ﬁnite state machines, extended ﬁnite state machines
(EFSM) as, e.g., SDL [20], or timed automata [1]. Throughout this paper, we shall
present our results using the model of communicating EFSMs.
2.1 The Model
An EFSM F over actions Act is a tuple L, l0 , V, E, where L is a set of locations,
l0 ∈ L the initial location, V is a ﬁnite set of variables with ﬁnite value domains, and
E is a set of edges. An edge is of the form l, g, α, u, l  ∈ E, where l ∈ L is the
source location and l ∈ L the destination location, g is a guard (a predicate) over V ,
α ∈ Act an action, and u is an update in the form of an assignment of variables in V to
expressions over V .
A state of an EFSM is a tuple l, σ where l ∈ L and σ is a mapping from V to
values. The initial state is l0 , σ0  where σ0 is the initial mapping. A transition is of the
α
form l, σ −→ l , σ   and is possible if there is an edge l, g, α, u, l  ∈ E where the
g is satisﬁed for the valuation σ, the result of updating σ according to u is σ  , and α is
an action.
A network of communicating EFSMs (CEFSM) over Act is a parallel composition
of a ﬁnite set of EFSMs F1 . . . , Fn for a given synchronization function. A state in
the network is a tuple of the form l1 , σ1 , . . . , ln , σn , where li , σi  is a state of
Fi . We assume a hand-shaking synchronization function similar to that of CCS [26].
A transition of a CEFSM is then either (i) an internal transition of one EFSM, i.e.,
τ
τ
l1 , σ1 , ...lk , σk , ..., ln , σn   l1 , σ1 , ..., lk , σk , ..., ln , σn  if lk , σk  −→


lk , σk  or (ii) synchronization of EFSMs, i.e., l1 , σ1 , ..., lk , σk , ..., lm , σm , ...,
α

α?



ln , σn   l1 , σ1 , ..., lk , σk , ..., lm
σm
, ..., ln , σn  if lk , σk  −→ lk , σk , lm ,
α!



σm  −→ lm
, σm
, and α? and α! are complementary synchronization actions.
Wherever it is clear from the context, we will use term model state denoted s to
α
refer to a state of a CEFSM and the term model transitions denoted s  s or t for a
CEFSM transition.

2.2 Test Case Generation
We will focus the presentation on generating test suites with a certain coverage in a
CEFSM. Coverage criteria are often used by testing engineers to specify how thorough
a test suite should test a system under test. Examples of coverage criteria used in modelbased testing include structural criteria such as location or edge coverage, data-ﬂow
properties such as deﬁnition-use pair coverage, and semantic coverage on, e.g., states
of an EFSM or the time regions of a timed automata [28,30]. A coverage criterion
typically consists of a list of items to be covered or reached. We shall call those items
coverage items, and use C to denote a set of coverage items, C0 the initial C, and |C|
to denote the size of C.
If the coverage criterion stipulates a path property of the kind used in, e.g., data ﬂow
criteria as deﬁnition-use pairs, we need to handle information about partially satisﬁed
coverage items. We use the deﬁnition-use pair coverage criterion [10] to illustrate the
concept. It should cover all paths where a given variable x is ﬁrst deﬁned in an EFSM
edge ed active in a transition td , and later used in (usually) another EFSM edge eu active
in a transition tu , without any redeﬁnitions of x along the path from td to tu . We shall
store such partial coverage item, i.e., that x was deﬁned on the EFSM edge ed active in
td , in a set denoted A.
In the algorithms, we shall extend the CEFSM state s to (s, C, A) or (s, C) when A
is not needed. We further extend the model transition relation to transitions of the form
α
t
(s, A, C) ⇒c (s , A , C  ) where t is a model transition s  s , C  and A are the result
α
of updating C and A according to the coverage achieved in transition s  s . For a
detailed description of how A and C  are updated, see e.g, [14].
We shall use traces to represent test cases generated from models. We use  to denote
the empty trace, and ω.t to denote the trace ω extended with transition t. Further, we
use |ω| to denote the length of ω, deﬁned as || = 0 and |ω.t| = |ω| + 1.

3 A Model Checking Approach to Test Suite Generation
3.1 A Local Algorithm
The problem of generating a test suite for a given coverage criteria by reachability
analysis has been studied in many settings in the literature, see e.g., [25,19,13,4]. The
authors of this paper suggest an algorithm for minimal test suite generation from models
of real-time systems described as networks of timed automata in [13] and for untimed
systems modeled as extended ﬁnite state machines in [4]. A version of these algorithms
is shown in Figure 1, but modiﬁed so that it returns a shortest path (in the number of
steps) with maximum coverage, if the algorithm is executed in a breadth-ﬁrst manner.
The algorithm is essentially an ordinary reachability analysis algorithm that uses
two data structures WAIT and PASS to hold states waiting to be examined and states
already examined, respectively. In addition, the global integer variable max is used
to (invariantly) store the maximum coverage witnessed so far, and the variable ω max
stores a path reaching a state with maximum coverage. Initially PASS is empty and
WAIT holds the initial combined state of the form (s0 , C0 , ), where s0 is the initial
state of the model, C0 is the coverage of s0 , and  is the empty path.

(01) PASS:= ∅ ; WAIT:= {(s0 , C0 , )} ; ω max :=  ; max := |C0 |
(02) while WAIT= ∅ do
(03) select (s, C, ω) from WAIT; add (s, C, ω) to PASS
t
(04) for all (s , C  , ω.t) : (s, C, ω) ⇒c (s , C  , ω.t) do

(05)
if |C | > max then
(06)
ω max := ω.t ; max := |C  |
(07)
if ¬∃(si , Ci , ωi ) : (si , Ci , ωi ) ∈ PASS ∪ WAIT ∧ si = s ∧ C  = Ci then
(08)
add (s , C  , ω.t) to WAIT
(09) od
(10) od
(11) return ω max
Fig. 1. A reachability analysis algorithm for test suite generation.

The lines (03) to (08) are repeated until WAIT is empty. Alternatively, if the
maximal number of coverage items is known on beforehand, the loop can terminate
when the coverage is reached. At line (03) a state is taken from WAIT, and at line
(04) the successors of the state are generated. At line (05) and (06) a new path is
saved and a new maximum coverage is saved if the current successor covers more items
than the previous maxima. The successor state (s , C  , ω.t) is put on WAIT if there
is no state with the same model state and the same set of covered items, i.e., no state
(si , Ci , ωi ) with si = s and Ci = C  can be found in WAIT nor PASS.
It can be shown (see e.g., [13,4]) that the algorithm of Figure 1 returns a shortest
path with maximum coverage if the select in line (03) is done so that the algorithm
explores the state space in breadth-ﬁrst order.
Resets: Note that the algorithm of Figure 1 may return a trace ω max that does not
include all feasible coverage items. This can happen if there are two states si and sj
in the state space of the model, such that si cannot reach sj or the other way around.
We can avoid this problem by adding a state (s0 , C, ω.reset) to every successor set at
line (04), where reset is a distinct symbol representing that the model restarts from
its initial state. This guarantees that the algorithm in Figure 1 will always return a path
with all feasible coverage.
Coverage subsumption: A ﬁrst improvement of the algorithm, described in [14] and
in analogy with the inclusion abstraction described in [7], is to change line (07) so
that instead of requiring equality of the coverage items Ci = C  , inclusion of coverage
items is used, i.e., C  ⊆ Ci . The algorithm will now prune an extended state (and thus
the part of the state space it may reach) if there exists an extended state with the same
model state and a (non-strict) superset of its coverage.
It is also possible to further improve the algorithm in the dual case, i.e., if a state
(s , C  , ω  ) is put on WAIT, such that states (si , Ci , ωi ) exist in WAIT or PASS with s =
si and C  ⊃ Ci . In this case, all states (si , Ci , ωi ) can be removed from WAIT and PASS.
Note that, as a consequence some states put on WAIT will never be further explored.
Instead subsuming states will be explored. This in turn may change the order in which

states are searched. The same technique has successfully been used to speed up modelchecking tools such as U PPAAL [2]. The result is an algorithm that explores fewer states,
but ordinary breadth-ﬁrst search is no longer guaranteed to produce a shortest trace.
3.2 Partial Coverage
The algorithm in Figure 1 is applicable to coverage items (i.e., criteria) that can be determined locally in a single model transition, such as the location or edge coverage criteria.
If the coverage criterion stipulates a path property of the kind used in e.g, data-ﬂow criteria as deﬁnition-use pairs, the algorithm must be adjusted to handle information about
partial coverage items.
Algorithms inspired by model-checking for this class of coverage criteria have been
proposed in, e.g., [13,14,4,19]. To modify the algorithm of Figure 1 amounts to storing
the partial coverage items in the structure C, together with the ordinary coverage items,
and modify the behavior of the operator |C| (used at line (06)) so that partial coverage items are not considered. That is, partial coverage is represented and stored in the
same way as ordinary coverage, but they are not considered when the number of (fully
satisﬁed) coverage items is computed.
We also note that the coverage subsumption discussed above is not affected by the
existence of partial coverage items in C. The reset must also be done on the partial
coverage items, i.e., (s0 , A0 , C, ω.reset) is added at successor generation.

4 A Global Algorithm for Test Suite Generation
A well-known problem with algorithms like the one described in the previous section is
the time consumed to explore the state space, and the space required to represent WAIT
and PASS. The algorithm in Figure 1 explores states of the form (s, C, ω), resulting
in a state space with size deﬁned by the number of model states s in product with the
number of possible coverage sets C (the trace ω does not inﬂuence the number of states
in the state space).
In this section, we describe algorithms that avoid exploring all states of the form
(s, C, ω) and still generates a reasonable test suite. The idea is to collect and combine
information from the whole generated state space so that each model state s is not
explored more often than necessary. In particular,
we store a set C OV of all distinct

coverage items covered so far, i.e., C OV = i Ci for all explored states (si , Ci , ωi ).
Additional information, including a trace to each coverage item c ∈ C OV is stored
in a structure S UITE, that is used to generate the test suite returned by the algorithm.
We ﬁrst describe an algorithm for coverage criteria without partial coverage items in
Section 4.1, followed by an algorithm handling partial coverage in Section 4.2.
4.1 A Global Algorithm
The algorithm shown in Figure 2 is a modiﬁed version of the algorithm in Figure 1. It
works in a similar way, but collects coverage from all explored states (i.e., branches)
in the variables C OV and S UITE. The variable C OV holds the total set of coverage

(01)PASS:= ∅ ; WAIT:= {(s0 , C0 , )} ; S UITE:= ∅ ; C OV:= C0
(02)while WAIT= ∅ do
(03) select (s, C, ω) from WAIT; add (s, C, ω) to PASS
t
(04) for all (s , C  , ω.t) : (s, C, ω) ⇒c (s , C  , ω.t) do

(05)
if C ⊆ C OV then
(06)
add (ω.t, C  ) to S UITE; C OV := C OV ∪ C 
(07)
if ¬∃(si , Ci , ωi ) : (si , Ci , ωi ) ∈ PASS ∪ WAIT ∧ si = s then
(08)
add (s , C  , ω.t) to WAIT
(09) od
(10)od
(11)return S UITE
Fig. 2. A global coverage algorithm for test suite generation.


items found by the algorithm, i.e., C OV = i Ci for all explored states (si , Ci , ωi ).
For every explored state with new coverage, a tuple (ωi , Ci ) is added to the set S UITE.
This makes S UITE a set of tuples with one trace ω to each coverage item in C OV. With
ordinary breadth-ﬁrst search strategy, S UITE will hold a trace to coverage item with the
minimum number of model transitions. The additional information stored in S UITE
will be used to improve the algorithm and the test suite, later in this section.
The loop of the algorithm in Figure 2 has two differences from the algorithm in
Figure 1. In lines (05) and (06) the variables C OV and S UITE are updated if the
explored state contains new coverage items that the algorithm has not seen before. Note
that in line (07), we do not consider the coverage C  of the generated states. As a
result, a state (s , C  , ω.t) is not further explored (i.e., added to WAIT) if the model
state s has been previously explored. The algorithm terminates when WAIT is empty
which is the case when all reachable states from s0 have been explored. At this point,
each model state has been explored only once, C OV contains all reachable coverage
items, and S UITE includes at least one trace to each coverage item in C OV. We shall
return to the problem of generating a test suite from C OV in Section 4.3.
4.2 Partial Coverage
We now describe how to modify the algorithms above so that it can be used for coverage
criteria that requires partial coverage items (in analogy with the modiﬁed algorithm presented in Section 3.2). Recall that partial coverage items are needed when the coverage
criteria requires path properties to be covered, like in the deﬁnition-use pair criterion
(see Section 2.2).
The modiﬁed algorithm is shown in Figure 3. It operates on extended states of the
form (s, A, C, ω), where C and A are the coverage items and the partial coverage items
respectively, collected on the path ω reaching s. The only principal difference compared to the algorithm of Figure 2 is on line (07) where the most recently generated
state (s , A , C  , ω.t) is examined. Here, the state is not further explored if an already
explored state (si , Ai , Ci , ωi ) with si = s and A ⊆ Ai exists in PASS or WAIT. If this
is the case, it can be deduced that further exploration of (s , A , C  , ω.t) is not needed,

(01)PASS:= ∅ ; WAIT:= {(s0 , A0 , C0 , )} ; S UITE:= ∅ ; C OV := C0
(02)while WAIT= ∅ do
(03) select (s, A, C, ω) from WAIT; add (s, A, C, ω) to PASS
t
(04) for all (s , A , C  , ω.t) : (s, A, C, ω) ⇒c (s , A , C  , ω.t) do

(05)
if C ⊆ C OV then
(06)
add (ω.t, C  ) to S UITE; C OV := C OV ∪ C 
(07)
if ¬∃(si , Ai , Ci , ωi ) : (si , Ai , Ci , ωi ) ∈ PASS ∪ WAIT ∧ si = s ∧ A ⊆ Ai then
(08)
add (s , A , C  , ω.t) to WAIT
(09) od
(10)od
(11)return S UITE
Fig. 3. A global algorithm with partial coverage items.

since the state is not able to contribute coverage items other than those that further
exploration of (si , Ai , Ci , ωi ) will yield.
The algorithm of Figure 3 terminates when WAIT it empty. At this point, all reachable model states from s0 have been explored, C OV contains all reachable coverage
items, and S UITE is a set of pairs
 of the form (ωi , Ci ), where ωi is a trace ending in
a state with coverage Ci , and i Ci = C OV. It is easy to prove that the algorithm is
sound. It is also complete since for each reachable partial coverage item ai , an extended
state (s, A, C, ω), such that ai ∈ A, has been explored. This guarantees that all feasible
coverage items will be generated since item ci ∈ C OV depends only on one (or zero)
partial coverage items in A.

4.3 Improving the Test Suite
C0 ), . . . , (ωn−1 , Cn−1 )}.
When the algorithm above terminates, S UITE is a set {(ω0 ,
Ideally, this set should be reduced
so
that
the
total
coverage
i Ci is not changed, and

the length of the test suite, i.e., i |ωi |, is minimized. The remaining traces ωi can then
be used as the test suite. However, selecting a subset of traces with this property is a
version the well-known set covering problem which is NP-hard [21].
The likewise well-known technique of preﬁx elimination can be used as an approximative solution to the problem, i.e., to make sure that there are no pair of traces ω, ω 
in S UITE such that ω is a preﬁx of ω  of the other way around. However, this approach
has some obvious problems, including the fact that S UITE could still include redundant
traces, i.e. traces that can be removed without reducing the total coverage of S UITE.
We have chosen an algorithm that can be performed incrementally, as part of the
main test case generation algorithm. It can also be applied to S UITE when the main
algorithm has terminated. It checks that each (ωj , Cj ) in S UITE satisﬁes the condition
Cj  C0 ∪ . . . ∪ Cj−1 ∪ Cj+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Cn−1 , i.e., (ωj , Cj ) contributes to the total
coverage of S UITE. As we shall see in the next section, this approach has worked well
in our experiments.

Table 3. Time (in seconds) and space (in MB) performance of the algorithms.

full
Train e 6 (0)
reset
full
Train du 12 (5)
reset
stop 30
Philips du 109 (42) stop 60
full
stop 20
stop 30
WAP e 68 (0)
stop 68
full
stop 20
stop 30
WAP ei 68 (68)
stop 68
full

time
2.9
3.85
37
107
9
1085
4.29
30.8
10.85
525
-

Local Algorithm
mem len states
9.6 15
3353
10.5 15
7375
14 47 27129
33 47 114697
10 30
5797
87.7 69 461305
12.7 55
5105
31.2 86 35615
- (7348332)
12.7 58
5404
52 93 71328
-

tr
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
-

time
1.25
2.4
1
2.6
16.4
4.17
4.51
38
3871
8
15.9
280
4093

Global Algorithm
mem len states
9.3 15
1645
9.3 l56 1717
9.2 80
170
9.2 204
393
10.6 681 7579
12.5 161 4361
12.5 175 4395
32 818 37503
1946 818 3850877
12 58
5299
14.9 189 7291
111.2 1718 200011
2025 1718 3937243

tr
1
4
8
16
37
5
5
12
12
1
3
19
19

5 Experiments
For the experiments in this section we use our tool U PPAAL COER that takes as input
a timed automata model and a coverage criterion.
Models and Coverage Criteria: We will use three models that are documented in the
literature: a train gate example (Train) where four trains and a controller are modeled
[32], a audio-control protocol with bus collision detection by Philips (Philips) [3], and
a WAP stack (WAP) modeled and tested in [15].
We present experiments of three different coverage criteria edge (e), deﬁnition-use
pair (du), and edge init (ei). In the edge coverage criterion a coverage item is a traversed
edge in an automaton. If several instances of the same automaton are used, it does not
distinguish between different instances exercising the edge. The du-pair criterion is
described in Section 2.2 of this paper. The edge init coverage criterion requires an edge
to be exercised, as in the edge coverage criterion. For the coverage item to be satisﬁed,
the test case must also put the system back to a state that is similar to the initial system
state.
Results: In Table 3 the performance of the local and global algorithms is presented. The
algorithms were executed using breadth-ﬁrst search strategy on a SUN Ultra SPARC-II
450MHz.
The leftmost column of the table speciﬁes the input used in the experiments, i.e.,
the model, the coverage criterion, the number of coverage items, and (in parentheses)
the number of partial coverage items existing in the model. In the second column the
following keywords are used: full for exhaustive search, stop x for termination after x

found coverage items, and reset if resets are used in the model (as described in Section 3.1 this is applicable only in the local algorithm). For both the local and global
algorithm we give the following numbers/columns, generation time (time), memory
(mem), length of the trace (len), number of states generated (states), and number of
traces generated (tr).
The rows marked Train e 6 (0) show performance for the train gate model with the
edge coverage criterion on the instances of the train automaton. There are six coverage
items to be covered, with zero partial coverage items. The global algorithm generates
1645 states which is the size of the model. The local algorithm generates 3353 or 7375
states without and with resets, respectively.
For the rows Train du 12 (5) the deﬁnition-use criterion has been used. There are 12
different coverage criteria and ﬁve partial coverage items. The size of the generated state
space of the global algorithm increases (due to the partial coverage items) modestly to
1717 (+4.3% compared with the actual size of the model state space). For the local algorithm this increase is from 3357 states to 27129 (or 114697 when resets are used). We
note that the global algorithm performs substantially better than the local algorithms. In
fact, it generates only 6% (or 2%) of the states used by the local algorithm(s). The gain
in execution time is similar.
For the models in the rest of the table we have not been able to run exhaustive
analysis with the local algorithm, nor have been able to use resets. Still the experimental
results show how the algorithms scale up for different models and coverage criteria. In
all the examples, the global algorithms outperforms the local algorithm.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied algorithms and ideas for test suite generation applicable
to automata models with semantics deﬁned as a (ﬁnite) transition system. We have
reviewed algorithms derived from ordinary reachability analysis algorithm, similar to
those used in many model-checking and planning tools. Such algorithms can be used
to generate test suites that follow a given coverage criterion and are optimal in e.g, the
total number of model transitions the test suite will exercise. We have further elaborated
these algorithms by adopting existing abstraction and pruning techniques often used in
model-checking algorithms.
The main contribution of this paper, is a novel global algorithm for model-based
generation of test suites following a given coverage criteria. At any given point, the algorithm — which is inspired by the priorly described reachability analysis algorithms
— uses knowledge about the total coverage found in the currently generated state space
to guide and prune the remaining exploration. In this way, the algorithm avoids unnecessary exploration and generates a test suite with reasonable characteristics.
All algorithms presented in this paper have been implemented in our test case generation tool U PPAAL COER. To compare and evaluate the algorithms, we have performed
a number of experiments on a set of models previously described in the literature. In particular, the evaluation gives experimental evidence that the suggested global algorithm
uses substantially less memory and time than local algorithms, and outputs test suites

that are not far from optimal. In this respect, the suggested global algorithm increases
the maximum size of models for which test suites can be algorithmically generated.
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Abstract. We present experiences from a case study where a model-based approach to black-box testing is applied to verify that a Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) gateway conforms to its speciﬁcation1 . The WAP gateway is developed by Ericsson and used in mobile telephone networks to connect mobile
phones with the Internet. We focus on testing the software implementing the session (WSP) and transaction (WTP) layers of the WAP protocol. These layers, and
their surrounding environment, are described as a network of timed automata.
To model the many sequence numbers (from a large domain) used in the protocol, we introduce an abstraction technique. We believe the suggested abstraction
technique will prove useful to model and analyse other similar protocols with
sequence numbers, in particular in the context of model-based testing.
A complete test bed is presented, which includes generation and execution of test
cases. It takes as input a model and a coverage criterion expressed as an observer,
and returns a verdict for each test case. The test bed includes existing tools from
Ericsson for test-case execution. To generate test suites, we use our own tool
CO ER — a new test-case generation tool based on the real-time model-checker
U PPAAL.

1 Introduction
Testing is the dominating technique used in industry to validate that developed software
conforms to its speciﬁcation. To improve the efﬁciency of testing, model-based testing
has been suggested as an approach to automate the generation of the tests to be performed during testing. In model-based testing, a model is used to specify the desired
behavior of the developed software, and the testing efforts aims at ﬁnding discrepancies between the behavior of an implementation and that speciﬁed by the model. This
process can be automated by applying a test generation tool to produce the test to be
used during testing, and by automating the execution and validation of the tests using a
test-execution tool.
Model-based test generation techniques have been studied thoroughly in the research community [Tre96,HLSU02,LMN05] and several applications to industrial systems have been reported, e.g., [BFG+ 00,LMNS05]. There is much less literature describing industrial applications of model-based testing techniques for real-time systems,
i.e., systems that must react to stimuli and produce output in a timely fashion, i.e., realtime systems including, e.g., clients or servers using protocols with timing.
1
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In this paper, we present experiences from applying a model-based approach to perform black-box conformance testing of a gateway developed by Ericsson. The gateway
is used to connect mobile phone clients using the Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)
with the Internet. We present how the speciﬁcation of the transaction layer (WTP) and
the session layer (WSP) have been described in the modeling language of timed automata [AD94]. The speciﬁc protocol used in the model is a connection oriented version, and the model includes scenarios where several transactions are associated with a
session. In addition to the components constituting the WAP stack of the gateway, the
model also contains automata modeling abstract behavior and assumption imposed on
the components in its environment, such as a web sever and terminals using the gateway.
A speciﬁc problem when modeling the WAP protocol is to model the sequence
numbers, called Transaction Identiﬁers (TID), used in the exchanged packages, called
Protocol Data Units (PDU). The protocol typically makes use of several TIDs with a
domain of size 215 using a sliding window of size 214 . To make automatic analysis feasible, previous models of the protocol, used for model-checking the speciﬁcation, have
introduced a limit on the maximum allowed TID values, assuming that all behaviors of
the protocol will be covered with a small maximum TID value [GB00]. We take a different approach and introduce an abstraction technique to handle TID values. It maintains
the concrete TID values, so that they can be accessed in the abstract test-cases generated
from the model.
To specify how thorough a test suite should test the WAP gateway, we select test
cases following some particular coverage criterion, such as coverage of control states
or edges in the model. As our model contains the environment of the system under test,
a test-case generation tool can ﬁnd out how the environment should behave to drive the
system under test in a desired direction to fulﬁll a given coverage criterion. To formally
specify coverage criteria, we apply results from our previous work [BHJP05], where
we have proposed to use observer automaton with parameters as a formal speciﬁcation
language for coverage criteria. We show that the observer language is expressive enough
to specify the coverage criteria used to test the WAP gateway.
To perform the actual testing, we have built a complete test bed that supports automated generation and execution of tests. It takes as input a network of timed automata
and an observer automaton, and uses our tool U PPAAL COER to generate an abstract
test suite. U PPAAL COER is a test generation tool based on the U PPAAL model checker
[LPY97]. The test suite is compiled, by a tool named tr2mac [Vil05], into a script program that is executed by a test execution environment named TSC2, developed by Ericsson. TSC2 executes a script program by sending PDUs to the WAP gateway and
observing the PDUs received in response. If unexpected packages or timing is observed
the discrepancy is reported to a log ﬁle, and the testing proceeds with the next test case
in the suite.
From testing the WAP gateway, we report the effect of executing test suites generated from extended versions of the edge, switch, and projection coverage criteria.
In particular, we present two discrepancies between the model and the WAP gateway
found during testing, and observe that both these problems were found in the rather
small test suites satisfying the edge coverage criterion.
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Fig. 1. WAP Gateway Architecture.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section we give an informal description of the studied WAP gateway. In Section 3 we present the abstraction
used to model sequence numbers in the model, presented in Section 4. In Section 5 we
present the test generation and execution tools, and results from testing the gateway. We
conclude the paper in Section 6, and then presents detailed models in an Appendix.

2 Wireless Application Protocol
The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)2 is a global and open standard that speciﬁes
an architecture for providing access to Internet services to mobile (hand-held) devices.
It is typically used when a mobile phone is used to browse Web pages on the Internet,
or when pictures or music are downloaded to a mobile phone. The WAP standard speciﬁes both a protocol and a format, named Wireless Markup Language (WML) being
the WAP analogy to HTML used by HTTP. The WML format also has a compressed
binary encoding (WML/Binary) that is used during wireless communication to save
bandwidth.
An overview of a WAP gateway architecture is shown in Figure 1. A WAP gateway
converts between the WML content on the HTTP side, and WML/Binary on the mobile side. It also serves as a proxy for translating WAP requests to Internet protocols
(e.g., HTTP). The WAP side of a gateway typically consists of the following protocol
layers: Wireless Session Protocol (WSP), Wireless Transaction Protocol (WTP), Wireless Datagram Protocol (WDP), and a bearer layer such as e.g., GSM, CDMA, or UDP.
The internet side usually consists of the protocols Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP),
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), and Internet Protocol (IP). The WDP layer and
a bearer on the WAP side corresponds to the TCP/IP layers on the Internet side. The
security layers Wireless Transport Layer Security (WTLS) on the WAP side and Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) on the Internet side are optional and omitted in Figure 1.
The WAP speciﬁcation deﬁnes two roles in the protocol. The part that starts a transaction is called initiator, and the other part is called responder. For example, a mobile
2

The Wireless Application Protocol Architecture Speciﬁcation is available at the
web page http://www.openmobilealliance.org/tech/affiliates/wap/wapindex.html.
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device is the initiator when it access data from the Internet, but it can also be the responder if a (push) initiator sends out a message to the mobile device. Communication
between initiator and responder is divided in three types of transaction classes, ranging
from class 0 in which no acknowledgments are used, to class 2 that also send acknowledgments of results. The desired behavior the classes is shown in Figure 2(i).
In Figure 2(ii) the terminology for message signaling between layers in the WAP
stack is illustrated. An upper layer requests (req) a service from the layer below, which
then conﬁrms (cnf) that the request has been handled. A message from a peer layer is
indicated (ind) by the layer below and the upper layer response (res) to notify that the
message is accepted. Some message types do not require response nor conﬁrmation.
The data structures used to and from an upper layer in the WAP stack are called
Service Data Units (SDUs). The WTP layer has its own peer messages, e.g. acknowledgment, and it conveys SDUs to and from its upper layers. The behavior of a WTP
layer is speciﬁed in the WAP speciﬁcation as a state machine. In practice, every new
transaction is a new instance of the WTP state machine, and there can be many simultaneous transactions.
The interfaces of a WAP stack layer are called Service Access Points (SAP). In
this paper the Transport SAP (T-SAP), the Transaction SAP (TR-SAP), and the Session
SAP (S-SAP) will be referenced.
Session Layer: The WSP layer is responsible for handling sessions in the WAP protocol. A session is a collection of transactions from the same user that can be treated
commonly. An example of a case when a session is convenient is when a user logs in to
a Web server. When logged in, the session is used to authenticate subsequent requests.
If the session is disconnected (or aborted) all the transactions in the session will be
aborted.
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The session layer consists of two parts: a Session Manager that handles the connect
and disconnect of a session, and a set of processes handling outstanding HTTP requests
called Methods. For example, at a GET request a GET-Method process is spawned off
to handle the request. A Method is associated with a WTP transaction and is terminated
when the transaction terminates. In Figure 3, a sequence diagram shows WSP, and the
underlying WTP layer, in a WAP responder stack during a successful GET request.
Note how the Session Manager is only involved in the initialization of the WSP.
Transaction Layer: The WAP transaction layer handles the sending and re-sending
of transactions. To separate transactions, each transaction is numbered with a unique
sequence number, called transaction identiﬁer (TID). New TIDs are created by the initiator by incrementing the last created TID value by one. The initiator can have several
ongoing transactions with more than one responder, e.g., a server can push to several
terminals. Therefore, a responder cannot be sure that each new transaction has a TID
value incremented by exactly one.
The responder of a connection oriented session has a window of 214 TIDs. The
last TID value received from an initiator is saved in a variable named lastTID. The
counter wraps around at 215−1. When a new message arrives, it is directly accepted
if the TID value is not increased more than 214 times from lastTID. We will call such
values greater than lastTID, and other values less than lastTID, except if the value is
equal to lastTID.
If the bearer media reorders two messages so that the greater TID value arrives late,
the later message is said to be an out-of-order message. When an out of order message
arrives, the responder invokes a so-called TID veriﬁcation procedure before it contin-

ues. The TID veriﬁcation is performed by sending a special acknowledge message (with
bit TIDve set). The initiator acknowledge (with bit TIDok) if it has an outstanding transaction with the same TID value.
If an initiator is out of synchronization with lastTID (e.g., after a reboot) it can avoid
further TID veriﬁcations (using bit TIDnew). This forces a TID veriﬁcation that will set
lastTID to the TID of the TIDnew message. During TID veriﬁcation no new transactions
are started by the initiator, and the responder removes any old transactions.

3 Abstraction for Test Case Generation
As described, the TIDs of the messages play an important role in the WAP speciﬁcation. An instance of the WAP protocol will typically make use of several TIDs from
the domain 0 to 215 − 1, and a sliding window of size 214 . Thus, the potential numbers of TID values will be infeasible for exhaustive model-based test-case generation
— the generation algorithm will experience the so-called state-space explosion problem [Hol97]. To overcome this problem, previous applications of automatic veriﬁcation
techniques to the WAP protocol have limited the analysis to scenarios with only a single
transaction [HJ04,GB00]. We will take a different approach and introduce an abstraction. It will allow us to deal with abstract TID values during the analysis of the model,
while maintaining the concrete TID values so that concrete model traces can still be
generated.
Concrete domain: We assume a set T of TID variables t0 , . . . , tN −1 . To describe the
semantics we use a variable assignment v : T → {n | 0 ≤ n ≤ 215−1} ∪ {⊥}, where
⊥ represents the unassigned value. Initially all variables are unassigned. The variables
can be compared with Boolean combinations of ti < tj and ti ≤ tj , and manipulated
with the operations
ti = free
v  (ti ) =⊥
ti = tj
v  (ti ) = v(tj )
+
ti = new
v  (ti ) = max(v) + 1
−
v  (ti ) = min(v) − 1
ti = new
where v  is the resulting variable assignment, v the directly preceeding variable assignment, and max(v) and min(v) the maximum and minimum assigned integer values of
all TIDs, respectively.
Abstract domain: We use a set A of abstract TID variables a0 , . . . , aN −1 , and an
abstract variable assignment va : A → {n | 0 ≤ n < N } ∪ {⊥}. We assume that
the set of abstract values is tight in the following sense: if va (ai ) = k then there exists
va (aj ) = l for all 0 ≤ l < k.
Abstraction of Concrete TID values: We deﬁne the abstraction function α : T → A
to be the mapping, such that α(ti ) = 0 if min(v) = v(ti ), α(ti ) < α(tj ) if v(ti ) < v(tj ),
α(ti ) = α(tj ) if v(ti ) = v(tj ), α(ti ) =⊥ if v(ti ) =⊥, and va is tight. A transition from
the abstract state va to va is possible if there exists a transition from v to v  , va = α(v),
and va = α(v  ).

The proposed abstraction is sound in the sense that properties in the abstract statespace also hold in the concrete state-space. That is, if va = α(v), then the truth-value
of ti < tj or ti ≤ tj is the same for the corresponding abstract TIDs ai and aj . It
can be shown that the abstract transition relation is must abstraction and thus underapproximates the concrete transition relation [LT88,BKY05].
Modeling and Analysis in U PPAAL: When modeling the WAP protocol, we shall use
ti = new+ , ti = tj , and ti = new− to model assignment of new correct TID values, existing values, and values that are out of order, respectively. To implement the
abstraction, we use U PPAAL’s meta variables. Such variables are used to annotate models. They can be refered to in the model, but they are not considered when two states
are compared during analysis. We declare the set of concrete TID variables T as a vector of meta variables, the set of abstract TID variables A as vector of ordinary integer
variables, and apply the abstraction function to each state explored during state-space
exploration3 . In this way, the analysis will explore concrete states until the reachable
abstract state-space is explored, while maintaining the concrete values to support generation of concrete test cases.

4 Testing Model
In this section, we describe our model of the WAP gateway. The model is emphasized on
the software layers WTP and WSP. They have been modeled as detailed and close to the
WAP speciﬁcation as possible. Other parts of the gateway are modeled more abstractly,
but without loss of externally observable behavior affecting the WTP and WSP layers.
We have chosen to model the connection oriented version of the WAP protocol, where
several outstanding transaction can be held together into a session. The model has been
made with the intention to generate real system tests that can be executed over a physical
connection. Obviously, the complexity of making this kind of system model and system
test is much higher than to test each layer separately.
In Figure 4, an overview of the modeled automata and their conceptual connections
is shown as a ﬂow-graph. The nodes represent timed automata [AD94] and the edges
synchronization channels or shared data, divided in two groups (with the small arrows
indicating the direction of communication). The model is divided in two parts, the gateway model, and the test environment model. The test environment consists of the two
automata Terminal and HTTP Sever. The gateway model is further divided in to a
WTP part, a WSP part, and globally shared data and timers4 . The WTP part consists
of the service access point TSAP, two instances WTP0 and WTP1 of the WTP protocol, a WSP Session Manager, two instances Method 0 and Method 1 of the WSP
methods, and a session service access point SSAP.
3

4

We have implemented this in our U PPAAL COER tool. The same affect can be achieved
by annotating each edge in the model with a simple function, implementing the abstraction
function.
To improve the readability of Figure 4, we have omitted many edges to and from the automata
Timer and Data Store.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the formal model.

The idea of the model is to let the Terminal automaton model a mobile device that
non-deterministically stimulates the gateway with input and receives its output. In a
typical scenario, the Terminal requests a WML page from a web sever. The request
goes through an instance of the WTP and WSP layers and further to a web sever. In
case the page exists, it is sent back through the gateway, and is ﬁnally received in the
Terminal. Such a scenario is depicted in Figure 3.
In the following, we brieﬂy describe how the WAP gateway speciﬁcation and the
components in its environment have been modeled as a network of timed automata.
4.1 Test Environment Model
The test environment consists of the two automata Terminal and HTTP Server shown
in Figure 7 and 15 respectively. Messages from the terminal to the WAP gateway are
modeled as the single synchronization Terminal2MIEP, and similar in the other direction (see Figure 4). When the synchronization occurs, a special set of global integer
variables are assigned, which corresponds to the ﬁelds of the protocol headers, e.g.,
WTP Type, WTP Class, or WSP Connect. Our model is done so that any state preceding a Terminal2MIEP synchronization (similar in the other direction), contains all
values of the variables that corresponds to ﬁelds of the modeled message. This is to
facilitate the constructions of packets from model traces, which is needed in the later
stage when traces are compiled in to concrete test cases.
As mentioned, another important design decision is to let the Terminal model initiate and control the whole interactions. A particular problem is to control the HTTP
server. We have solved this by sending control messages encoded into the message
content, from the terminal, all the way through the WAP gateway, to the HTTP sever.
In this way, the HTTP server can be instructed to delay its response message, drop a
message, or immediately return.

As the gateway model reacts to stimuli from Terminal, several instances of the WAP
layers automata will become active simultaneously. We use a counter to keep track of
the number of active automata in the gateway model that are not in a stable state, i.e.,
a state where it is idle and waiting for new input. The counter is used to restrict the
Terminal from sending messages that will not be dealt with immediately. This scheme
avoids unnecessary interleavings and reduces the state-space of the model.
How the TID Abstraction is modeled: In the Terminal automaton, TIDs are assigned
when new PDUs are created, as described in Section 3. To use an existing TID value
(i.e., to perform an assignment), or to free a TID variable (i.e., set it to ⊥) is straightforward to model in U PPAAL. To model new+ and new− , we use two hidden variables
MinTID and MaxTID that are initialized to 214 −1 and 214 , respectively. All TID variables ti are initially ⊥. The operation ti = new+ can now be modeled by assigning a
variable ti the value of MaxTID followed by an incrementation of MaxTID, and dually
for the operation ti = new− .
4.2 Gateway Model
The gateway model is a detailed timed automata description made with the intention
to comply with the WAP speciﬁcation as closely as possible. Communications between
two layers are modeled as synchronization labels and an array of data representing the
modeled ﬁelds values. All communications to or from WTP or WSP go via SAPs to
mimic the real protocol.
TSAP: As illustrated in Figure 4 the SAP below the WTP layer, called T-SAP, is
modeled by automaton TSAP that converts the raw data ﬁelds sent over the Terminal2MIEP channel into signals that mimics a Transport SAP. In the upward direction,
TSAP converts the WTP layer data into signals, e.g., RcvInvoke, RcvAck, and RcvAbort. In the downward direction TSAP merely copies the data to the environment
(i.e., no headers to be added). The TSAP automaton also inspects the TID value and
decides if the message should be delivered or dropped. The TSAP automaton is shown
in Figure 8.
WTP layer: Two instances of the WTP layer are modeled, i.e., there can be two transactions active at the same time. An instance is activated when a message arrives with
a TID that does not already exist in the layer. Successive messages with the same TID
are directed to the activated instance. The WTP automata are named WTP0 and WTP1
and are instances of the same automaton template in U PPAAL. All messages from the
WTP state machine of the WAP speciﬁcation are modeled, including all types of aborts.
The timers are also modeled, with the two intervals acknowledge interval A and retry
interval R. The WTP automaton is shown in Figure 11.
WSP layer: The WSP layer consists of two types of automata: Session Manager
shown in Figure 12, and two methods automata Method0 and Method1, shown in Figure 13. The Session Manager is responsible for connections and disconnections of the
session. It forwards incoming method invokes, e.g., when a WML page is requested. We
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model the GET method that, on the HTTP side, becomes a HTTP GET request. When
a session is disconnected all methods are aborted. Each method has a corresponding
outstanding transaction that it aborts. It is also possible to abort a individual method
transaction without terminating the whole session.
SSAP: Above the WSP layer is the Session SAP. We model an automaton SSAP that
mimics the gateway from the S-SAP to the communication with the HTTP server.
Timer: Timers are modeled by four instances of automaton Timer, two for each WTP
layer automaton. A timer can be activated and deactivated by the WTP automaton. If a
timer expires it sends a message to its WTP automaton. The Timer automaton is shown
in Figure 10.
Datastore: The automaton named Datastore manages data. Its memory is modeled
as an array where the rows are “owned” by different automata. The columns represent
ﬁelds in the PDUs. The Datastore automaton implements three convenient sub routines
that can be used by the other automata in the gateway: copy, clear, and move. To not
over-write data in an unintended way, the rows also include a Clear bit that is set when
new data is allowed to be written. The Datastore automaton is shown in Figure 9.

5 Test Generation and Execution
The tool setup used for generating and executing tests at Ericsson is shown in Figure 5.
The setup is divided in two parts, a test generation part for generating and transforming
test cases into executable format, and a test execution part that executes the tests on the
WAP gateway in a controlled computer network. In the following, we ﬁrst describe the
test criteria used as input to our test generation tool, then the test generation, and last
how the tests were executed and some experiences.
5.1 Test Criteria
To specify how thorough a test suite should test a system, we select test cases following
some given coverage criteria. Before presenting the criteria, we (informally) characterize a stability property that will be used in all testing criteria. We say that the gateway

model is in a stable state if all automata are in locations modeling idling states from
which they need an (input) synchronization to proceed. In the system under test, this
corresponds to a situation where the whole gateway is idle and waiting for some input
from the environment, which implies that there are no transactions active in the gateway, and no other ongoing activity. We shall use a predicate named stableState() that is
true only if the gateway model is in a stable state.
In Figure 6, the three coverage criteria used in this case study are formally speciﬁed
as observers with parameters [BHJP05] 5 .
Edge Coverage Observer: It is shown in Figure 6(i). Assume that P is a set of automata. The expression edge(P ) returns a value only if an automaton (in the set P ) is
active in a transition. The parameter E is then assigned to the edge of the active process
in P . The observer then reaches state gotEdge(E), where E is the assigned edge. The
gotEdge(E) location has a true loop which allows it to stay in the location forever. When
the stableState() macro becomes true, the observer reaches location done(E), indicating
that the edge E is covered.
Intuitively, the edge coverage observer speciﬁes that a test suite should cover as
many edges E of the automata in P as possible, given that after every E a state satisfying stableState() is reached. If the set P includes two or more automata from the same
automaton template, we assume that edge(P ) is the same identiﬁer for both automata if
the same edge is traversed. That is, the edge is considered to be covered if it is traversed
by any instance of the template.
Switch Coverage Observer: The observer in Figure 6(ii) is similar to the edge coverage observer, but it speciﬁes that any two adjacent edges in the same automaton instance
should be covered. In this case, it is crucial that the edges are from the same automaton.
Therefore, we require that the automaton P that takes the ﬁrst edge E, must also take
the second edge E2.
Projection Coverage Observer: Figure 6(iii) shows an observer that speciﬁes a projection criterion. It speciﬁes that a pair of locations from the WTP layer, and the WSP
layer should be covered. The macro stackProj(WTP,WSP) returns a pair of locations
(L, L1), where L is from a WTP automaton, and L1 is from a WSP automaton. It is
further required that L and L1 are associated with the same transaction.
5.2 Test Generation
The problem of generating test cases is solved by the U PPAAL COER tool, which
extends the model-checking tool U PPAAL with capabilities for generating test suites 6 . It
takes as input the timed automata model of the WAP gateway described in the previous
section, and a coverage criterion speciﬁed as a parameterized observer (.xml and .obs
5

6

Due to lack of space, we refer the reader to [BHJP05] for a detailed description of the observer
language.
For more information about the U PPAAL COER tool, see the web page http://user.it.uu.se/˜hessel/CoVer/.

Edge(procid P;)

Switch(procid P;)

StackProj(procid WTP; procid WSP;)

start

start

gotEdge(E)

(L,L1) := stackProj(WTP,WSP)

E := edge(P), P1:=P

E := edge(P)

firstE(E,P1)

true

notActive(P1)

com(L,L1)

true

E2 := edge(P1)

stableState()

true

secondE(E,E2)

done(E)

stableState()
done(L,L1)

stableState()
done(E,E2)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Fig. 6. The three observers used in the case study.

in Figure 5, respectively). The output of U PPAAL COER is a set of abstract test cases
(or test speciﬁcations) represented as timed traces, i.e., alternating sequences of states,
and delays or discrete transitions, in the output format of the U PPAAL tool.
Results: Table 6 shows the result of the test suite generation. Each row of the table
gives the numbers for a given coverage criteria and the automata it covers (used as
input). For example, WTP denotes WTP0 and WTP1 for which the tool has found 63
coverage items, i.e., edges in the WTP template. To cover the WTP edges a test suite
of 16 test cases is produced. The number of transitions of the test suite is 1562. The
test suite interacts with the system 92 times, i.e., 92 PDUs are communicated. We will
discuss the rightmost column in the next subsection.
The table shows the result of the other test criteria as well. We note that, as expected,
the switch coverage criterion requires many more test cases to be executed than edge
coverage. We also note that it is more efﬁcient to execute the test suites covering all
templates at once, i.e., WTP, Session Manager, and Method, than to execute all the
individual test suites. For example, the test suite with edge coverage in all templates
sends 142 PDUs, whereas the sum of sent PDUs in the individual suites is 225. For
switch coverage the numbers are 467 compared to 555 PDUs.
5.3 Test Execution
The timed traces representing abstract test cases are converted to executable script programs by the tr2mac tool [Vil05], which also takes two conﬁguration ﬁles as input (.cfg
in Figure 5). In a trace, each action label and combination of variable values in the
associated state, represents the parameters of a PDU to be sent or received, or a null operation (all internal actions are mapped to null operations). The ﬁles .cfg describe how
to perform the translation for a given U PPAAL model, i.e., which labels to consider as
external and where to put the state variable values in the PDUs. Each delay of a timed
trace naturally represents a delay to be performed by the test program. The tr2mac program accumulates the delays between non-null operations and inserts the result in the
script program.

Criteria
Observer Templates
Edge

WTP
Session Manager
Method
All
Switch WTP
Session Manager
Method
All
StackProj All

Items Test suite Test script Failed tests
cases trans PDUs
63
46
31
140
109
76
37
222
101

16
12
10
28
44
28
9
74
21

1562
1058
1497
2548
5082
3020
1495
8129
2129

92
57
76
142
313
166
76
467
114

1
1
0
2
2
7
0
10
0

Table 6. Test generation and execution results.

The output of tr2mac is a script program that can be executed by the TSC2 test
environment, and a list of partially instantiated PDUs that will be needed. The PDUs
are fully instantiated at the time the script is executed in the test harness. The TID values
and information about the speciﬁc test environment, e.g., the IP addresses, are ﬁlled in
at execution time. In this way, many PDUs can be reused between different test cases
(and the set of needed PDUs will eventually become stable).
When TSC2 executes a script, all listed PDUs must be available in the PDU store7 .
TSC2 will send PDUs to the WAP gateway and check that the expected response appear at the right time points. If this is not the case, TSC2 will report the discrepancy
to a log ﬁle, and proceed with the next test script. During testing, TSC2 acts in place
of the mobile device (i.e. the terminal). As described in the previous sections, the mobile device (and thus TSC2 when executing the generated test cases) thus controls the
behavior of the surrounding computer network. The behavior of the web server is controlled by sending parameters in the PDUs that are interpreted as commands by a php
script running on the web server.
Results: The test cases presented in the Table 6 have been executed on an in-house
version of the WAP gateway at Ericsson. As shown in the rightmost column of Table 6
most of the test case went well. A few tests failed due to two discrepancies — one in
the WTP automata and one in the Session Manager automaton.
The ﬁrst discrepancy is in the WSP layer. The session manager is modeled to not accept any new Connect messages. Reading the WAP speciﬁcation carefully, after ﬁnding
this discrepancy, we conclude that it is allowed to accept new Connect messages and
replace the current session if the layer above agrees. This problem in the model explains
the discrepancy found with the test suite covering the edges of Session Manager, and
the seven discrepancies found when executing the test suite with switch coverage in the
Session Manager.
The second discrepancy is a behavior present in our model of the WTP layer but not
in the tested WAP gateway. We found that no acknowledge is sent from the WTP state,
7

Currently, non-existing listed PDUs must be manually created. It is possible to automate also
this step.

RESULT WAIT, when an (WTP) invoke is retransmitted and an acknowledgment has
already been sent. The retransmission is required in the WTP speciﬁcation [For01] but
not performed by the implementation. This discrepancy was found both when running
test suites covering the edge and switch criteria of the WTP template.
We also observe that the two discrepancies were both found when executing the
edge covering test suites — one in the test suite for WTP, and the other in the test suite
for Session Manager. The test suite with switch coverage ﬁnds the same discrepancies, but many times (as many as the erroneous edges appear in some switch). The suite
with projection coverage did not ﬁnd any discrepancies.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a complete test bed where test cases are automatically produced and
executed, from a formal model and coverage criteria formally described as observers.
The validity of the tests has been proven in a case study where test cases have been
executed in a real test environment at Ericsson. The test generation techniques and
the coverage criteria used have industrial strength as complete test suites have been
generated for an industrial application, and discrepancies have been found between the
model and the real system.
We have also presented an abstraction technique that can be used in models making
use of sequence numbers with large domains. It preserves the relations needed when
comparing sequence numbers in the WAP protocol, while the size of the analyzed state
space is signiﬁcantly reduced. We believe that the abstraction will be useful for specifying and analyzing models of other protocols.
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A Formal Model

Terminal2MIEP!

READY

procCount==0,
new==FALSE

0 < (resTIDreg[0] != NULL)
+ (resTIDreg[1]!= NULL)
WTPType := WTP_Abort,
Class:=0

STARTSEND
MAX_TRANS>
(resTIDreg[0]!=NULL)
+(resTIDreg[1]!=NULL)
WSPType:=WSP_Connect,
WTPType := WTP_Invoke,
Class := 2

Reason:=DISCONNECT

WSPType:=WSP_Get,
WTPType:=WTP_Invoke,
Class:=2
MAX_TRANS>
(resTIDreg[0]!=NULL) +(resTIDreg[1]!=NULL)

URI:=0 URI:=5

SendAbort

URI:=10

cleanExternal!
MaxTID:=W+1,
MinTID:=W
INITIAL

MAX_TRANS >
(resTIDreg[0] != NULL)
+ (resTIDreg[1] != NULL)
WSPType:=WSP_Disconnect,
WTPType:=WTP_Invoke,
Class:=0

URI:=100

0<
(resTIDreg[0] != NULL)
+ (resTIDreg[1]!=NULL),
WSPType != WSP_Disconnect
RID:= TRUE

resTIDreg[1] != NULL
TID:=resTIDreg[1]

StartSelect

resTIDreg[0] == NULL,
resTIDreg[1] == NULL
TID:= MaxTID,
TIDnew:=TRUE,
MaxTID:= MaxTID+1

resTIDreg[0]!=NULL
TID:= resTIDreg[0]

SENDNOW

MAX_TRANS>(resTIDreg[0]!=NULL) +(resTIDreg[1]!=NULL)

TID:=MinTID,
MinTID:=MinTID-1

TID:=MaxTID,
MaxTID:=MaxTID+1

TID_SET
resTIDreg[0]!=TID,
resTIDreg[1]!=TID

Terminal2MIEP!

_will_send

WAIT
TIDok:=TRUE

resTIDreg[0]!=NULL,
Clear == 0,
procCount ==0
WTPType:=WTP_Ack,
Clear := 1,
TID:= resTIDreg[0]
send

MIEP2Terminal?
receive
cleanExternal!

resTIDreg[1]!=NULL,
Clear==0,
procCount==0
WTPType:=WTP_Ack,
Clear:=1,
TID:=resTIDreg[1]

Fig. 7. The Terminal automata.

INITIAL

procCount:=procCount-1

clean!
resTIDreg[0]:=NULL,
resTIDreg[1]:=NULL,
LastTID:=NULL,
SessionTID:=NULL,
src:=TSAP_I

WAIT

TSAP_Send?
procCount:=procCount+1

Terminal2MIEP?
procCount:=procCount+1
gotMessage
Sending
moveFromExternal!

moveToExternal!
src:=TSAP_I

dst:=TSAP_I

MIEP2Terminal!
procCount:=procCount-1

sendingMoved
AfterMove
0== ((resTIDreg[0] == SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I])
+ (resTIDreg[1] == SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I])),
0<( (resTIDreg[0] == NULL) + (resTIDreg[1] == NULL) )

1==((resTIDreg[0]==SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I])
+ (resTIDreg[1]==SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]))

UnKnownTID

SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]==WTP_Invoke
TSAP_RcvInvoke!

SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]!=WTP_Invoke
clean!
src:=TSAP_I

SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]==WTP_Ack
TSAP_RcvAck!

SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]==WTP_Invoke,
SDU[TSAP_I][RID_I]==1
TSAP_RcvInvokeRID!
ReturnSent

SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]==WTP_Abort
TSAP_RcvAbort!

SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]==WTP_ErrorPDU
TSAP_RcvErrorPDU!

Fig. 8. The TSAP automaton.

KnownTID

clean?
SDU[src][TID_I] :=NULL,
SDU[src][WTPType_I] :=NULL,
SDU[src][WSPType_I] :=NULL,
SDU[src][TIDnew_I] :=NULL,
SDU[src][TIDok_I] :=NULL,
SDU[src][TIDve_I] :=NULL,
SDU[src][RID_I] := NULL,
SDU[src][UP_flag_I] := NULL,
SDU[src][URI_I] := NULL,
SDU[src][Class_I] :=NULL,
SDU[src][Answer_I]:=NULL,
SDU[src][Reason_I]:=NULL,
SDU[src][WTP_Abort_Type_I]:=NULL,
SDU[src][Clear_I] := 0, src:=0, dst:=0

copy?
SDU[dst][TID_I] := SDU[src][TID_I],
SDU[dst][WTPType_I] := SDU[src][WTPType_I],
SDU[dst][WSPType_I] := SDU[src][WSPType_I],
SDU[dst][TIDnew_I] := SDU[src][TIDnew_I],
SDU[dst][TIDok_I] := SDU[src][TIDok_I],
SDU[dst][TIDve_I] := SDU[src][TIDve_I],
SDU[dst][RID_I] := SDU[src][RID_I],
SDU[dst][UP_flag_I] := SDU[src][UP_flag_I],
SDU[dst][URI_I] := SDU[src][URI_I],
SDU[dst][Class_I] := SDU[src][Class_I],
SDU[dst][Answer_I]:=SDU[src][Answer_I],
SDU[dst][Reason_I]:=SDU[src][Reason_I],
SDU[dst][WTP_Abort_Type_I]:=SDU[src][WTP_Abort_Type_I],
SDU[dst][Clear_I]:=1, src:=0, dst:=0
WAIT

move?
SDU[dst][TID_I] := SDU[src][TID_I], SDU[src][TID_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][WTPType_I] := SDU[src][WTPType_I], SDU[src][WTPType_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][WSPType_I] := SDU[src][WSPType_I], SDU[src][WSPType_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][TIDnew_I] := SDU[src][TIDnew_I], SDU[src][TIDnew_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][TIDok_I] := SDU[src][TIDok_I], SDU[src][TIDok_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][TIDve_I] := SDU[src][TIDve_I], SDU[src][TIDve_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][RID_I] := SDU[src][RID_I], SDU[src][RID_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][UP_flag_I] := SDU[src][UP_flag_I], SDU[src][UP_flag_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][URI_I] := SDU[src][URI_I], SDU[src][URI_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][Class_I] := SDU[src][Class_I], SDU[src][Class_I] :=NULL,
SDU[dst][Answer_I]:=SDU[src][Answer_I], SDU[src][Answer_I]:=NULL,
SDU[dst][Reason_I]:=SDU[src][Reason_I], SDU[src][Reason_I]:=NULL,
SDU[dst][WTP_Abort_Type_I]:=SDU[src][WTP_Abort_Type_I],
SDU[src][WTP Abort Type I]:=NULL,

moveFromExternal?
SDU[dst][TID_I] := TID, TID:=NULL,
SDU[dst][WTPType_I] := WTPType, WTPType :=NULL,
SDU[dst][WSPType_I] := WSPType, WSPType :=NULL,
SDU[dst][TIDnew_I] := TIDnew, TIDnew := NULL,
SDU[dst][TIDok_I] := TIDok, TIDok := NULL,
SDU[dst][TIDve_I] := TIDve, TIDve :=NULL,
SDU[dst][RID_I] := RID, RID:= NULL,
SDU[dst][UP_flag_I] := UP_flag, UP_flag :=NULL,
SDU[dst][URI_I]:= URI, URI := NULL,
SDU[dst][Class_I] := Class, Class := NULL,
SDU[dst][Reason_I] := Reason, Reason := NULL,
SDU[dst][WTP_Abort_Type_I] := WTP_Abort_Type, WTP_Abort_Type:=NULL,
SDU[dst][Clear_I] := 1, Clear:=0, src:=0, dst:=0
Clear ==0
moveToExternal?

cleanExternal?
TID:=NULL,
WSPType:=NULL,
WTPType:=NULL,
TIDnew := NULL,
TIDok:=NULL,
TIDve:= NULL,
RID:=NULL,
UP_flag:=NULL,
URI:= NULL,
Class:=NULL,
Answer :=NULL,
Reason := NULL,
WTP_Abort_Type:=NULL,
Clear := 0, src:=0, dst:=0

TID:=SDU[src][TID_I],SDU[src][TID_I]:=NULL,
WTPType:=SDU[src][WTPType_I],SDU[src][WTPType_I]:=NULL,
WSPType:=SDU[src][WSPType_I],SDU[src][WSPType_I]:=NULL,
TIDnew:=SDU[src][TIDnew_I],SDU[src][TIDnew_I]:=NULL,
TIDok:=SDU[src][TIDok_I],SDU[src][TIDok_I]:=NULL,
TIDve:=SDU[src][TIDve_I],SDU[src][TIDve_I]:=NULL,
RID:=SDU[src][RID_I],SDU[src][RID_I]:=NULL,
UP_flag:=SDU[src][UP_flag_I],SDU[src][UP_flag_I]:=NULL,
URI:=SDU[src][URI_I],SDU[src][URI_I]:=NULL,
Class:=SDU[src][Class_I],SDU[src][Class_I]:=NULL,
Answer:=SDU[src][Answer_I],SDU[src][Answer_I]:=NULL,
Reason:=SDU[src][Reason_I],SDU[src][Reason_I]:=NULL,
WTP_Abort_Type:=SDU[src][WTP_Abort_Type_I],
SDU[src][WTP_Abort_Type_I]:=NULL,
Clear := 1, SDU[src][Clear_I]:=0, src:=0,dst:=0

Fig. 9. The Datastore automaton.

deactivate?

inactive

deactivate?
start?
c:=0

procCount==0,
c==time
expire!
c:=0

active
c<=time

start?

Fig. 10. The Timer automaton.

TR_Abort_ind!

RcvTID:=NULL,
resTIDreg[myTIDreg]:=NULL,
Uack:=NULL,
class :=NULL,
AckSent:=0,
RCR:=0,
procCount:=procCount-1
_will_clean_internals_tw_LISTEN
clean!
src:=mystore_I

INITIAL
RcvTID:=NULL,
resTIDreg[myTIDreg]:=NULL,
Uack:=NULL,
class:=NULL,
src:=mystore_I,
AckSent :=0,
RCR:=0
SDU[TSAP_I][Class_I]==0
TSAP_RcvInvoke?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
src:=TSAP_I,
dst:= TRSAP_Up_I

src:=TSAP_I
clean!

_got_RID

_will_startR

SDU[TSAP_I][Clear_I]==0
copy!
src:=mystore_I,
dst:=TSAP_I

clean!
src:=TSAP_I

_got_Abort

clean!
RcvTID:=NULL,
resTIDreg[myTIDreg]:=NULL,
Uack:=NULL,
class:=NULL,
src:=mystore_I,
new:=FALSE,
procCount:=procCount-1

SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]==RcvTID

TSAP_RcvAbort?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
src:=TSAP_I,
dst:=TRSAP_Up_I

_will_send_Abort_ind

TR_Abort_ind!

TSAP_Send!
SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]:=WTP_Abort,
SDU[TSAP_I][WTP_Abort_Type_I]:=USER,
SDU[TSAP_I][Reason_I]:=DISCONNECT

deactivateA!
AckSent:=0

clean!
src:=TRSAP_Down_I

_Abort_received

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]
==resTIDreg[myTIDreg]
TR_Abort_req?
procCount:=procCount+1

deactivateA!
AckSent:=0

SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]==RcvTID
TSAP_RcvAbort?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]==RcvTID
TSAP_RcvAbort?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]
== resTIDreg[myTIDreg]
TR_Abort_req?
procCount:=procCount+1

startA!
procCount:=procCount-1
INVOKE_RESP_WAIT

TR_Invoke_ind!
_will_startA_to_IRW

_will_send_TR_Invoke_ind

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I] ==0
move!
src:=TSAP_I,
dst:= TRSAP_Up_I

_got_no_LastTID

LastTID==NULL,
SDU[TSAP_I][TIDnew_I]==NULL
LastTID:=RcvTID

_got_RcvInvoke

SDU[TSAP_I][Class_I]!=0,
1== ((myTIDreg==1)+(resTIDreg[0]!=NULL) == 2)
+(myTIDreg==0)
TSAP_RcvInvoke?
RcvTID := SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I],
Uack:=SDU[TSAP_I][UP_flag_I],
resTIDreg[myTIDreg]:=RcvTID,
class:=SDU[TSAP_I][Class_I],
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TSAP_I][TIDnew_I]==TRUE
LastTID := NULL,
new:=TRUE
LastTID != NULL,
SDU[TSAP_I][TIDnew_I]==NULL
RcvTID >= LastTID,
RcvTID - LastTID <= W
LastTID := RcvTID

startR!

_test_AckSent
AckSent==1,
SDU[TSAP_I][Clear_I]==0
TSAP_Send!
SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]:=WTP_Ack,
SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]:=RcvTID,
procCount:=procCount-1

AckSent==0
procCount:=procCount-1

SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]== RcvTID
TSAP_RcvInvokeRID?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]
== resTIDreg[myTIDreg]
TR_Abort_req!
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]==RcvTID
TR_Invoke_res?
procCount:=procCount+1

clean!
src:=TSAP_I,
LastTID := (new? RcvTID : LastTID),
new:=FALSE

RcvTID < LastTID,
LastTID - RcvTID >= W
LastTID:=RcvTID

_TIDOK_WAIT_cleanup

_got_LastTID

LISTEN

TR_Invoke_ind!
procCount:=procCount-1

RcvTID < LastTID,
LastTID - RcvTID < W

move!
_will_ask_for_TIDOK
src := TSAP_I,
RcvTID >= LastTID,
dst := mystore_I,
RcvTID-LastTID > W
resTIDreg[myTIDreg] := RcvTID
_will_send_Ack_with_TIDve

LastTID == RcvTID

_got_Result_req

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]==RcvTID
TR_Result_req?
RCR:=0,
procCount:=procCount+1

clean!
src:=TSAP_I,
procCount:=procCount-1
_got_TR_Invoke_res
startA!
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=NULL,
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]:=0,
procCount:= procCount-1

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
_got_Ack_in_TIDOK_WAITsrc:=mystore_I,
dst:=TRSAP_Up_I

SDU[TSAP_I][Clear_I]==0
TSAP_Send!
SDU[TSAP_I][Clear_I]:= 1,
SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I] := WTP_Ack,
SDU[TSAP_I][TIDve_I] :=1,
SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I] := RcvTID,
procCount:=procCount-1

SDU[TSAP_I][TIDok_I]==1,
SDU[TSAP_I][Class_I]!=0
TSAP_RcvAck?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]== RcvTID
TSAP_RcvAck?
SDU[TSAP_I][Clear_I]==0
procCount:=procCount+1
TSAP_Send!
SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]:=WTP_Ack,
SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]:=RcvTID,
RESULT_WAIT
AckSent:=1,
procCount := procCount-1
expireA?
procCount:=procCount+1

clean!
src:=TSAP_I,
procCount:=procCount-1

move!
src:=TRSAP_Down_I,
RCR<MAX_RCR
dst:=mystore_I
expireR?
RCR:=RCR+1,
deactivateA!
procCount:=procCount+1
AckSent:=0

_got_Abort_in_RRW

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]==RcvTID
TR_Abort_req?
RCR:=0,
procCount:=procCount+1

RESULT_RESP_WAIT
_prep_res_send
TSAP_Send!
SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]:=WTP_Result,
SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]:=RcvTID,
SDU[TSAP_I][RID_I]:= (RCR==0?NULL:TRUE), _will_send_Result
procCount:=procCount-1

TSAP_RcvInvokeRID?
procCount:=procCount+1

RCR == MAX_RCR
expireR?
RCR:=0,
procCount := procCount+1

SDU[TSAP_I][Clear_I]==0
TSAP_Send!
SDU[TSAP_I][Clear_I]:=1,
SDU[TSAP_I][WTPType_I]:=WTP_Abort,
SDU[TSAP_I][WTP_Abort_Type_I]:=USER

_have_MAX_RCR

clean!
src:=TSAP_I,
procCount:=procCount-1

SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]== RcvTID
TSAP_RcvInvokeRID?
procCount:=procCount+1

TIDOK_WAIT

clean!
src:=TSAP_I,
procCount:=procCount-1

_rec_Ack_noDOK

SDU[TSAP_I][TIDok_I]!=TRUE,
SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]== RcvTID
TSAP_RcvAck?
procCount:=procCount+1

_will_clean_mystore_towards_LISTEN
deactivateR!
_will_deact_timerR_towards_LISTEN

TR_Result_cnf!

_will_send_Result_cnf

_prep_Result_cnf

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]:=RcvTID,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]:=1

src:=TSAP_I

clean!
SDU[TSAP_I][TID_I]==RcvTID
TSAP_RcvAck?
RCR:=0,
procCount:=procCount+1

_did_send_USER_Abort

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]:=1,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]:=RcvTID,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Reason_I]:=NETERR

_got_result_Ack

_will_send_NETERR_Abort

clean!
src:=TRSAP_Down_I

Fig. 11. The WTP automaton.

clean!
src:=SSAP_Down_I

procCount:=procCount+1
_init0

clean!
src:=SSAP_Up_I
_init1

clean!
src:=WSP_I
_init2

_init3

_init4

Disconnect?
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
SDU[WSP_I][Reason_I]:=DISCONNECT, SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=conn_trans,
procCount:=procCount+1
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Reason_I]:=SDU[WSP_I][Reason_I]
_got_Disconnect_in_C2

TR_Invoke_Method_ind!
_got_WSP_Get_in_CONN

_will_send_Release_in_CONN

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]==WSP_Get
TR_Invoke_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

CONNECTED

2 ==(SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]!=WSP_Disconnect)
+ (SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]!=WSP_Get)
TR_Invoke_ind?
procCount:= procCount+1
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Class_I]!=0
TR_Abort_req!
procCount := procCount-1
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Class_I]
==0
clean!
src:=TRSAP_Down_I,
procCount:=procCount-1

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=TRSAP_Down_I

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]!=WSP_Connect
TR_Invoke_ind?
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Reason_I]:=225,
procCount:=procCount+1

_will_send_TR_Abort_req

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]==WSP_Disconnect,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Class_I]==0
TR_Invoke_ind?

Release!
procCount:=procCount-1

clean!
src:=TRSAP_Down_I,
conn_trans := NULL,
procCount:=procCount-1

clean!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I

disconnecting
move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=WSP_I
_aborting_all
Disconnect?
SDU[WSP_I][Reason_I]:=DISCONNECT,
procCount:=procCount+1

procCount:=procCount+1
clean!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
conn_trans := NULL,
procCount:= procCount-1
_got_TR_Result_cnf

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=TRSAP_Down_I

TR_Abort_req!

clean!
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Class_I]==0
procCount:=procCount-1,
src:=TRSAP_Down_I

N_Methods > 0
Abort!

N_Methods==0
move!
src:=WSP_I,
dst:=SSAP_Up_I

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Class_I]!=0
TR_Abort_req!
procCount:=procCount-1

move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=WSP_I

S_NULL

_got_Abort_ind_in_C2
conn_trans==SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]
TR_Result_cnf?
procCount:= procCount+1

TR_Abort_req!

S_Disconnect_ind!
conn_trans := NULL,
procCount:=procCount-1
_will_send_S_Disconnect_ind

TR_Invoke_Method_ind!

_will_send_Release

_got_WSP_Get_in_C2

Release!
procCount:=procCount-1

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]==WSP_Get
TR_Invoke_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]==conn_trans
TR_Abort_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear]==0
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=conn_trans

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]== WSP_Disconnect
TR_Invoke_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

CONNECTING_2

TR_Invoke_ind?
2 ==
(SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]!=WSP_Disconnect)
+ (SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]!=WSP_Get)
procCount:=procCount+1

TR_Result_req!
procCount:=procCount-1
_will_send_TR_Result_req

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Class_I]!=0
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Class_I]==0
clean!

TR_Abort_req!
procCount:=procCount-1

src:=TRSAP_Down_I,
procCount:=procCount-1

move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=SSAP_Up_I
_will_send_TR_Invoke_res

TR_Invoke_res!
N_Methods:=0

_skip_WSP_in_C2
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
move!

_will_send_S_Connect_ind

dst:=TRSAP_Down_I,
src:=TRSAP_Up_I

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][WSPType_I]:=WSP_ConnectReply,
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=conn_trans

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I]==WSP_Connect,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Class_I]==2
TR_Invoke_ind?
conn_trans:=SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I],
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=conn_trans,
procCount:= procCount+1
_got_invoke

S_Connect_ind!
procCount:=procCount-1
S_Connect_res?
procCount:= procCount+1

_got_S_Connect_res

Fig. 12. The Session Manager automaton.

CONNECTING

INITIAL

clean!
transaction:=NULL,
src:=mystore
S_NULL

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I] == resTIDreg[myTIDreg]
TR_Invoke_Method_ind?
N_Methods := N_Methods+1,
transaction:=SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I],
procCount:=procCount+1
N_Methods:=N_Methods-1,
_to_holding
transaction:=0,
procCount:=procCount-1
move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=mystore,
procCount:=procCount-1
HOLDING

S_MethodResult_cnf!
transaction:= NULL,
procCount:= procCount-1

TR_Abort_req!
N_Methods:=N_Methods-1,
transaction:=NULL,
procCount:=procCount-1
_will_send_Abort

_reinit
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]==transaction,
SDU[SSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
TR_Result_cnf?
N_Methods:= N_Methods-1,
SDU[SSAP_Up_I][TID_I]:=transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]:=NULL,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]:=0,
SDU[SSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]:=1,
procCount:= procCount+1

S_MethodAbort_ind!

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Reason_I]:=SDU[WSP_I][Reason_I],
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]:=1
_aborting

SDU[SSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=SSAP_Up_I
S_MethodAbort_ind!
Disconnect!

Abort?
procCount:= procCount+1

_to_requesting_1

_to_requesting_2

S_MethodInvoke_ind!
procCount:=procCount-1

move!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I,
dst:=SSAP_Up_I

_will_send_Disconnect
REPLYING

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]:=1,
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=NULL,
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]:=0,
procCount:=procCount+1
_got_MethodInvoke_res

clean!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]==transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Reason_I]==DISCONNECT
TR_Abort_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

_abort_method

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]==transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Reason_I]!=DISCONNECT,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Reason_I]!=SUSPEND
TR_Abort_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

Abort?
procCount:= procCount +1

_got_Abort_disconnect_in_replying
TR_Result_req!
procCount:=procCount-1

REQUESTING

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0,
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][TID_I]==transaction
S_MethodInvoke_res?

SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]==transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]!=DISCONNECT
TR_Abort_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0

Release?
procCount:=procCount+1

SDU[SSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
src:=mystore,
dst:=SSAP_Up_I,
SDU[SSAP_Up_I][Clear_I]:=1

transaction:=NULL,
procCount:=procCount-1,
N_Methods:=N_Methods-1

SDU[SSAP_Down_I][TID_I]==transaction
S_MethodResult_req?
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][WSPType_I]:= WSP_Reply,
procCount:=procCount+1

TR_Invoke_res!
procCount:=procCount-1

SDU[TRSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
move!
src:=SSAP_Down_I,
dst:=TRSAP_Down_I

PROCESSING
Disconnect!
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]==transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Reason_I]==DISCONNECT
TR_Abort_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][TID_I]==transaction,
SDU[TRSAP_Up_I][Reason_I]==SUSPEND
TR_Abort_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

clean!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I

_got_Abort_disconnect_in_processing
clean!
src:=TRSAP_Up_I
_got_Abort_suspend_in_processing

Fig. 13. The Method automaton.

Suspend!

S_MethodAbort_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

HTTP_Disconnect1!

HTTP_Clear==0
clean!
src:=SSAP_Up_I,
HTTP_TID:=SDU[SSAP_Up_I][TID_I]

HTTP_Disconnect2!
S_Disconnect_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1
clean!
src:=SSAP_Up_I,
procCount:=procCount-1

HTTP_AM!
procCount:=procCount-1
HTTP_Answer?
procCount:=procCount+1
S_MethodInvoke_ind?
procCount :=procCount+1

HTTP_Clear == 0
clean!
HTTP_Method := SDU[SSAP_Up_I][WSPType_I],
HTTP_URI := SDU[SSAP_Up_I][URI_I],
HTTP_TID := SDU[SSAP_Up_I][TID_I],
HTTP_Clear := 1,
tmpTID:= HTTP_TID,
src:=SSAP_Up_I

HTTP_Req!

INITIAL

SDU[SSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=HTTP_TID,
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]:=1,
HTTP_TID :=NULL,
HTTP_Clear :=0

S_MethodResult_req!
procCount:=procCount-1

S_Connect_ind?
procCount:=procCount+1

S_MethodResult_cnf?
procCount:=procCount+1
METHOD_RES

SDU[SSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]==0
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][TID_I]:=tmpTID,
SDU[SSAP_Down_I][Clear_I]:=1,
tmpTID:=NULL

S_Connect_res!

clean!
src:=SSAP_Up_I,
procCount:= procCount-1

S_MethodInvoke_res!
procCount:=procCount-1

Fig. 14. The SSAP automaton.

clean!
src:=SSAP_Up_I,
procCount:=procCount-1

Method0_TID!=wTID,
Method1_TID!=wTID

INITIAL
HTTP_URI:=NULL,
HTTP_Clear:=0,
HTTP_TID:=NULL,
HTTP_Method:=NULL,
WSreg[myWSreg]:=FALSE,
wTID:=NULL,
wURI:=NULL
WAIT

wDisconnect?

HTTP_Method ==WSP_Get,
1 =< (myWSreg == 0) + (WSreg[0]==TRUE)
HTTP_Req?
wURI:=HTTP_URI,
wTID:=HTTP_TID,
HTTP_URI:=NULL,
HTTP_Method:=NULL,
HTTP_TID:=NULL,
HTTP_Clear:=0,
WSreg[myWSreg] := TRUE

wURI:=NULL,
wTID:=NULL,
WSreg[myWSreg]:=FALSE,
HTTP_TID:=NULL,
HTTP_Clear:=0,
HTTP_URI:=NULL,
HTTP_Method:=NULL

0<(Method0_TID==wTID)
+(Method1_TID==wTID)
HTTP_Answer!
wURI:=NULL,
wTID:=NULL,
WSreg[myWSreg]:=FALSE,
procCount:=procCount-1
HTTP_TID!=WS1_TID,
HTTP_TID!=WS2_TID,
1<=(myWSreg==0) + (WS2_TID==NULL)
HTTP_AM?
HTTP_Clear == 0,
wC==10,
procCount==0
HTTP_Clear:=1,
HTTP_TID :=wTID,
wC:=0,
procCount:=procCount+1

wDisconnect?

wDisconnect?
HTTP_TID==wTID
HTTP_AM?
HTTP_TID ==wTID
HTTP_AM?

wURI==5
wC:=0

wC<=10
WAIT10

wC<=5
WAIT5

wURI==100
GOT_REQ
wURI:=NULL,
wTID:=NULL,
WSreg[myWSreg]:=FALSE

HTTP_Clear == 0,
wC==5,
procCount==0
HTTP_Clear:=1,
HTTP_TID:=wTID,
wC:=0,
procCount:=procCount+1

wURI==10
wC:=0
wURI==0
procCount:=procCount+1

NOWAIT

Fig. 15. The HTTP Server automaton.

HTTP_Clear==0
HTTP_Clear:=1,
HTTP_TID:=wTID
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Abstract. COER is new test-case generation tool for timed systems. It generates
test cases from a timed automata model of a system to be tested, and a coverage
criteria expressed in an observer language. In this paper, we describe the current
architecture of the tool, its input languages, and a case study in which tool has
been applied in an industrial setting to test that a WAP gateway conform to its
speciﬁcation.

1 Introduction
CO ER is a tool for model-based testing of real-time systems, developed at Uppsala
University since 2005. It allows its users to automatically generate test suites from timed
automata speciﬁcations of real-time and embedded systems. The generated test suites
can be compiled into test programs that can be used to automate the execution of a
system under test. The main features of the COER tool are:

– A framework for extending model checkers with coverage-based test case capabilities. I our case, we have used the veriﬁer of the U PPAAL tool [6].
– An observer language [2] that is expressive enough to describe a large set of coverage criteria, including structural criteria, such as location or edge coverage, dataﬂow criteria, e.g., deﬁnition-use pairs, and semantic coverage, such as states or
projection of states. Thus, the tool is not limited to a number of predeﬁned criteria,
but rather to the expressiveness of the observer language. Together with the COER
tool, we distribute examples of observer specifying a set of popular coverage criteria.
– A query language that is used to specify from which automaton or automata of a
model a test suite should be generated. In addition, the level of required coverage
(a natural number or the maximum possible coverage) can be speciﬁed.
– An efﬁcient test suite generator that generates a test suite with full feasible coverage. COER uses a novel global algorithm that uses knowledge about the total
coverage found in the currently generated state space to guide and prune the remaining exploration [4].
– The COER tool is compatible with the ﬁle format for representing models in the
U PPAAL tool. Thus, users can use the graphical editor of U PPAAL to specify system
speciﬁcations, and generate test cases in COER.
– A conﬁgurable post processor that helps users to format the generated test suite to
contain desired information in XML format.

observer du(varid X;) {
node gotdef(varid, edgeid, procid);
node du(edgeid, procid, edgeid, procid);

def(X,E,P)
¬def(X)

gotdef(X,E,P)

rule start to gotdef(X,E,P) with def(X,E,P);
rule gotdef(X,E,P) to gotdef(X,E,P) with no def(X);
rule gotdef(X,E,P) to du(E,P,E1,P1) with use(X,E1,P1);

use(X,E1,P1)
du(E,P,E1,P1)

accepting du;
}
Fig. 1. A graphical representation of a
Fig. 2. A def-use observer with speciﬁable variable(s).
def-use observer.

2 Input Languages
The modeling language of COER is based on the model of timed automata [1] or more
speciﬁcally, the networks of timed automata extended with data variables supported by
the U PPAAL tool [6]. For the behavior model and the parsing of the model language
CO ER beneﬁts from code written for the veriﬁer of the U PPAAL tool. The CO ER
speciﬁc parts are independent of U PPAAL and could be used in similar model-checkers
supporting other automata models.
A model of a system often consists of a controller part, specifying the behavior of
the system to be tested, and an environment part specifying the components surrounding
the controller. We require that the controller part is modeled deterministically so that
for a given state and input, a unique response and target state of the controller can be
anticipated. This property is called DIEOU-TA (i.e., Deterministic, Input Enabled, and
Output Urgent Timed Automata) [3]. The automata in the surrounding environment can
be modeled non-deterministically as an ordinary network of timed automata.
The U PPAAL veriﬁer has a query language where a user can specify properties in a
subset of Timed CTL, e.g., “exists eventually P.l1 ” which is true if a state is reachable
from the initial state in which automaton P is in location l1 . The COER tool extends
the language with the preﬁx cover that is used to instruct the tool to generate a test
suite which fulﬁlls a coverage criterion speciﬁed by an observer.
In COER, coverage criteria are speciﬁed in an observer language [2]. An observer
is a monitoring automaton formally describing a coverage criterion. A given observer
is refereed to using its name and its parameters, e.g., “cover du({x,y})”, where du is
the name of the observer, and the argument {x, y} is a set of variable identiﬁers in the
system model. By convention, COER in this case assumes that the observer is speciﬁed
in a ﬁle named “du.obs”. An example of a coverage criteria described as an observer is
shown in Fig. 1. The same observer speciﬁed in the input language of COER is shown
in Fig. 2. We refer the reader to [2] for a description of the observer language used in
CO ER.
A cover query can have an optional restrict statement which takes a set of
automata as argument. When used, the statement instructs the COER tool to compute
new coverage only if at least one of the speciﬁed automata are involved in a generated model transition. Our experiments shows that this simple optimization can reduce
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Fig. 3. COER Architecture and Environment

the time for test suite generation substantially. We have also seen that it can often be
applied, since typically only a part of a model speciﬁes the controller to be tested.

3 Tool Overview
In this section, we describe the COER tool architecture focusing on the main additions
to U PPAAL. The work ﬂow of the tool and the internal COER architecture is shown in
Fig. 3. The user speciﬁes a Model ﬁle and a Query ﬁle as input. If a query is preﬁxed by
the keyword cover, it speciﬁes an Observer ﬁle to be used. The observer is handled by
the Observer Engine. The COER Services collects all generated traces that covers part
of the coverage criteria, and thus might become part of the test suite. After termination
the traces are either passed to an external Custom Script Generator or, if a conﬁguration
ﬁle (Conﬁg) is speciﬁed, they are compiled into a test suite in XML format (.xml Suite).
To generate and select test cases, COER performs state-space exploration by onthe-ﬂy reachability analysis of the timed automata (symbolic) state-space combined
with coverage information. During the analysis, a successor state is generated in two
steps. In the ﬁrst step a (symbolic) successor state is generated by U PPAAL. In the
second step, the COER Services updates the coverage information attached to the state,
with help of the Observer Engine. The coverage information is stored and manipulated
using bit vector representation managed by Coverage in Fig. 3. The interpretation of
the bit vectors are known by Observer Engine that performs the observer status update.
When the Observer Engine calculates observer successors it is dependent on a set
of macros used in the observer, to monitor the state and the changes taking place in a a
model transition. For example, the observer in Fig. 1 uses the macro def(X, E, P ), the
macro is true with solution X = x, E = e, P = p, if variable x is deﬁned in automaton
p on edge e and there are no other restrictions on X, E, and P .
In COER the U PPAAL Wrapper translates the U PPAAL model transitions to a
generic macro evaluation system used in Observer Engine. The interface of Observer

Engine can be implemented for other models without modifying Observer Engine internally. In this way, COER can be used to extend other model-checkers or interface with
other tools with little effort. In Fig. 3, the parts that are U PPAAL speciﬁc are positioned
inside a dashed box.

4 Case Study
The COER tool has been applied in a large case study in cooperation with Ericsson,
where a WAP Gateway has been tested [5]. The software of the session layer (WSP)
and the transaction layer (WTP) of the WAP stack were modeled in detail. The model
also contained automata modeling abstract behavior and assumption imposed on the
environment, such as a web sever and terminals using the gateway.
In the case study, we used COER to produce a test suite with full feasible coverage
of edge coverage, switch coverage, and projected state coverage. To perform the actual
testing, a complete test bed was built that supports automated generation and execution
of tests. It takes as input a network of timed automata, an observer automaton together
with the other conﬁguration ﬁles, and uses the COER tool to generate an abstract test
suite. The test suite is compiled into a script program that is executed by a test execution
environment developed by Ericsson.
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